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COUCH POTATOES. Seniors

Stephanie Morey and Karen Laffey

enjoy one of the priveledges of being

a senior by spending their free block

in the lounge.

ii >Candids

INTO THE WOODS. Discussing

their plans for the AP Biology Quad-

ratLab are seniors Anne Walsh, Emily

Swiatocha, and Meghan Stone.



SIGNING IN. Homeroom is a busy

time in the studem office as Mrs.

Morey writes out dismissals for sopho-

more LauraMagnani andjuniors Jamie

Larose and Ryan Boutin.

i

i

SPEAKING OUT. Seniors Jen

Martinelli, Kerry Weeks, Missy Long,

and Meghan Stone, captains of the

Varsity Soccer Team, announce the

team members at the bonfire.

CHANGING UP. In the locker room,

sophomores Debbie Chang, Katy

Weiss, Jan Kuhn, Debby Levenson,

and Jenna Griggs get ready for an-

other fun gym class.

HANGINGOUT. Sophomore Missy

Williams and seniors Kristina Salwen,

Megan Zwirko, and Matt Friedman

pose for thecamera at a football game.

Candids < iii
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STUDYING HARD. During free

blocks, many students gather in the

hbrary to read, work on homework, or

talk if they can get away with it.

GO LANCERS! The cheerleading

team practices their cheers for the

next football game.

BURN BABY BURN. Many stu-

dents get together with their friends at

the annual bonfire which marks the

beginning of the football season.

vi / Candids

MONSTER MASH. Seniors Amy
Lemer, Sam Smith, MelissaNewman,

Rachel Aminia, Robin Levenson,

Shannon Campion, and Allison Grace

have a great time at the Halloween

Dance.



AFTERHOURS. Junior Jean Roger

and seniors Keith Belloff and Dan

Ryan discuss plans for the upcoming

weekend.

ANYONE GOT A DIME? Junior

ElliotMoya calls a sick friend at home
during lunch.

Candids < vii



ART INSTRUCTION. During ai

AP Portfolio class Miss Barrera show:

seniors Lauren Yahres and Meghar

Stone an example for their assign^

ment.

,V111>_

GOOD ADVICE. Mr. Kane helps

senior Joe Ferrentino get ideas about

which colleges he should apply to

from the computer.

PIGSKIN AND PALS. Seniors Jor

Hoffman, Peter Chin, Aaron Bode

and Derek Hildreth practice for TFL|

with Coach Cogswell after school.



Dedication: Betsy Baldwin .'&

Betsy the Cookie Lady, a

%^ legendary, familiar figure at

Longmeadow High School, is

truly the embodiment of school

spirit. With a cheerful greeting

always ready on her lips, Betsy

has brightened the morning of

many a student trudging into

school on a dreary morning.

She is most famous for her

enthusiastic participation in the

Daisy Weed cheers and can be

found at the pre-game pep rally

in the midst of a crowd of senior

girls yelling themselves hoarse.

A long time supporter of the

Weeds, she joined the Daisies

this year in spirit.

Betsy will be remembered

for the spirit and the warmth

she so generously gave to all

the students, and the smile

which made us smile back.

We dedicate this yearbook to

her along with a promise that

no matter what we encounter in

the future, we will leave our

hearts open to the love for

people that she shared with us.

I

Dedication < 1
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ON THE

"The bonfire always

gets everyone psyched

for the football season.

Since this is our senior

year, this one was spe-

cial because it's our last

one."

OUT
BOSOM BUDDIES. Seniors Ryan

Hutchins, Jan Bouwman, and junior

Joe Bleimeyer are happy that it's fi-

nally Friday and the weekend is here.

PUCKER UP. Senior Adam
Baldwin shows his affection to his

friend senior Zach Anable during

passing time.
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Seniors

LONG TIME FRIENDS. Seniors

Liz Gaffney and Rachel Rothschild

prove that people can remain friends

for many years.
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FROM OUR ADVISORS
With crisp crunchy leaves underfoot, a brilliant blue fall sky

overhead, and my dog scampering off ahead, we travel again

along one of our favorite trails through the woods and fields. For

me, it is a time of reflection—time to take pause from daily

responsibilities and to enjoy the sense of peace and harmony I

always discover when I hike along a trail or search for "trea-

sures" along a coastline. While the dog is frantically attempting

to pick up trails of those gone before her, she zigs and zags

across the trails taking dips in the ponds and occasionally looking

back wondering why my particular species never seem able to

just keep up.

Today my search is of a different kind. Therefore I keep to

the trail, trusting that it ell guide my footsteps while my mind is

free to compose what I will later put on paper. I want to be able

to share with you seniors what a privilege it has been to be an

advisor and to thank you for your hard work and dedication.

At our first evening planning session, the class officers and

advisors explored how to work as a team relying on each other's

skills and talents. When we became a team, we developed some

plans that would provide the Senior Class with many opportuni-

ties to have a successful and rewarding senior year. We left with

a sense of direction and accomplishment. I was proud of the

officers that night and proud of how you as a class, who for the

past three years, have worked together raising money, volunteer-

ing your time in service, and starting new traditions. You

enjoyed you successes and learned from mistakes. Always you

were determined to take risks and commit yourselves to a new

approach with renewed spirit. Ah...the Hootenanny comes to

mind. Lesson here: Let the creative spirit flow!!! However,

with freedom comes responsibility. Organization and team work

are essential. We expended great energies in zig-zagging and in

that process discovered what talents we had and how we could

contribute to the success of the team.

Now go, leave, travel, see the world, explore the trails and

coastlines, read, read, and read some more, and ask "why" again

and again. Zig and zag; search and discover who you are and of

what you are made. Learn when to follow well-worn trails and

work in concert with others, but never stop your search.

The following excerpt is from John Heider's translation of Lao

T'zu's Tao Te Ching.

Since all creation is a whole, separateness is an illusion. Like it

or not, we are all team players. Power comes through coopera-

tion, independence through service, and greater self through

selflessness.

Susan Bayley

Congratulations to each and every member of the Class of '94!

You have survived the storm and stress of the high school stage of

your lives. Some of you will remember these years as the "best

years" of your life; for others of you, they will be remembered as

less than the greatest. Hopefully, all of you found at least one

moment when life was exciting, when you discovered something

inspiring, when you started a relationship with another person that

was really positive for both, when you discovered who you were

and were comfortable with that insight.

As a class, you entered LHS with two strikes against you: you were

the children of the "me first 1980's", and a "reputation". ..But.. .you

didn't strike out ; you hit a home run.

As you end one stage of your life and begin a new one, take with

you the ideas in the following poem by Max Ehrmann:

Whatever else you do or forbear,

impose upon yourself the task of happiness;

and now and then abandon yourself to the joy of

laughter.

And however much you condemn

the evil in the world, remember that the

world is not all evil; that somewhere

children are at play, as you yourself in the

old days; that women still find joy

in the stalwart hearts of men;

And that men, treading with restless feet

their many paths, may yet find refuge

from the storms of the world in the cheerful

house of love.

Farewell, and the Best... Michael F. Gelinas

4\ Seniors
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Caryn Adelson
1 12 Brookwood Dr.- Student Council- 9, 10,

1 1,12; Jet Jotter-9; Yearbook- 10, 11, 12; Key

Club- 11, 12; SADD- 12; French Trip- 12;

Daisy Weeds; TFL- 12; Intramural Volley-

ball- 12; Ultimate Frisbee- 12; Track- 9, 10,

11;SPFTY- 10, 1 l(Secretary), 12(Treasurer);

Senior Class Play; Favorite Quote- "If you

love something set it free. If it comes back to

you its yours, if it doesn't it was never meant to

be."

Jay Adya
1 27 Blueberry Hill Rd.- Jads, Ads, Jotah- NHS-

11, 1 2; Jet Jotter- 10, 11, 12; Rough Draft- 12;

AFS- 12; Chess Club- 9; Language Study -

Argentina- 1 1 ; As Schools Match Wits- 11,12;

Summer School - 1 0; International Club- 9,11,

12; Key Club- 9, 10, 1 1, 12; Science League-

10, 1 1, 12; TFL- 11,12; Intramural Volleyball-

9, 12; Tennis- 9, 10, 11, l2(Captain); Mock
Trial- 9; Favorite Quote- "Life moves pretty

fast. If you don't stop and look around some-

time, you might miss something. " -Ferris Bueller

mt
9\\

Rachel Aminia
64 Belleclaire Ave.- Rach, Dr. Rachel- Drama
Ensemble- 9, 10, 11, 12; Peer Support Net-

work- 10, 11,12; Key Club- 9; French Club-

10; Drama Exchange With England- 9; France

Trip- 12; Daisy Weeds; Senior Class

Play(Director); Intramural Volleyball- 11,12;

NHS-12; Favorite Quote- "Great Spirits have

always encountered violent opposition from

mediocre minds." -Einstein

"There is a road, no

simple highway be-

tween the dawn and

the dark of night.

And ifyou go no one

may follow; the path

is for your steps

alone."- The Grate-

ful Dead

.

Seniors
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Jennifer Beck
435 Bliss Rd.- Jen, Beck, Beckss, Jenbeck,

Kid, Fred- Student Council- 9, 10, 11, 12;

Lacrosse- 9, 1 0; Ski Team- 9; Ultimate Frisbee-

11, 12; Environmental Club- 12(Vice-Presi-

dent); Key Club- 9, 10; Intramural Volleyball-

1 0, 1 1 , 1 2; New Hampshire- 1 0, 1 1 , 1 2; Daisy

Weeds; Internship- 12; Favorite Quote-

"...though we rush ahead to save our time we

are only what we feel..."- Neil Young

Jonathan Bennett
96 White Oaks Dr.- Bennett, Juan Carducci,

Benito, Juarez, Jon, Lohich, Twoni Lohichi,

The Happy Idiot- Science League- 10, II, 12;

Ice Hockey- 9, 10, ll(Asst. Capt.), 12(Cap-

tain); Golf Team- 10, 11, 12; Lacrosse- 9;

NHS- 11,12; Favorite Quote- "Imagine all life

as you know it instantaneously stopping and

every molecule in your body exploding at the

speed of light."- Egan Spangler

Seniors



I've conquered my
past, the future is

here at last I stand at

the entrance to anew
world I can see, the

ruins to the right of

me will soon have

lost sight ofme."- U2

Heather Bradley
5 Cranwell Lane- Brad, Durry, Arby- Soccer-

9, 10, 12; Basketball- 9, 10, 11, 12; Lacrosse- 9,

10, 11, 12; Key Club- 9, 10; SADD- 11, 12;

AFS- 11,12; Environmental Club- 12; Student

Council- 9, 10, 1 1, 12; Senior Class Play; Daisy

Weeds; Favorite Quote- "Wiien there is a hill to

climb, don't think that waiting will make it

smaller. "-H. Jackson Brown

Courtney Burke
Yearbook- 9, 10, 11, 12(Business Ed.);

Keyettes-9; Key Club- 10, 1 1 ; VolunteerWork-

12; Favorite Quote- "Nothing's ever the same

as they said it was. It's what I've never seen

before that I recognize."

Seniors



Nicola Camerlenghi
102 Academy Dr.- Nick, Sin, Pasquale,

Nicolabus, Heiniken- Drama Ensemble- 9, 10,

11,12; Yearbook- 9, 10, 1 1. 12(Photo Ed.- 11,

12); Jet Jotter- 10, 11, 12(PhotoEd.);NHS- 11,

12; Rough Draft- 12(Ed.); Science League- 1 1,

12; MDA- 1 1 ; Community Theatre- 12;Senior

Class Play(Director); Volleyball- 10, 12; Sum-

mer School- 11,12; Drama Trip to England- 9;

Union News- 12; Favorite Quote- "Morality is

simply the attitude we adopt towards people we

dislike."- Oscar Wilde

'^'9^
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Jon Campbell
327 Maple Rd.- Movie Star, JC, Hot Pappa,

Juan, Paco, Biatch, Grawliers, Stanky, Johnny

C- Football- 9; Swimming- 9, 10, 11, 12(Capt.-

11,12); Baseball- 9; Lacrosse- 10, 12; TFL-

10, 12; Key Club- 9; Ultimate Frisbee- 11;

Daisy Weeds; Favorite Quote- "As the grime

ofcountless warthogs cluttersmy sink, 1 tie my
nose with spandex hose before I take a drink. "-

Trey Anastasio

Shannon Campion
15 South Park Ave.- Shan- NHS- 12; Year-

book- 10, 1 1, 12(Ed.-in-Chief); SADD- 9, 10,

11, 12(VP); International Club- 11, 12(VP);

Student Council- 9, 10, 11, 12; Keyettes- 10;

AFS- 10, 11; Impressions- 10, 11, 12; Daisy

Weeds; Baseball Stats- 9, 10, 11, 12; Football

Stats- 11, 12; Favorite Quote- "I've seen fire

and I've seen rain, I've seen sunny days that I

thought would never end, I've seen lonely times

when I could not find a friend, but I always

thought that I'd see you again."- James Taylor

"Smiles you'll give

and tears you'll cry

and allyou touchand

all you see, is all your

life will ever be. The

time is gone, the song

is over, thought I'd

something more to

say."- Pink Floyd

Seniors



Seniors
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Martha Councell
63 Homestead Blvd.- Marth, Counce,

Martholemew. Amazon, Martarita, Concellita-

Wind Ensemble- 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble-

9, 11; YPS- 9; Chorus- 9; Lyrics- 10, 11; I

Canton- 10; Jet Jotter- 11; NHS-12; Impres-

sions- 11; Favorite Quote- "The best hope is

that one of these days the ground will get

disgusted enough just to walk away- leaving

people with nothing more to stand on than what

they have so bloody well stood for up to now."-

Kenneth Patchen

i

"I've got no strings

to hold me down; To

make me fret, or to

make me frown. I

had strings, but now
I'm free. There are

no strings on me."-

Pinocchio

Seniors



Lisa Ann de Lima
22 Wheelmeadow Ln.- Leebs, Duck, Lima

bean,ChiquitaBannanaLady,Dulumski,Arby,

Mountaineer- Figure Skating- 9, 10, 11, 12;

AFS- 9, 11, 12(Treasurer); Key Club- 11;

Keyettes- 9, 10; Enviromental Club- 12; Cho-

rus- 9, 10,11; Lyrics- 12; Daisy Weeds; Class

Council- 12; Internship- 1 1 ; Senior Class Play;

Favorite Quote- "Blame it on a simple twist of

fate." - Bob Dylan

Seniors



Seniors



Emily Fentin

1 83 Rugby Rd.- Em- Chorus-9; Lyrics- 1 0, 1 1

,

12; Lacrosse- 9; Field Hockey- 9, 10. 11,

12(Capt.); New Directions- 12; Daisy Weeds;

Lacrosse Stats- 10; Senior Class Play; Variety

Show- 10, 1 1, 12; Student Council- 9, 10, 1 1,

12; Intramural Voleyball- 9, 10; NHS- 12;

Favorite Quote- "Though we travel the world

over to find the beautiful we must carry it with

us or we find it not."- Ralph Waldo Emerson

"No, this is not the

end. It is not even

the beginning of the

end, but perhaps it is

the end of the begin-

ning."- Sir Winston

Churchill

Seniors



Andrew Geha
117 Pleasantview Ave.- Geha, Andy- Wind

Ensemble- 1 0, 1 1 , 1 2; Jazz Band- 11,12; Drama

Ensemble- 11,12; Brass Quintet- 11,12; Senior

Class Play; NHS- 12; Favorite Quote- "How
long is it good for a man to live? Only as long

as he does not prefer death to life. I've seen men
die sitting, lying, dropping on their knees like

bulls, but never upside down, standing on their

heads. One must have sport, even with death. "-

Peter Barns

"To be nobody- but

yourself- in a world

which is doing its

best, night and day,

to make you every-

body else- means to

fight the hardest

battle which any hu-

man being can fight;

and never stop fight-

ing."- e. e. cummings

Seniors
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Rebecca Gorfin
55 Benedict Terr.- Becky, Gorfnut, Gorf-

DMT- 10, 11, 12; Diving- 10, 11, 12(Capt.);

Enviromental Club- 12; Drama Ensemble- 10,

1 2; Favorite Quote- "Hey I'd like to dare away

to a place no one has known. A place I could

call mine and only I could own."

Caleb Giguere
124 Hopkins Place

Indigo Gregory
1 8 Grassy Gutter Rd.- Indi, Dee, 500, Preacher

boy- Key Club- 9; Jet Jotter- 9; Mission Trip to

Newark, NJ- 1 1; Youth Group- 9, 10, 1 1, 12;

Inner City Outreach- 10, 11, 12; Youth Con-

vention- 11, 12; Fine Arts Festival- 9, 11, 12;

Intramural Voleyball-9; Favorite Quote- "For

God loved the world that he gave his one and

only son, that whoever believes in him shall

not have eternal life."- John 3:16

Seniors



Anne Harwood
609 Longmeadow St.- Soccer- 9, 10, 1 1; TFL-

12; Swim Team- 9, 10; Softball- 9, 10, 1 1, 12;

Volleyball- 12; Key Club- 9, 10(Class Officer),

11, 12; Chorus- 9; Daisy Weeds; Internship- 11,

1 2; Senior Class Play; United Methodist Youth

Fellowship- 9, 10, 11, 12(Fres); NHS- 12; Stu-

dent Council- 9, 1 0, 1 1 , 1 2; Smith Book Award-

11; Favorite Quote- "If you take a woman
fishing, she has to be a dull one. Anybody

lively scares away the fish."- Elizabeth Jenkins

Seniors



Jonathan Hoffman
7 Cheshire Dr.- Jon, Hoffa, Hoffbrow, Hoff,

Juan, Hoffmarse- Rough Draft- 9 (Ed.); Year-

book- 9, 10(Ed.); Key Club- 9, 10, ll(Lt.

Gov.), 12; Wind Ensemble- 11, 12; Band- 9,

10; Drama Ensemble- 10, 1 1, 12; VoUeyball-

11,12; TFL- 12; Track and Field- 9; Tennis-

10, 11, 12; Internship- 11; Jazz Band- 11, 12;

NHS- 12

Ryan Hutchins
1047 Longmeadow St.- Eddie, Spliff,

Touchins, Hutch, Hutchie, Fryan- Hockey- 9,

10, 11, 12(Capt.- 11, 12); Lacrosse- 9, 10, 11,

1 2; Key Club- 9, 10; Wind Ensemble; Lyrics-

12; Environmental Club- 12; Favorite Quote-

"How you feeling...probably the same as

you. ..well if you felt the same way I did, we
would be in bed by now."- Gary Provencher

Seniors



Rebecca Ingis

137 Crestview Cir.- Becky, Beck, BB, Ling-

ding, Beckster, Ingi- NHS- 1 1 , 1 2; Key Club- 9,

10, 11, 1 2 (VP); Lyrics- II, 1 2; Sr. District- 11,

12; All State- 11, 12; Variety Show- 11, 12;

Senior Class Play; Cheerieading- 11; Science

League- 10, 1 1, 12; Yearbook- 10, 11, 12 (Ed.);

AFS, Costa Rica- 10; Drama Ensemble- 9, 10;

Daisy Weeds; Internship- 12; Favorite Quote-
"Your friends will know you better in the first

minute you meet than your acquaintances will

in a thousand years."- Richard Bach

Seniors



"Some say life will

drag you down,

break your heart,

steal your crown; so

I started out for God
knows where, guess

ni know when I get

there, I'm learning to

fly around the

clouds."- Tom Petty

Seniors
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"Somewhere ages

and ages hence; Two
roads diverged in a

wood, and I took the

one less traveled by,

and that has made all

the difference. "-

Robert Frost

i

Seniors



Seniors
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Amy Lerner
75 Brooks Rd.- Lerner, Lerners, Ame- Track

and Field- 9, 10; Key Club- 9, 10; AFS- 9, 10,

1 1 ; AFS Summer Exchange to Chile- 10; Im-

pressions- 9, 10, 11, 12(Layout Ed.); Year-

book- 10, IKFaculty Ed.), 12(Ed.-in-Chief);

SADD- 9; Basketball Stats- 1 1 ; Daisy Weeds;

NHS- 12; Student Council- 12; International

Club- 11, I2(VP); Favorite Quote- "Each one

of us is a brain, and an athlete, and a basket

case, a princess, and a criminal."- The Break-

fast Club

Melissa Long
1 10 Hopkins PL- Missy, Missina, Mistle(toe),

Pissmeister- Student Council- 9, 10, 11, 12;

Daisy Weeds; Environmental Club- 1 ; Sexual

Harrassment Commitee- 11, 12; SADD- 10,

II, 12; Soccer- 9, 10, U, 12 (Capt.); Basket-

ball- 9, 10, II, 12; Lacrosse- 9, 10, II, 12;

Senior Class Play; NHS- 12; Favorite Quote-

"Our ultimate measure as people is not where

we stand in moments of comfort and conve-

nience, but where we stand during challenge

and controversy."- Martin Luther King

Christopher Loonie
332 Pinewood Dr.- Looney Tunes, Lunes,

Tunes, Lonns, Looneybin- Soccer- 9, 10, 11,

12; Basketball- 9, 10,11; Golf- 11, 12; Intra-

mural Volleyball - 9, 10, II, 12; Intramural

Basketball- 12; Environmental Club- 12; Stu-

dent Council- 9, 10, 11, 12; Trip To Spain- 12;

Ditch Diggers Club- 11,12

Seniors



Seniors



Seniors



"So many faces in

and out of my life;

Some will last; Some
will be just be now
and then; Life is a

series of hellos and

goodbyes; I'm afraid

it's time for goodbye

again."- Billy Joel

Seniors



"People are like

stained glass win-

dows; they sparkle

and shine when the

sun is out but when

darkness comes the

only light is from

within."- Unknown

'.^'

Seniors
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Samantha Smith
55 Momingside Dr.- Sam- Footbal Stats- 1 1

.

12: Baseball Stats- 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball

Stats- 9, 10, 11, 12; International Club- 11,

1 2(Co-Pres.); SADD- 9,10,11,12; Keyettes-

9, 10; NHS- 1 2; Daisy Weeds; Favorite Quote-

"Changes in latitudes, changes is attitudes,

nothing remains quite the same. Through all

of the islands and all of the highlands, if we

couldn't laugh we would all go insane. "-Jimmy

Buffet

WM

Seniors



Jesse Sweet
199 Tanglewood Drive

"I hear babies cry, I

watch 'em grow.

They learnmore then

I'll ever know. Then

I think to myself,

what a wonderful

world. "-Louie
Armstrong

Erik Szyluk
21 East Greenwich Rd.- Swimming- 9, 10, 11,

12; Lacrosse- 9, 10, 11, 12; Daisy Weeds;

Scuba Diving- 9, 10, 11, 12; Snowboarding-9,

10, 11, 12; Favorite Quote- Bartlett;"Didn't

you wear that shirt yesterday?" Delano:"No, I

have two of these shirts."

Seniors



Rakesh Talati

184 Primrose Dr.- Kishi, Kish, Rock, Rocky,

Chief, Raklesh. Rakesh-Man. Talatso- NHS-

11. 12: Yearbook- 10, II, 12: Math Team- 12:

TFL- 12: Volleyball- 10, 1 1, 12: Key Club- 9,

10. 11, 12: International Club- 10, 11. 12:

Lyrics- II, 12: Mock Trial- 9, 10. 11, 12:

Tennis- 10, 11, I2(Capt.); Ditch Diggers-

12(Co-founder): MDA- II: Crutch Racing

Club- IKWorid Record Holder); Favorite

Quote- "Time's fun when you're having flies. "-

Short Circuit

Michael Templeton
27 South Park Ave.- Woody-T, "T", Slim. Slam.

Temp, Bud Boy- Football- 9.11: Wrestling- 9.

10, II, 12(Capt.): Lacrosse- 9, 10. 12: Sunday

Club- 11, 12: Volleyball- 10: Vermont- 12:

Chorus- 9, 10, II. 12; SADD- 10, 11, 12:

Courtyard- 9, 10, ^II, 12: Favorite Quote- "I

want to die high in the sky, I want the snakes to

eat my skin. I want the birds to peck my eyes. I

want to die high in the sky."- Jim Morrison

"Lately it occurs to

me, what a long

strange trip it's

been."- Grateful

Dead

Seniors



Paige Thompson
667 Wolf Swamp Rd.- Paigery, Paigie, Paigie

Lou, Cory- Basketball- 9; Softball- 9, 10; Vol-

leyball- 10, 11, 12; Hockey Stats- 11, 12, Bas-

ketball Stats- 10; SADD- 12; Student Council-

9, 10, 11, 12; Key Club- 10; Daisy Weeds;

Senior Class Play; Favorite Quote- "Whenever

you have a problem that you can't solve, it often

helps to listen to other people's problems. "-

Mary Smith

Anne Walsh
35 Twin Hills Dr.- Annie, Bean, Walsher,

Redwood- Field Hockey- 9, 10, 1 1; Cross Coun-

try- 12; Swimming- 9, 10; Track- 9, 10, 1 1, 12:

Skiing- 12; Yearbook- 9,10, 11, 12; Science

League- 10, 11, 12; NHS- 11, 12(Vice Pres.);

Piano Teacher- 9, 10, 11, 12; Daisy Weeds;

Senior Class Play; Favorite Quote- "Walk tall

as the trees, live strong as the mountains, be

gentle as the spring winds, keep the warmth of

the summer sun in your heart, and the great

spirit be with you."

Seniors



Kerty Weeks
204 Shaker Rd.- Ker, Super K. Kerrster,

Weeksie, Weekser- Swimming- 9, 10, 11,

12(Captain); Soccer- 9, 10, 11, 12(Captain);

Daisy Weeds: Student Council- 10, 12;Pioneer

Valley Aquatic Club- 9. 10, 11, 12; Western

Mass. Soccer Club- 9, 10, 11; Senior Class

Play; Bay State Games- 12(Gold Medal); Fa-

vorite Quote- "Those who bring sunshine and

laughter to the lives of others cannot keep them

from themselves."- James Matthew Barrie

Emily Weiss
169 Wenonah Rd.- Em, Einsweiss,

Weissmeister- Jet Jotter- 9, 10, 1 l(Ed.), 12(Ed.-

in-Chief); Peer Support Network- 9, 10, 11,

12; Science League- 10, 11, 12; Orchestra- 9,

11,12; Variety Show- 10, 12; Lyrics- 11,12;

Exchange Student(France)- 9, 10; Drama En-

semble- 10, 11; Earthwatch(Costa Rica)- 10;

Daisy Weeds; TFL- 12; Internship- 11; NHS-
1 2; Favorite Quote- "When I am an old woman
I shall...make up for the sobriety of my
youth. ..and learn to spit."- Jenny Joseph

Seniors



Laini Wolman
292 Pinewood Dr.- Lain- USY- 9, 10, 11, 12

Mock Trial- 9, 10, 11, 12; Jet Jotter- 9, 10, 11

12(Ed.); Rough Draft- 9, 10, 11, 12(Ed.); Year

book- 9, 10, 1 l(Ed.); JCC Theater- 10; USY
On-Wheels- 10; USY Israel Pilgrimage- II

Jewish Weekly News- 11, 12; Internship- 1

1

Trip to Spain- 10; Chorus- 9; NHS- 11, 12

Favorite Quote- "Tomorrow is another day."-

Gone With the Wind

Susan Young
80 Longview Dr.- Sus, Sku, Dandelion, Pokey-

Field Hockey- 9, 10, 11, 12(Captain); Swim-

ming- 9, 10, 1 1, 12(Captain); Equestrian Club-

9, 10; Daisy Weeds; Senior Class Play; Mt.

Tom; Favorite Quote- "It isn't easy being

green."- Kermit the Frog

Seniors



Jennifer Zick
170 Overbrook Rd.- Zicker, Zick, Zicker-

meister, Jen- Key Club- 9, 10, 11, 12; Daisy

Weeds; Soccer- 9, 10, 11; Senior Class Play;

Student Council- 9, 10, 11, 12; Intramurals-

10. 1 1. 12; Variety Show- 12; Baseball Stats-

9, 10. 11; Favorite Quote- "I always knew

when I looked back on times I had cried I

would laugh, but I never knew when I looked

back on times that I laughed, I would cry."-

Missy Long and Paige Thompson

Photo not available

for: Jeremy David
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ON THE/.^UP

"Members of different

classes build lasting

friendships that con-

tinue on all through

senior year and even

after."

PASSING TIME. Sophomores Sue

Scully, Eileen MacDonnell, and

Kelsey Dreher stop to pose for a pic-

ture together before going their sepa-

rate ways to class.

CREATIVE MINDS. Freshmen

Tara Polansky and Missy Grieves

concentrate on their drawings in

their 2D art class.

STRING MUSICIANS. Juniors

violinist, Areej Hassan, and violist,

Reena Raman, talk about their

upcoming Orchestra performance in

the Winter Concert.



c L A S S

DEEP CONVERSATION.
Sophomores Steve Sokolov and

Michael Orr try to carry on a

conversation in the crowded halls of

LHS.
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DEEP THOUGHTS. Junior Robin

Brown takes a moment to ponder so-

lutions to the problems ofthe world in

English class.

Jason Abrams

Irina Alimov

Rachel Allen

Christian Amdt
Rebecca Azia

Sean Bailey

Rebecca Balakier

Benjamin Baraldi

Dana Bare

Heather Ban-

Jennifer Bassett

Brandon Beane

Joseph Bleimeyer

Gretchen Booth

Francis Bousquet

Ryan Boutin

Kristen Bradley

Alex Bricker

Kevin Bridges

Robin Brown
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Scott Brown

Thomas Brunette

Paul Canup

Annunziata Cardaropoli

Alex Catlin

Sheri Cheng

Jonathon Christie

Anne Cothran

William Cullinan

Ali Dabiri

THE SOUND OF MUSIC. Juniors

Sarah WilHams and Aaron Meyers

dazzle the audience with their perfor-

mance in the annual LHS Chamber

Music Concert. Williams and Meyers

are only two of the many talented

musicians in LHS.
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Patrick Derosier

Christopher Diamond

William Donoghue

Jennifer Dreher

Stephen Dress

Kateri Egan

Jeremy Elman

Mark Epstein

Marie Erickson

Jayson Falcone

Melanie Parkas

Jessica Farrand

Fortunata Ferrentino

Ari Fingeroth

Daniel Fitzpatrick

Paul Fix

Katie Fletcher

CONCENTRATION. Junior Ryan

Luciano concentrates on the ball and

shows off his form in gym class.

JAM SESSION. Junior Steve Dress

jives with the music during Jazz Band.

This year the LHS Jazz Band received

national recognition for its excellence.
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ANCE FEVER. Junior Seamus

[urphy and senior Justin Canup

mce the night away at the Hallow-

;n Dance.
Courtney Foster

Kerri Franz

Rebecca Freedberg

Michael Garcia

Nikita Gelfand

,^^ Graham Gelling

Alfred Geoffrion

Michael Germino

Rebecca Germino

Maria Gilman

Katherine Girotti

Courtney Glenn

Sara Godding

Matthew Golkar

Rachel Gordan

Sean Greeley

Timothy Gregory

Kimberly Grieves
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Roshanna Griffin

Christopher Hall

David Halsey

Adeel Hassan

Arrej Hassan

Brian Hayes

John Heaps

Micah Hemmelgam
Armand Hill

Despina Hoffman

Neil Holt

Eric Jalonen

JeffJudd

Alison Juozokas f
Jonathon Karpman

Jessica Katz

Todd Kaylor

Michael Kelleher

Jason Kellman

Adam Kellogg

LOCKER BUDDIES. Junior

Brendon Willoughby helps Junior

Jenn Robert with some last-minute

homework at her locker at lunch.
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MIND-BOGGLING. Juniors

Madhavi Shah and Neil Holt are

stumped by a problem in Mrs. Peter's

Pre-Calculus class. Behind them, Jun-

ior Ari Fingeroth strains to hide his

amusement.

Jason Lee

Jill Lenchitz

Nadia Lentino

Kate Leonard

Heather Letteney

I
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Evan Levine

Alison Littorin

Montserrat Llorens

Simona Lo

David Long

Ryan Luciano

William Lutat

Kathryn Lyons

Jennifer MacDonald

Marisa Magnani

Caryn Malinowski

Todd McCarthy

Anthony McGuinness

Kevin McPartland

Aaron Meyers

Jon-Pierre Micucci

Benjamin Mikesh

Jessica Miller

William Miller

Benjamin Mirkin

Maki Miyazaki

SWAP MEET. Juniors Lorin Teres,

Kateri Egan, and Heather Lettney ex-

change gym clothes and hair brushes

before rushing to their upcoming gym
class.
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RELIEF. Juniors Marie Sedran and

Amanda Rhee relax after school. The

overwhelming workload and stress of

junior year causes most juniors to be

exhausted at the end of the day.

PLEEEEASE! Juniors Graham Gel-

ling and Chris Hall endorse the Rough

Draft to freshman Joe O'Brien at Fresh-

man Orientation Day.

Jeffrey Nietupski

Rachel Nuger

Elizabeth O'Brien

Megan O'Brien

Kelly O'Malley

Max Osofsky

Victor Pacheco

Jessica Papaluca

Robert Patterson

Jessica Polansky
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HITTING THE BOOKS. Juniors

Kori Kielbania and Kelly O'Malley

study one last time in the cafeteria,

during a free block, before going to

their next class.

Melissa Polverini

Andrew Pragluski

Mario Price

Reena Raman
Glenn Rappaport

Jolie Rappaport

John Regan

Jonathon Retchin

Peter Reynolds

Amanda Rhee

Carmen Rinaldi

Jennifer Robert

Shana Roberts

Lara Robinson

Jean Roger

Benjamin Rogers

Michael Romanko
Hilah Ronen

Daniel Rosen

Benjamin Rothschild
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Laura Rovelli

Sucheta Samant

Taryn Samol

Erick Sandler

Avi Sapojnikov

Rebecca Schweiger

Marie Sedran

Madhavi Shah

James Shea

Alyssa Shelasky

LAST MINUTE. Junior Sean Bailey

finishes up some homework last

minute before his next class.

ARTISTIC TALENT. JuniorBecky

Balakier takes a break from working

on her sculpture during the annual

Arts Festival. It gave many LHS
students the opportunity to display

their artwork.
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Megan Stillerman

Sara Stirton

Jennifer Swiderski

Lorin Teres

Steven Thomas

Sarah Tindall

James Tremble

Brian Tuohey

Laura Vander Leeden

Allison Wainick

S^'

Brian Washington

Kelly Weeks

Brennan White

Crystal White

Erich White

Sarah Williams

Brendon Willoughby

Raymond Wright f
Rebecca Zettl

MAKING MUSIC. Juniors Tony

McGuiness and Brian Hayes practice

one last time before auditioning for

the LHS Jazz Ensemble.
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Sophomores

BEST BUDS. Sophomores Johanna

Sorrell and Gillian Polga flash a smile

for the camera during a free block in

the cafeteria.

Rebecca Abramson

Emmanuel Acosta

Sarah Allen

Timothy Allen

Gregory Angelides

Kristin Arnold

Melissa Baj

Paul Barron

Jeffrey Barry

Ryan Bausch

Benjamin Baxter

Christopher Belmont

Gary Berte

John Betzold

Colin Blair

Ryan Blakeslee

Sarah Blansett

Robyn Braverman

Kristen Brewer

Alison Brittman
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Jared Brooslin

Robert Browne

John Buchanan

Andrea Bullock

Brandon Burke

Christopher Cahill

Peter Calandra

Egan Campion

Deborah Canter

Lisa Cantin

Jason Carle

Jennifer Carroll

Colin Cathrew

Deborah Chang

Jason Chertoff

CHIT CHAT. Sophomores Jen

Herlihy, Kim Weeks, and Jen Lam-
bert get in some gossip before gym.

IN CONTROL. Sophomore Katie

Weiss takes charge of the Jet Jotter

booth at the Freshman Activity Fair.

The Fair allows freshmen to get ac-

quainted with the numerous clubs and

extracurricular organizations available

at LHS.
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Tomasz Chrzan

Marissa Ciccia

Elana Cohen

Samuel Cohen

Robin Colton

Melissa Corbert

Jennifer Cox

Tamera Crenshaw

Shaun Cullinan

Melissa de Lima

Keely Demos
Elizabeth Derby

Kathleen Derosier

Michael Derosier '*

David Dobosh

Kelsey Dreher

Rachel Dress

Chanel Dubofsky

Kristin Duke

Michael Dunn
Tamica Eastling

CHEESE! Sophomore Rachel Dress

flashes a bright smile for the camera

in Ms. Pontacoloni's English class.

54 7Sophomores
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GROUP HUG. Senior Adam
Baldwin and sophomores Kristin

Arnold and Ali Riccio are all smiles

after school.

lOKWORM. Sophomore Bryan

te sits in a quiet comer to work on

assignment for English class.

Kevin Freeman

Benjamin Friedenson

Eric Friedrich

Jana Gagne

Christopher Gaudreau

Sarah Geoffrion

David Gershen

Jeremy Gershen

Meir Gerstein

Daniel Ginsburg
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Krista Gladwin

Laura Glazer

Mary Godin

Michael Goldberg

Jeffrey Goldman

Bryan Goodkowsky

Arlene Goodman
Adam Gorfin

Duane Gowe
Jenna Griggs

Anna Grochowska f

Jodi Grosnick

Anna Gruman

Lynette Grypp

Janice Guistina

Caroline Hargreaves

Hans Harmsen

John Harrelson

Varian Hebert

Kevin Hennessy

Cynthia Herbert
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Jennifer Herlihy

Ariso Herrera

Shaun Holguin

Rashawn Howard

Marion lUouz

Olivia Jenne

Catherine Julian

Brian Keane

Jennifer Kiely

Christopher Kirkwood

Jeffrey Kirstein

Elinor Kline

Jennifer Kloster

Carolyn Knight

Sarah Komiotes

Jennifer Kubala

Lois Kuhn
Michelle Kuhr

Michael LaBroad

Bryan LaFountain

Jennifer Lambert

Shannon LaRoe

James Lawrence

Julie Lee

Carl Leichthammer

Mark Leichthammer

Deborah Levenson

Candace Levy

Edward Libfeld

Bryan Long
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Justin Loonie

Amanda Lounsbury

Amy Lowery

Eileen MacDonnell

Laura Magnani

Kathy Makris

Mario Manna

Andrew Mante

Matthew Markowitz

Auralia Martin

CRAMMING. Stressed-out sopho-

more Jenna Szyluk reviews her notes

before taking a test the following

block.

SCHOOL SPIRIT. Sophomore

Leslie Rubin and freshman Heather

King strike a pose in their cheerleading

uniforms during the annual Pep Rally.

Nicholas Martinelli

Eleanor Matron i

Eiliza Matthews

Amy Maxmen
April McCarthy

Matthew McGarry

Karen McGovem
Keixy McMahon

Jonathan Metz

Jennifer Miller
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[NCIPAL? Dr. Murphy attempts

;et acquainted with sophomores

son Stechenberg and Jay Warwick
ing lunch.

Andrew Mish

David Mish

Christopher Moran

Teresa Moran

Ashley Morse

Patrick Murphy

Sarabeth Mushok
Angela Napoli

Dawn Newton

Debra Nison

Brian Olney

Seth Orban

Heather Orenstein

Michael Orr

Michael Pacella

Catherine Paone

i Dmitri Pereplyotchik

Gregory Peter

Kathleen Phelps

Gillian Polga

Carrie Porter
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SINGING SOPHOMORES.
Sophomores Jennifer Miller, Melissa

Williams, Melissa de Lima, and

Kelsey Dreher take a break from sing-

ing in Girl's Chorus.

Court Prestia

Zorina Price

Shannon Raf ferty

Allison Riccio

Philip Rice

Holly Rickless

Andrew Rinaldi

Jason Roberts

Todd Rosenberg

Leslie Rubin

Lacey Russell

Samantha Ryall

Zachary Ryan

Danielle Saint Louis

Tara Santaniello

Lior Sapojnikov

Kimberly Schneider

Daniel Schwerin

Susan Scully

Molly Shaffer
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Keith Sherman

Nicholas Shih

Sarah Shine

Leslie Shoemaker

Bryan Slate

JPER SNACKS. Sophomores
»hley Morse and Sherry Spitz ener-

ze before their field hockey game
ter in the day.

Jeffrey Smith

Courtney Snelham

Steven Sokolov

Johanna Sorrell

Sherry Spitz

Alison Stechenberg

William Steger

Rebecca Stevens

Adrian Stratton

Jeannie Strogoff

Jennifer Suher

Yuh Ling Sun^

Clark Sutton
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Jenna Szyluk

Karen Tang

Elissa Temple

Dmitry Temorutsky

Andrea Themistos

Shaun Thomas '^A
Lauren Tourtelotte hE^h

Charles Toye ^BV
Michael Troiano ^^^w

Yakov Tsizis wKKw^^
Michaela Tuohey

Rebecca Underwood

Karen Varley

Sam Vayner

Mark Vezzola

Elizabeth Walat

Brendan Walsh

Christopher Ward

Joshua Warren

Jay Warwick

Kimberly Weeks

\ 62 /Sophomores
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HOLD ON TIGHT. Coach Hawker

and Sophomore Gary Berte assist

Sophomore John Harrelson on the

parallel bars.



Katherine Weiss

Jennifer Whalon

Adam Williams

Melissa Williams

Kyle Willoughby

SHIRTS FOR SALE. Senior Allison

Grace coaxes sophomore Amanda
Lounsbury to buy an environmental

tee shirt for International Club.

Michael Wilson

Darcy Winer

Wendy Winn

Pamela Wissig

Jon-Cody Wood

Sing Sing Wu
Helen Yearwood

Daniel Zides

Sibilla Zak

Amanda Zides
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Freshmeri

HEY, CUTIE. Freshman Adam
Luftman turns to wave at the swarm of

female admirers following him.

Jennifer Ackley

Lyndsay Adams
Scott Aigen

Joshua Allen

Kaitlin Anderson

Jeffrey Anzalotti

Melissa Ascher

Amanda Baldwin

Caryn Barowsky

Meredith Baxter

Jennie Bean

Audrey Bell

Alissa Bennett

Michael Berger

Lekisha Blackwell
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I
Daniel Blakesley

Richard Blanchard, Jr.

Robert Blinn III

Lara Booth

Bryan Boucher

Brian Brenerman

Tiffany Brinkmann

Michelle Brodeur

Jeffrey Brown

J Kyler Brown

THREE MUSKETEERS. Fresh-

men Jill Cerasa, Amy Carlson, and

Nicole Duquette make their way down
the stairs, on their way to the Orange

Hallway.

Christine Burke

Evan Buscemi

Nicole Calandra

Claudio Cardaropoli II
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Amy Carlson

Lisa Cassista

Jill Cerasa

Michael Chalero

Steven Chandler

Adam Chasen

Hilary Chaudhuri

Matthew Chelli

Jeremy Cheng

Jason Chircop

Sara Coady

John Conboy

Gina Conti

William Corcoran

David Costello

Christopher Couchon

Melissa Crandall

Mattthew Creeger

Patricia Cullinan

66/ Freshmen

GETTING INTERESTED. Fresh-

man Adam Chasen inquires about Jet

Jotter at Freshman Orientation Day.



PAL ATTACK. Freshman Hilary

Chaudhuri gloats after receiving a

higher grade on a geometry test than

her friend, freshman Tim McKeon.

Hr^4-i:

ENDLY RECOGNITION.
hman Becca Ochs gives a big grin

le sees her friend wave to her

down the hall.

Andrew Diruzza

Laura Donahue

Jamie Donoghue

Cort Duda

I Nicole Duquette

Keller Eaton

Sean Egan

Timothy Egan

Jodi Feldman

David Fentin
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Leigh Femald

Jeanine Fijol

Robert Fijol

Timothy Foley

Anthony Francis

Elisabeth Gailun

Sarah Garb

Ryan Gaudreau

Joshua Gebeau

Christopher George

Joshua Gerard

Jus Crea Giammarino

Hagit Gilad

Eric Gold

Benjamin Goldberg

<<a-.--^ 1

^^^%>-

ONTHEIRWAY. Freshmen Nicole

Moseley and Joanna Malinowski hap-

pily make their way to an Interna-

tional Club meeting.

WHAT DO YOU WANT? While

getting books from her locker, fresh-

man Jennifer Territo wonders why
someone is taking her picture.

68/ Freshmen
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Israel Gordan

Stephanie Gordon

Michael Grant

Melissa Grieves

Jason Grodsky

Lauren Gruet

Matthew Gurzenski

Kimberly Haberlin

Patricia Hampf
Erin Hanson

Todd Hargreaves

Adam Harlow

Benjamin Harwood

Peter Hatch

Alicia Hayes

Tessa Hayes

CONCENTRATION. Freshman

Susanne Schubert tries to remember

her locker combination so she can get

her books before the bell rings.
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Michael Heroux

Erika Hess

Christian Hinshaw

Robert Hollister

Andrew Holmquist

Shira Hutt

Lena Jackson

Joan Jewett

Ian Johnston

Richard Jordan

NEW SCHOOL. Freshman Josh

Randall, Mario Manna, and Dev Ray

look at the schedule during Orientation

Day.

END OF THE DAY. Freshman Sean

Egan gets his books out of his locker at

the end of the school day.

Christina Kalashian

Rebecca Katsh

Laurie Kelleher

Scott Kellman

Mary Kennedy
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BOOK BUDDIES. Freshman Erinn

Williams and Jen Ackley ponder the

Big Bang Theory during science class.

Scott Kennedy

Mary Kenney

Lavanya Kilaru

Edward Kimball

Heather King

Keith Kirstein

Kerry Koemer

Philip Komiotes

Jeffrey Kowarsky

Kelly Kuhn

Jillian Kuzon

Shelley Lavin

Jared Leavitt

Timothy LeDuc

5i*4/..
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Albert Lee

Adam Leiter

Michael Leone

Rebecca Lepow
Laurie Lemer

Craig Letteney

Eartha Leverett

Zoya Leyderer

Abraham Libbos

David Loonie

DOUBLE BUBBLE. Freshmen

Jaime Panaia and Tara Polansky have

a bubble gum blowing contest during

passing time.

Adam Luftman

Abigail Lusardi

Joanna Malinowski

Dante Manna
Moises Marshall

Michael Mayock

Marisa McCarthy

Matthew McCarthy

John McCarthy, Jr.

Maureen McDonough
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Timothy McKeon
Leandro Mercurio

Eric Merrill

Jared Meyers

Jeremy Michael

Samantha Michalik

Kathleen Midura

Daniel Mikesh

Jacinda Miller

David Moran

David-Paul Morin

Ryan Morin

Nicole Moseley

Jeffrey Moulton

BLANK STARE. Freshman Geoff

Sakellis daydreams while waiting for

his science class to begin.

LOOKS INTERESTING. Fresh

man Alicia Hayes takes a glance at

the piles of LHS's literary magazine.

Impressions.
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Nadia Mujalli

Thu Nguyen

Andrew Nowicki

Joseph O'Brien

Margaret O'Brien

Scott O'Connell

William O'Malley

Rebecca Ochs

Kristy Olko

Jaime Panaia

Evie Papazoglou

Karalyn Parzych

Sarah Paysnick

Shana Perrin

Amy Peters

Paul Phillips

Tara Polansky

Amy Polverini

Nathan Portier

74 > Freshmen

A LONG DAY. Like many other

students at LHS, freshman Matt

McCarthy walks lethargicly through

the halls, as it has been a tiring day.
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PHONE CALL. Freshman Kerry

Koemer uses the telephone in the art

office to make an urgent call.

WHAT DO YOU THINK? Fresh

men Eddy Smith, Lewis Roy, and

Adam Harlow fill out a questionaire

provided at the annual Freshman Ori-

entation Day.

Erik Preston

Stacy Provencher

Jennifer Pula

Joshua Randall

Dev Ray

Daniel Reardon

Karen Rencus

Jana Roberts

Patrick Roche

Albert Rodriguez

Robert Ronen

David Romanko
Jason Rome
Bryan Rosen

Lewis Roy
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Jill Rushbrook

Timothy Ryan

Geoffrey Sakellis

Paul Santoro

Hannah Sassaman

Matthew Schill

Susanne Schubert

James Schultz

Elana Selby

Brian Shapiro

Jason Shapiro

Rebecca Shore-Suslowitz

Anthony Siciliano

Paul Siciliano

Benjamin Sidney

Andrea Slachta

Edward Smith

Jason Smith

Aura Spivak

76/ Freshmen

WE'RE CLUELESS. Freshmen Sa-

rah Paysnick and Rachel Steiner in-

tensely discuss how to get to their next

class.



SEEINGDOUBLE. Freshmen twins

Emilia and Isadora Wolfe walk

through the gymnasium side by side.

Elizabeth Sprenkle

Roxanne Stahl

Rachel Steiner

Lindsay Steingart

Cynthia Sullivan

Adrienne Swiatocha

David Swiderski

Jennifer Territo

Mario Teta

Kimberly Threlfall

Brian Toole

Erik Tumberg

Karen Van Gaasbeck

Yana Vilenchik

Jessica Weare

Caitlyn Webster

Jason Weiner

Elizabeth White

Jennet White

/•EJ
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Jessica White

Michael White

Erinn WilUams

Emiha Wolfe

Isadora Wolfe

Jennifer Wolmer
Sian Wu

Luke Youmell

Bethany Young

James Young

Katharine Zettl

Matthew Zick

Erin Zobrak

Michael Zwirko

MAKING FRIENDS. Freshmen

ShiraHutt, Amy Carlson, and Kaitlin

Anderson sit on the bleachers talking

to a fellow classmate.

DRAMA RECRUITS. Freshman

Tim Foley submits his form in hopes

to become a member of the LHS
Drama Club.
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HUDDLING UP. A group of intra-

mural volleyball players get together

for a picture after a rigorous after

school practice.

"The life of a Student

not only includes the

academic aspect but

also extracurricular

activities and socializa-

tion."

TWIST AND SHOUT. Junior

Kateri Egan, dressed to impress,

shows off the latest moves at the

Halloween Dance.

YA SNOOZE, YA LOOSE.
Senior Mike Ravosa decides to use

his class time productively by

catching up on his sleep.

Student Life
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n[d our time
FREE TIME. Juniors Katie Lyons,

Jen McDonald, and Jessica Katz

chat and do homework in the

cafeteria during a free block.

I
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Summer & Back to Scho
When most pople think of August,

they think of summer still in full blast. Think

again! This year. Freshmen Orientation day

was on August 3 1 . Upperclasmen began school

a day later, September 1, both befor Labor

Day. Nonetheless, nothing couldbe done about

it when school started, so students just made

the best of their situation.

We asked several students from each

class what they thought about returning to

LHS and the types of answers definitely de-

pended on what class the students were enter-

ing. Seniors were typically happy to be in their

last year, anxious about the year ahead that

would be filled with college preparation, and

looking forward to the end of the year, when

having fun would be the only thing on their

mind. Juniors were a little more worried about

starting the year that is known to be the most

stressful and that "counts the most for col-

lege," a phrase that every junior has heard too

many times. Sophomores were relieved at no

longer being freshmen and freshmen were the

most nervous and excited about the first year

in their career as high school students.

For many freshmen, the summer

meant waiting for high school to begin. Not

that they wanted school to begin, but in the

back of their minds at camp, at the beach, and

at home, were there worries and thoughts

about the upcoming year. Freshman Eric Gold

did wonder about what the high school would

be like and when he began school he said, "I'm

glad to get back in school, it's a lot better than

I thought it would be."

Being a freshman is sometimes scary,

but as a senior, starting school is a very differ-

ent experience. It means starting school a little

sad, knowing that it's the last year with high

school friends, and determined to make this

year the most fun. There' s the view, held by

some, that they're finally getting out of high

school. As senior Andrew Geha says, "I can't

wait to step out into the open air, outside of

LHS, turn around, and laugh!"

After hearing from the top and bot-

tom of the hierarchy, let's not forget about the

parts that hold us together- the sophomores

and juniors. After all, they're the ones that

don' t have the excitement of starting or ending

high school, but still have to summon up the

good spirits to go back to school. Bob Browne,

82>Summer and Back to school

class of '96, shared his wise thoughts. "Com-

ing back to school is really cool, funky, and

fresh because you're not picked on by upper-

classmen." More to the point, they can finally

pick on students younger than themselves. For

Juniors, their memory ofbeing the youngest in

the school is almost a blur, but they do realize

that they are rising in the school. Junior Rachel

Gordan said about returning to school, "It is

exciting coming back, even though the whole

world is trying to scare you about being in your

junior year, but I definitely miss summer and

that whole idea of having free time and getting

more than a few hours of sleep!"

Okay, so for every grade there are

advantages and disadvantages about coming

back to school and we have also determined

that for most of the school, no matter what

grade, there's always at least a tiny bit of

excitement in the return to school. Still, it's

more likely that most students are more ex-

cited about starting summer.

Jared Leavitt and Izzy Gordan

CONFUSION. Freshmen n

their homerooms and classes

can be rather overwhelming (

first day.



REST AND RECUPERATION.
Sophomore Sarah Allen reads in the

youth lounge at the First Church in

Longmeadow shortly before school

begins.

HUH. Freshman Jason Smith is ready

to head home after a long, stressful

first day at LHS.
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SUMMER WORK? Even sopho-

more Keith Zive working at Bliss

Video knows that a student's work is

never done.

SCHOOL ANTICIPATION.
Freshmen Kaitlin Anderson, Amy
Carlson, and Becca Ochs arrive to

school ready for their first year at

LHS.
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Freshman Orientation
All Longmeadow High School stu-

dents have experienced the traumas of being a

freshman and have attended the day that at-

tempts to lessen these anxieties, Freshmen

Orientation day. This is a day for new students

only, when freshmen nervous about finding

their way around the large and unfamiliar

Longmeadow High School are guided through

their new school by upper classmen and wel-

comed by teachers and faculty. Though most

freshmen admitted that they did notknow their

way around the building perfectly after the

orientation day, they did feel that the day was

successful in that it made their first day ofhigh

school a new experience.

The students were then instructed to

divide into small groups led by upperclassmen

in the cafeteria. The older students put the

freshmen at ease by talking to them about the

fun parts about high school and encouraging

the group to talk and find out more about each

other. For the freshmen, it was their first op-

portunity to meet new classmates.

Upperclassmen then led the fresh-

men through what seemed like a series of

unrecognizable hallways to their homerooms

where they filled out schedule forms. A tour of

the building followed. Though the freshmen

did not feel entirely confident in their abiUty to

find their way through the building, most of

them appreciated this tour where they were

allowed to be totally confused without being

ridiculed by upperclassmen.

Students attended the activity fair

where tables of various clubs were set up with

upperclassmen manning them. Some fresh-

men eagerly asked questions and signed up for

many groups, but others were more reserved,

and decided to make decisions later on what

clubs tojoin, depending onhow busy theirnew

high school schedules became.

Next came the real sampling of high

school, as freshmen visited their Monday

classes and met their teachers. Though each

class visit was for a very short time, every

student found comfort in no longer having to

anticipate what their new teachers were like.

Teachers talked about what the year would be

like and what would be expected of the stu-

dents, as well as generally trying to interest the

students in their class.

Tara Polansky

ANXIETY ATTACK. Freshmen

look in wonder at homeroom assign-

ments where they will receive their

schedules on orientation day.

FIRST LUNCH. Freshmen enjoy

their first lunch in the LHS cafeteria

and look forward to many more.
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ART STUFF. A freshman admires

artwork at the Orientation Day Fair

while freshman Josh Gerard watches

his fellow classmates begin their high

school careers.

SIGNING UP. Freshman ShiraHutt

signs up to join the yearbook staff.

Freshman Orientation offers students

a look at various clubs as they make

decisions about their non-academic

lives at LHS.

IT'S OVER. Freshman Joe O'Brien

packs his bag at the end of his first day

at LHS.
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Bonfire & School Spirit
A cool, crisp September evening

marked the beginning of the fall season with

the annual bonfire. The threat of rain did not

dampen anyone's spirits or the large turnout

that gathered at the high school. Keeping with

tradition, the senior class was in charge of the

bonfire. The senior class president, Adam
Larosa, commented on the evening, "the bon-

fire was very successful. It displayed the teams

'

motivation to be the best in their sports." Each

fall team had the chance to be in the spotlight

this year at the bonfire. Team captains intro-

duced the starting line-ups of their teams.

However, the evening was not only enjoyable

for those on teams, but for all LHS students

present. "The bonfire was a great way to bring

our class together and kick off a great year,"

senior Lisa de Lima said. Once the bonfire

was lit, it served not only as an attraction, but

as a source of warmth thanks to the Key Club

who worked hard to stack the wood.

The Pep Rally indicates the first home

football game of the year. As most of the

school sat in their last block class on Friday,

September 17, the band members and the J.V.

and varsity cheerleaders marched through the

halls to the beat of the Cheerleaders' Strut and

"Go, Fight, Win". "Marching through the halls

is a lot of fun and brings out a lot of school

spirit," commented Junior Marie Sedran. The

pep rally must have brought team spirit to-

gether, as the football team went on to beat

Minnechaug, 25 to 10 that night.

In the past years there has been an

increasing amount of team and school spirit

and to some students, this year seems to be the

pinnacle ofenthusiasm. SeniorAdam Baldwin

said, "This is the first year that I really felt the

team spirit of the Longmeadow Lancers."

Teams show their spirit by dressing in their

uniforms, wearing special outfits on days of

their games, like dress shirts and ties, carna-

tions, face paint, or doing their hair in pigtails

or braids, thus drawing attention to themselves

as a group. This dressing up makes the day of

the game more fun and their enthusiasm then

proves itself to be contagious, as other stu-

dents catch the spirit of the team. Making the

entire school excited about the games is im-

portant to insure a good attendance. The foot-

ball games are always packed with parents and

"The Loud Crowd", cheering on the team.

"We have a lot of team spirit, but it needs to be

brought out more by more attendance at all

games for all sports," saidjunior Kate Leonard.

Sports such as soccer and field hockey have

attracted a crowd of spectators at the home

games in the past few years, but the crowd has

dwindled recently. Yet, even though our busy

LHS students do not always have the time to

attend games, within our own school, students

have shown a lot of support for the teams.

Jessica Miller

BONFIRE BAND. The LHS Pep

Band prepares to play for the evening's

festivities.
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HIGH SPIRITS. Lancer fans cheer

on the new season. The bonfire annu-

ally brings out the school spirit in

everyone.

TAKING CHARGE. Senior mem
bers of the Field Hockey team an-

nounce their plans for the upcoming

season.

FAMILY FUN. Band leader Mr.

Mucci brings his son, an apparent

future musician, to a night at LHS.

STANDING TALL. Danielle Diaz,

Heather King, and Kristin Dorm sup-

port Lisa Grodsky high above the

crowd as they cheer on the Lancers.
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Academics
There's nothing like the sound of an

alarm clock at 6:30 am. It's the signal to start

again, to force oneself from a warm and cozy

bed into the cold morning of a new day. A day

that will be filled with its share of trials in the

form of tests, grades, lockers that won't open

and close, and cold classrooms. What could be

more inviting? Certainly not that bed we just

left. Yet, even with all the hardships we go

through, a school day often ends with a sense

of accomplishment.

Most students agree that a school day

is most capable of being a good one if one

starts out with a good attitude. Junior Allison

Wainick finds that the day works out best

when starts with a good mood during

homeroom.

Despite the anxieties of the morning,

it is this time ofday that most students say they

can concentrate best in their classes. By the

time classes begin in the morning, students are

usually fully awake and it is in the afternoon

that the yawning begins again. As early as the

third class, students say "things begin to drag."

What brings on the drowsiness and boredom?

Well, for many high school students it is the

simple cause of not getting enough sleep,

which is a common problem at LHS. But

another reason is that students say they get

restless sitting at desks after a few hours.

When lunch finally comes, it' s a time

to relax. Finally, there' s a block students don'

t

have to worry about coming late to, they can

talk to their friends as much as they want, and

they can eat, something their stomachs have

being asking to do during their last class.

After lunch the end of the day is in

reach, but for some this makes the afternoon

even harder. "I hate aftemoons,"says Sam
Smith, "I count the seconds until its over and

I wonder what I'm missing on Days of Our

Lives, even as Mr. Cobbs speaks." The after-

noon also means having to think about the

tasks that lie ahead such as homework, jobs,

sports practice, and driving lessons. The end of

school is only the end of one part ofa student'

s

day. The average LHS student often keeps

going long into the evening.

Grace Lee
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QUIET TIME. Sophomore ,i

Grochowska enjoys the solitui^

the library where she can study

out disturbances.



SAT STRESS. Students line up out-

side the guidance office awaiting the

results of their SAT and PSAT tests.

TAKINGABREAK. Dedicatedjun-

ior Aaron Meyers plays Nintendo as

his English group finishes their work.

LATE LAB. Juniors Ben Mikesh

and Alison Juozokas are spending a

late night working on a physics lab.

LOOKIN'GOOD. Sophomore Katy

Weiss diligently works in the writing

center. Students at LHS often work

on computers to present their written

work to their teachers in a profes-

sional fashion.
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Studying and Stress
"Midnight Madness", better known

to some of us as: "staying up late to finish

that dam report", is the term used to

describe those hours late at night and early

in the morning when dozens of LHS
students are up studying. Most students

agree that there is definitely a kind of

madness about this time and surprisingly,

many students do not consider the teachers

entirely to blame for their late night study-

ing. However, all agree they'd rather be

asleep than working on homework.

Unfortunately, most LHS students

find themselves staying up late frequently.

The older the student, the more often he/she

will find himself up past 12:00. Freshmen

are tucked in between 9:30 and 10:00 on the

average, while the juniors and seniors drop

into bed at 10:30 on a good night and closer

to 11:15, normally. The sophomores'

bedtime fits in between these two periods.

The reason for this? Even though

most students grumble at first that it is the

result of being overloaded with work from

their teachers, after considering it, they

realize that is has more to do with their own
schedules and work habits. Junior Marie

Erickson admits "I sometimes put stuff off

and I have a lot of school related activities...

there's just not enough time." It seems

the difference between going to bed early

and late has to do with how well we
schedule ourselves. .

Still, even if we can't train

ourselves to do our work efficiently, isn't

there some fun in staying up late. After

all, in our younger days, staying up late

was what we looked forward to most

about being adults. Junior Allison

Wainick laughs at the question of

whether it's fun to be up past midnight. "I

would love to go to bed early!" she says.

Apparently, the fun of staying up has

worn off, at least when it's because we're

doing homework.

Even though it's far from

enjoyable to be up working on a history

report or studying for a physics test, there

is something interesting about these late

hours alone, with only the glow of the

computer to light one's face. Senior

Sarah Lusardi describes it,
" You don't

see things straight and you're so tired you

can't go to sleep." These symptoms point

to a case of Midnight Madness. Unfortu-

nately, this appears to be the case for

most LHS students.

Rachel Gordan

READING AND RELAXING. Se

nior Liz Gaffney works hard to catch

up on her reading in the senior lounge.

FREE BLOCK. Juniors Graham

Gelling and Chris Hall work on phys-

ics problems in the library.
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SHARING NOTES. Juniors Rachel

Gordan and C.J. Diamond work on an

English project at home.

SHOCKED. Senior San San Wu
laughes as she sees the tremendous

work load a LHS senior has.

TRYING TO WORK. Sophomores

Debbie Nison and Katie Desrosier

attempt to finish assignments while

John Buchanan takes a break.
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Jobs and Spare Time
It's 2:15 p.m., the bell has officially

ended the school day, and everyone atLHS has

one thing in common; they are all free from

school! The hallways become crowded as stu-

dents hurry to their lockers, thinking of what

books to take home in their L.L. Bean back-

packs. "Do I need this? Is this due tomorrow?

Did I have homework in this class?" are just

some of the thoughts that run through the

minds of LHS students. Though it may come

as a surprise, even with all their homework and

tests to think about at 2:15, LHS students are

also thinking about what to do with their spare

time.

Unfortunately, upperclassmen find they

have very little spare time. Forjuniors, most of

their time is spend on their two or three term

papers and seniors are kept busy with college

applications. Junior Steve Dress simply says,

"I'm a junior, I don't have any spare time!"

This is especially true for those in sports. Right

after school, they have practice, and by the

time they come home, they're tired and hun-

gry. Junior Areej Hassan complains of the

situation, "I come home pretty late because of

swimming practice, especially when we have

a meet."

Still, there are those people who man-

age their time pretty well despite all the pres-

sure from school. In their spare time, what

some ofthem do is; talk on the phone with their

friends, watch television, listen to music, go

shopping at the mall, practice instruments.

take a nap, or whatever helps them forget

about school and relax. Freshman Joanna

Malinowski remarked that she likes to "do

sports and practice the piano when I have spare

time."

However, there are also those who

use their spare time to do more work. Many
LHS students can be seen at such stores at Big

Y, CVS, and Bliss Pharmacy helping custom-

ers. Among them is sophomore ElizaMatthews,

who says, "I work to earn money, and with that

money I save up to buy the things I'd like to

get." This is the same reason for sophomore

Jen Suher, who adds, "I baby-sit in my spare

time, so I can go shopping for clothes." Others,

who don't have a job, do what sophomore

Karen Tang says, "I catch up on all my home-

work!" Similarly, junior Grace Lee adds, "I

write stories for the yearbook."

However, students are not the only

ones who have fun with their spare time. LHS
teachers also enjoy their time not spent cor-

rectinghomework and preparing lessons. Many
take part in the same activities as students, like

sports, shopping, and anything that takes their

minds of the piles ofhomework, tests, projects

and papers on their desks.

Whatever students and teachers do

with their spare time, it gives them a time to

relax, have fun, and feel satisfied about time

well spent.

Maki Miyazaki
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CHECKOUT TIME. Senior

Courtney Burke spends much of her

spare time working at Bliss Video.



FLOWER HEAVEN. Junior Kerri

Franz takes time to smell the roses as

she makes a bouquet at Burrows Flo-

rist in the Longmeadow Shops.

ANOTHERLOOKATTHEMOV-
IES. Working in the Longmeadow
Movie Shop, senior Jen Beck earns

some extra money.

WORKIN' HARD. Junior Dave

Kennedy earns his dollars at the

Longmeadow Community Market.

TAKE IT TO THE CLEANERS.
At the cleaners in Longmeadow, se-

nior Shannon Dubay checks the

clothes that have to go out.
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Weekends
The final bell at 2: 15 on Fridays

marks the beginning of the weekend for

Longmeadow High School students. Every

Lancer has a different course of action

planned for the upcoming days off from

school. Some students have very unusual

ways of spending their time. Junior Jay

Falcone says that after a good game he likes

to "Celebrate Oktoberfest". Junior Marie

Sedran likes to spend her weekends sleeping

after a strenuous week of tests and home-

work. "Reading, sleeping, talking on the

phone, and watching television are all part

of the weekend but there's also that little bit

of Sunday night that's devoted to my
personal favorite, homework!" says Rachel

Gordan of her weekend. While most of

Longmeadow High School's student body is

out having a good time many junior find

themselves in the library under a pile of

books.

Every student finds a different

activity to keep their weekends full of fun.

Li'l Peach seems to be the place to meet up

with a group of people or to just hang out at

when there is nothing else to do. However,

once the cold weather settles in, students are

HAVING FUN. A group of friends

relax and enjoy themselves after a

long week of hard work.

going to resort to other ways to fill their

weekends. The Longmeadow High School

Athletics department always keeps the Loud

Crowd busy with games during the week-

end. LHS students also head back to the

school for dances held by such clubs as

SADD, the International Club, Key Club,

and class councils.

Even at home there's plenty to do

because most students find they hardly have

the time to watch television or read during

the week. Saturday Night Live is probably

the most popular weekend show and its

laughs often sustain students for the rest of

the week. Even sleeping is part of what

makes the weekend worth looking forward

to. Most students admit to getting to bed

later than they would on a school night, but

making up for it by sleeping late into the

morning on Saturday and Sunday.

Whatever the activity, whether at

home, at a friend's, or out on the town, LHS
students always have a story to tell when

they return to school on Monday morning.

Jessica Miller
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HANGING OUT. Li'l Peach is often

a popular place to go after a football

game or any school event.

PIZZA ANYONE? Seniors Emily

Fentin, Kristina Salwen and Susan

Young watch football with the essen-

tials, pizza and soda.

<|EDOM?
I cell leaves for her weekend with

"
; full of homework to be com-

- i by Monday. MAKING PLANS. A group of se-

niors gather together in the student

parking lot on their way home on

Friday afternoon.
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School Dances
Thank goodness it's Friday! The

weekend has finally come and students have

plans that will take them far fromLongmeadow

High, but on Friday nights, ask students where

there plan to be, and many will tell you, at the

high school. But you won't find them studying,

Friday nights at LHS are for dances put on by

the various clubs and classes of Longmeadow
High School.

The Freshman Social was the first of

this year' s dances. Held the first week ofschool

for ninth graders only, this dance was a great

opportunity for members of the freshman class

to meet and experience their first LHS dance.

Freshmen find it's one of their few chances to

socialize with their entire class, mates. This

dance has always been well attended and this

year was no exception.

In October the senior class sponsored

the Halloween dance. This dance, only for

juniors and seniors, was a perfect chance for the

upperclassmen to dress up and enjoy Hallow-

een maturely. Though costumes were optional,

almost everyone had fun with finding or mak-

ing and finally showing off an original cos-

tume. Many shared the sentiment that finally

they were losing weight on Halloween by danc-

ing, rather than gaining a few pounds by pig-

ging out on candy. It was definitely a more

healthy Halloween for quite a few upperclass-

men.

On Friday nights during basketball

season it isn't unusual to find students at a

dance after a home game. "These dances were

a great place to gather after the games. The

people were so wild and having a great time,"

said Junior Jenn Robert. Filled with spirit and

excitement after winning a game. Lancers and

their friends are at their best in terms of their

dancing ability. These dances are usually

sponsored by a Longmeadow High School

class to raise money for Senior Week. Decid-

ing what charity or cause to donate money to

is a big part of planning a dance and donating

money to such a great cause as Senior Week is

also an incentive for students to attend dances,

because this is a cause that is very important to

everyone. Why not have a terrific time raising

money for another terrific time?

No matter what dance, the D.J. is

counted on to play a wide variety ofmusic. The

most requested songs include, "Jump Around",

"YMCA", and "Brown Eyed Girl". Often the

older songs from the 60s and 70s are the most

populr at these dances. In general, dances are

a great way to have a good time and meet

friends.

Jessica Miller

FAB FRIENDS. Freshmen Melissa

Ascher, AdrienneSwiatocha,andThu

Nguyen have a great time at the LHS
dance scene.
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HANGIN' AROUND. Seniors

Melanie Vogel, Christina Emerson,

and Gina Montuoro enjoy themselves

during a long night of dancing and

fun.



DANCIN' TOGETHER. Junior

Megan Stillerman and sophomore

Nick Martinelli save a dance for each

other.

NIGHT GOSSIP. Sophomore Car-

rie Hargreaves tells juniors Shana

Roberts and Nadia Lentino the latest

as they take a break from high impact

dancing.
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Senioritis
A mysterious disease with various

symptoms strikes LHS seniors sometime dur-

ing the year. Apathy may creep up on them

gradually until they no longer do their school-

work; references to college and the years of

independence looming ahead may increase.

Despite the fact that this occurs every year,

senioritis has never been explained and cannot

be cured until June.

The college application process is

often a trigger for the onset of this phenom-

enon. According to senior Nick Camerlenghi,

"once students get accepted early at a college,

many end up blowing off the rest of the year."

Acceptance may not even be a factor for oth-

ers. "As soon as your applications are mailed,

your only goal is to keep your grades at the

level necessary to keep a college from kicking

you out," confessed another senior.

There are other ways to add a dash of

senioritis to a student's days, such as doodling

in class. Senior David Lao admitted occasion-

ally "spacing out" in Latin class and regaining

consciousness to find himself writing random

words like "Lexington High School" repeat-

edly on his translation. It is an unnatural

occurrence such as this one which makes the

observer of seniors' affliction marvel.

Can there be a cure for senioritis? A
healthy dose of graduation is known to end the

process. Alternative solutions, such as the

electric shock therapy suggested by senior

Kelly Moriarty, may have nasty side effects.

The class of 1994 is experiencing

senioritis in varying degrees. Some students

are finding creative ways to avoid all school-

work, while others have not been able to shake

off their guilt and are consequently working

halfheartedly.

Conclusion? There can be none, for

the causes of senioritis is still relatively un-

known (though its symptoms are pervasive).

Meanwhile, the search for a cure continues in

the faculty lounge at LHS.

Grace Lee
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HAPPY TOGETHER. S

Shannon Dubay and Erika ¥n

lax and rejoice over the new

freedom of senior year.



IN CHARGE. Seniors Keith Belloff

and Brooks Bartlett sit in the main

office enjoying the free time of being

seniors.

SAY WHAT? Senior Hanna
Kolodziejski argues with herself over

the vahdity of Hfe. Seniors often

question this as senioritis sets in.

FREEDOM. Seniors Leela

Ramaswamy and Caryn Adelson

smile quickly for the camera as they

prepare to leave school for the after-

noon during one of their many free

blocks.

PHONE TALK. Some seniors use

their free time to take a break from the

anxieties of classes. Senior Michaela

Curran destresses herselfby making a

quick call.
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Spain Trip
For twenty-two LHS students and

chaperones Mr. Carellas and Mrs. Maloney,

this greeting marked the end of months of

preparation and the beginning of a whirlwind

stay in Spain that lasted from February 17-25.

The planning for this trip, which is

offered every other year, was well underway

by September of this school year. Spanish

teachers Carellas and Maloney, according to

tradition, organized the expedition and had

held an informational meeting by the end of

that month.

The group (teachers and students)

began their journey on a charter bus to JFK

airport in New York, from where they took off

for Madrid. Once in Madrid, which was to

serve as their "home base" during the eight

days, they established themselves in the hotel

to which they were to return every night

—

described by Carellas as a "traditional middle-

class European hotel", handpickedby the teach-

ers for its location on the Grand Via in the heart

of the city.

The students breakfasted and dined

daily at the hotel, but during the day, they spent

time exploring other parts of the city and of

Spain. In Madrid, they visited the Royal

Palace, Prado Museum, Contemporary Art
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A SHORT BREAK. Juniors Megan
Stillerman and Jen Dreher relax on

the streets of Madrid to watch the

people pass and enjoy the scene.

Museum, the Plaza Mayor, and Callao (the

main shopping district), along with more fa-

mous monuments, parks, and plazas. "We got

to know the city very well," explained Carellas.

Four day trips allowed the group to

venture out of Madrid: excursions to Toledo,

Avila and Segovia, The Valley of the Fallen

and El Escorial, and Salamanca further im-

mersed the students in the culture and history

of Spain. Each day gave them more opportu-

nities to practice their Spanish, which had

previously been restricted to the classroom.

All the elements were present for a

fantastic experience, including lovely weather,

group unity , and ofcourse, Spain itself. Lunch

provided the perfect opportunity to try differ-

ent restaurants and develop a taste for authen-

tic Spanish cuisine. After-dinner walks through

the city were a chance to see even more of

Spanish life.

The nine-day trip left the travelers

exhausted but with an immeasurable amount

of new knowledge, new friends, and new
memories. Junior Megan Stillerman, one of

the enthusiastic participants, expressed her

feelings clearly and succinctly: "It was SO
MUCH FUN!"

Grace Lee
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BLOWING IN THE WIND. LHS
students enjoy the Spanish country as

they take in the breathtaking view.



ANCIENT HISTORY. Seniors

Mike Couchon, Ted Steger, Hanna

Kolodziej ski andRobin Levenson visit

one of the many historical cathedrals

in Spain.

ROW, ROW,ROWYOUR BOAT.
Senior Chris Loonie rows his way

down the river as his trip-mates Mike

Couchon, Ted Steger, and Andrew

Mish tag along for the ride.

TOGETHER NOW. The
cp poses for one last picture as

ic take their last look at Spain.
Spain Trip<101



Hallo^Hreen Dance
In late October, members of the

junior and senior classes danced the night

away at theCommunity House inLongmeadow

at the Halloween Dance. The Community

House was decorated with pumpkins, ghosts,

and goblins, in the spirit of Halloween. The

junior class sponsored the dance and the prof-

its were used for by the senior class. Pleased

with the outcome of the dance, junior class

president, Paul Fix said, "The Halloween Dance

was profitable and next year is our turn to

profit from the dance."

Along with scary decorations, the

Community House was filled with creative

costumes on October 21. "The dance was fun

and it was great seeing everyone in disguise,"

commented junior Katie DeRose. Flappers,

Indians, and vintage clothing from the seven-

ties were among the most popular costumes.

Costumes were optional but only a few chose

not to dress up.

Trying to come up with an original

costume was a difficult task and required a lot

of consulting with parents and friends. Junior

Jay Falcone found his costume in his mother'

s

closet and it was a huge success. Jay was the

talk of the dance with his tight black dress,

high heels, and wig.

Instead of rummaging through their

closets and attics for costumes, some students

elected to rent or buy costumes. Senior Ed
Schultz rented an Aladdin costume at a local

costume shop. Juniors Heather Letteney and

Becky Azia also rented their costumes, and

assumed the roles of Minny and Mickey

Mouse. Of course there were those students

not brave enough to dress up. Juniors Jen

MacDonald and C.J. Diamond were among

those who came to the dance wearing tee

shirts. They gave the rather weak excuse of "I

don't do costumes."

The dance floor was packed from the

beginning of the night until it was time to

leave. Students were pleased overall with the

D.J.'s selection of music, which is an unusual

reaction for students after a dance. Thejuniors

and seniors also appreciated the fact that no

freshmen or sophomores were allowed, not

because these underclassmen are not fun to be

around, of course, but simply because older

kids need their time alone. The Halloween

Dance was a perfect opportunity for the older

kids to have some fun on a holiday that is often

only for little kids.

Jessica Miller

V.

TRUE LOVE. Juniors Sean Bailey

and Jayson Falcone (in drag) get a

little closer at the Halloween dance.

O04> Halloween Dance



ALL DRESSED UP. Seniors Mel-

issa Podgurski, Aimee Westergom,

Paige Thompson, Amie Veratti, and

Charlee Blank do have someplace to

WHERE'S MICKEY? Juniors Rob

Patterson and Heather Letteney dance

in a fantasy world right out of Disney

Land.

WHOOMP! THERE IT IS. Senior

David Buscemi proves that guys can

be cheerleaders too.

Halloween Dance<103>



Intramurals
Somewhere between the pressures of

formal school sports and a free afternoon at the

playground fits Longmeadow High School's

array of intramural sports: athletic activities

played within the confines of the school popu-

lation. At Longmeadow High we have a num-

ber of intramural sports to choose from, in-

cluding volleyball, basketball, football, and a

newly introduced game, Ultimate Frisbee.

Though many people are under the miscon-

ception that Longmeadow High students are

only interested in sports for the sake of tough

competition and beating major rivals like

Minnechaug and Cathedral, there does exist a

large population ofLHS students who want to

participate in sports for the main reason of

having fun with friends. These are the kids

who take part in intramural sports and for the

most part they can be characterized as kids

with great athletic ability, a lot of team spirit,

and with a strong love of sports. This last, their

love of sports, is proven through their desire to

play, even on a team that does not receive the

same publicity and support of the community

as the sports teams that compete against other

schools. The kids playing intramural sports

are not on the team simply so they can wear an

LHS jacked with their team's name on the

back, but so they can enjoy the fun of playing

UP FOR GRABS. Junior Brian

Washington jumps for a shot, avoid-

ing a defender in the process.

\1 4> Intramurals

with friends.

This year the intramural sports are

headed by Coach Cogswell. Speaking with

him about the basic type of player on an

intramural team, he said, "Generally the intra-

mural sports are for athletes who are currently

in an off-season and want to keep in good

shape; or those who don't feel they're ready

for the competitiveness ofout-of-school sports;

especially in football and basketball." The

teams do seem to have an informality about

them, evident in such outrageous names as

"Death By Lemon Juice" for this year' s cham-

pion intramural basketball team. In volleyball

many players feel the same way as Spencer

does. Jim Bell, a senior who captained the

victorous volleyball team called "The Last

Temptation of Christ" this year, finds the in-

tramural sports ultimately more worthwhile.

Despite the variety of competitive

sports we have at LHS and their popularity,

there will always be those who will uphold the

premise, "It doesn't matter if you win or lose,

but how you play the game." For these stu-

dents, it seems that the best way to play a game

is to enjoy oneself, and participating in an

intramural sport is the best way to enjoy an

athletic activity.

Hannah Sassaman

SERVICE PLEASE! A volleyball

is sent over the net by junior Becky

Aziain an important intramural game.



THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS?
Emerson's Lady Giants, the first fe-

male TFL team in LHS history, con-

fer on their next play.

NOTHING BUT NET. An intramu-

ral basketball player takes a quick

shot at the basket before his defender

can get to him.

NDAY AFTERNOON FOOT-
X. Senior Darrell Lee kicks off

lame as teammates look on in-

y-

IntramuralsOO.



Exchange Students
Every year, Longmeadow is visited

by exchange students from all over the world.

Many come here to learn about our country,

people, language, and culture in depth while

living with a family and attending school.

Many LHS students also had this opportunity

to be an exchange student and travel all around

the world. This year four exchange students,

Tania Rudermann, Jan Bouwman, Wisnu

Dwinanto, and Hilah Ronen were hosted by

Longmeadow families.

Tania Rudermann, who came from

Geneva, Switzerland, stayed withjunior Lorin

Teres' family for the entire school year. Her

first impression of the U.S. was "Everything's

big !" and she took note that, "People are really

friendly, and more opoen than where I come

from." While living here, she soon realized

one major disadvantage, "I can't go anywhere

because I don't drive!" Having taken English

for only two years at her school in Switzerland,

it's sometimes hard for Tania, but just like the

other languages she learned, which incude

Latin, German, Italian, Hebrew, and Fench,

she enjoys gaining a better understanding of a

new languague. Tania decided to come to

Longmeadow because she wanted a break

from her school, but now that she's here she

says, "I miss my familly, my friends, and good

food!"

Jan Bouwman, also came from Eu-

rope, but from Achel, Belgium. He stayed here

for the entire school year with the Hatch family

through the AFS program. Besides having

taken English for three years at his school, he

speaks Dutch, French, and German. When Jan

first arrived here, he thought, "I expected ev-

erything to be similar, but it's a lot different

than Belgium." Other instances when he felt

thathe had a certain disadvantages were, "When

people talk about last year, or colleges, I'm not

able to relate to them because I don't know

anything about it," explains Jan. He has had

good days and bad days as well, and this

experience have him time to think about him-

self, society, culture. Jan says of his moments

of reflection, "I learn so much." In addition to

his thinking time, he listens and plays music,

travels, rides his bike, writes letters in his free

time, but still misses his friends, being able to

go to a bar, and his friends at home.

Wisnu Dwinanto, was hosted by the

Pohlman family, also through the AFS pro-

OOq>Exchange Students

gram. He came all the way from Indonesia,

because, "I wanted to learn about culture in

real hfe in the U.S," explained Wisnu. At first,

he had a difficult time to communicate and to

express what he feels, but now, Wisnu says, "I

feel closer to the people I've met, and I enjoy

being here." He discovered that, "There's

more freedom here than in Indonesia." "I miss

the food, good friendshipss, and my family at

home," he says. Still, Wisnu would like to see

more ofthe U.S. and spend more time meeting

people in the future.

Hilah Ronen, from Israel, stayed at

the home ofjunior Allison Wainick for the first

three months of the school year. The biggest

shock was the social life in Longmeadow as

she found herself asking, "What social life?"

Yet, she did find herself really enjoying the

time she spent with her "almost sister" Allison

Wainick.

Living in another country even for a

short time, is a valuable experience.

Maki Miyazaki

NEWS BUFF. Senior t
Rudderman peruses a copy ol

Longmeadow News .



A SMALL WORLD. Senior Wisnu

Dwinanto, in traditional costume,

teaches AFS members about his na-

tive Indonesia.

PEARLY WHITES. Seniors Laini

Wolman, Hilah Ronen, and Tania

Rudderman amuse themselves in the

library.

NEWS FLASH. Hilah Ronen up-

dates herself on world events with

The New York Times.

INTERNATIONAL BONDING.
Belgian Jan Bouwman and American

Meghan Stone share a moment of

understanding.

Travel Abroad<10'



Foreign Language Week
From February seventh to February

eleventh, Longmeadow High School held its

annual Foreign Language Week. However,

this year the week was different from its usual

program and the feedback from students show

that the change was for the better. Foreign

Language Department Chairman, Mr.

Carrellas, comments, "As a department we
found this year to be more successful. We got

huge student participation and reached our

goal to make it the students' foreign language

week." During the week, the school was deco-

rated with flags from various countries and

signs in Spanish and French were on every-

thing from bathroom doors to the swimming

pool indicating what the words for these things

were in foreign languages. The decorations

helped enhance the feeling of foreign lan-

guage week and also taught students new vo-

cabulary and the emblems of other countries.

During Foreign Language Week, stu-

dents were able to earn pesos, liras, and francs

to be used at the end of the week to buy food at

the International Cafe. Students earned the

money by making signs or flags, finding the

items on the scavenger hunt, taking quizzes on

cultural trivia, dressing up in foreign cos-

tumes, bringing in food for the

Cafe, or just being in class. On Wednesday,

February 9, Foreign Language Dress-Up Day,

students were encouraged to wear clothing

from another culture and a large portion of the

students did so, filling the halls with a diversity

of styles and colors.

Since almost 90% ofLHS is taking a

foreign language, the week had the potential

and people to be great. Students and teachers

agree that it was very successful. Mrs. Maloney

,

a Spanish teacher, said that, "Students learned

that every culture offers something different.

Often in the United States people become

pigeon-holed, despite our country being the

'melting pot', and we don't explore our diver-

sity and variety. It's important for students to

find and enjoy other cultures." Students found

that learning about these new cultures was a

lot more fun than they would have thought,

especially at the International Cafe, the week'

s

most popular attraction. In the words ofjunior

Allen Leavitt, "The cafe was awesome!"

Mr. Carellas tells us, "The highlight

of the week was the International Cafe. All the

foreign language students participated by con-

tributing foods they made themselves or going

there." Students were asked to make food from

different cultures and they responded enthusi-

astically in completing the task. Dishes ranged

from Falafel to chocolate Mousse. Almost

everyone in the school came to visit with

friends and eat the delicacies. Students tried

and ended up enjoying foods they had never

heard of before. Like Springfield's "Taste of

Springfield" this was Longmeadow High's

own taste of culture.

Everywhere in the high school the

response was favorable to the culturally packed

week. The hard work of the foreign language

teachers, especially Ms. Rooney who was in

charge of the week, and students really paid

off. Everyone finished the week much more

culturally aware, or at least with full stomachs.

The Foreign Language Week at LHS exposed

many students to a different way of life, a

different menu, and a different culture.

10q> Foreign Language Week

PIZZA, PIZZA, HAPPY MEAL!
Chef Boyardee, a.k.a. Mr. Riccio,

serves napkins to junior Tom Bru-

nette, who was expecting something

a bit more appetizing.



WOULD YOU LIKE SOME
GUACAMOLE WITHTHAT? Se-

niors Mike Couchon and LisaGrodsky

help serve the plethora of available

food to senior Jon Bennett.

SCENES FROM AN ITALIAN
RESTAURANT? A group of stu-

dents can be seen sitting at the stylish

tables which were setup and adorned

with vases of carnations.

OR SCENE. Seniors Kelly

rty , Matt Cole, Darren Srebnick,

Ascher, Dave Lao, and Peter

re found socializing at this plate-

ng event as well.

TRY IT, IT WON'T HURT YOU!
Juniors Jay Heaps and Rob Patterson

ask freshman Tim Foley about the

food in the cafe.

Foreign Language Week<^ 109)>



Musical Concerts
Each year, the Music Department at

LHS puts on a series ofconcerts in order allow

the rest of the school to hear the work that

students have done in various music group.

"Concerts represent the culmination of all the

hard work and dedication of everyone, " said

senior Emily Weiss, a member of Lyrics and

the Orchestra.

This year's first concert was the

Chamber Music Concert held in October. This

event featured small student-organized groups

of musicians performing in a variety of instru-

ments/voices and stayles. One piece that really

stood out was "Lo ti Voria", a four part

conzonetta.

The Fall Concert took place in late

November. The groups performing were the

Chorus and Mens Chorus under the direction

of Mr. Thomsen and the Band conducted by

Mr. Mucci. The chorus performed selections

like "Leader of the Band" and the Men's

Chorus performed pieces like "Fields of Gold"

by Sting.

The Winter Concert was probably

the highlight of the first semester and showed

the community the true greatness and power of

the LHS music groups. The audience was

definitely satisfied as David Lao, accompa-

nied by the LHS Symphony Orchestra, played

Grieg's Piano Concerto in A minor with its

climactic cadenza which was met by thunder-

ing applause. In addition to these two solo

pieces. Wind Ensemmple and the Orchestra,

conducted by Mr. Mucci, played other pieces,

all of which were great. These concerts played

key roles in Wind Ensemble and Orchestra's

invitation to the all-State Festival. Choral

groups were also included in this concert.

Lyrics, I Cantori, and the Concert Chorus

pulled off a grand and majestic evening full of

music conducted by Mr. Thomsen. The choral

groups closed off the concert with "The Lord

Bless You and Keep You".

Less than a week later, the LHS Mu-
sic Department presented the Pops Concert.

This featured the Symphonic Band, a combi-

nation of Concert Band and Wind Ensemble

playing "Selections from Aladdin." Then came

Chorus with "Under African Skies" followed

by Men's Chorus with "Shape of My Heart."

Concert Chorus was next singing "When I Fall

in Love" followed by Lyrics singing "Carry

on and Questions". The Jazz Ensemble made

its first regular school concert of the year

under the direction of Mr. Mucci to close the

concert, showing its great talent through

selections like "No Scuffle Shuffle" and "Dat

Dere".

BLOWING HISOWN HORN. Se

niorTed Steger focuses on "Dramatic

Episode" during the Winter Concert.

IN UNISON. The Freshman
\

Chorus, led by Mr. Thosmsenj

their long awaited opening notil

I
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:AL harmony. The voices

niors Wendy Millson, Matt Cole,

Thomas, and junior Tom Bru-

blend with the members of I

ori.
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DYNAMIC TRIO. Cellists Jim

Roger, Lisa Cantin and Carl

Leichthammer await their cue in

Bach's Branderburg Conceirto No. 3.

RJVIMERBOYS. Sophomore Jay

ir| and senior Jon Hoffman count

^l 'uring the Chamber Music Con-

PIANO MAN. Senior David Lao,

with typical modesty, doesn't realize

it's he they've come to see. Musical Concerts01



Daisy Weeds Game
Among the many traditions at LHS

such as the Pep Rally, the Senior Class Play,

and the musical concerts, one in particular

stands out as being the most untraditional.

This is the Daisy Weed Game. Girls playing a

fiercely competitive game of football, while

boys dressed in cheerleading attire yell their

support is hardly conventional, yet all of this

makes for a very amusing event for spectators,

and more importantly, a great time for mem-
bers of the Daisy and Weed teams. It's notjust

the game of football that makes this event so

fun for team members, in fact, many senior

girls admit to not even liking The sense of

camaraderie, the uniforms with nifty phrases

and nicknames that reflect each team member'

s

character (or so they like to think), such as

Emily Weiss' s "Einsweiss", the spirit sessions

that take place at lunches before the game, and

being the center of the school's attention, are

all aspects of the DaisyAVeed Game that make

it exciting for the senior girls.

Thought the game is for senior girls

only, the fun of the gam is not restricted to this

The senior boys considered it refreshing to

finally serve as cheerleaders, the parents and

family who come to watch the game, snapping

pictures at the unforgettable passes made by

the girls and the antics of the boys, find the

game vastly entertaining, and the whole school,

which is swept up with the spirit of the Daisies

and Weeds, looks on almost with envy, at this

group of girls that are having the time of their

lives.

This year, Meghan Stone, Karen

Paone, and Jen Martinelli were among the

most boisterous of the senior girls who partici-

pated, but it was because of energy like theirs

that the rest of the girls became so enthusiastic

.

Winning the game would certainly be ideal, all

senior admit, but even the losing team hadn't

felt entirely at a lost at the end of the game, for

everyone had fulfilled the main objective of

the game: having fun.

Rachel Gordan

RUNNING SCARED. Lauren

Yahres looks back to find Gina

Montuoro after her.

WORKIN'OUT. AimeeWestergom

tries hard to get away before Missy

Long has a chance to grab her flag.
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PILE ON. The male cheerleaders

demonstrate that touch football is re-

ally a contact sport.

DAISY HUDDLE. The Daisies

group up to root out the weeds.
^'

iD WAVE. The Weeds prepare

iitegy to kick out their enemies,

fj)aisies.

Daisy Weeds Game oi



Class Council
Every morning in the library, one can

expect to find the class council hard at work.

Elected officials from each class plan dances

and activities for their grades during their

meetings. Senior class president Adam Larosa

recalls, "At the beginning of the year, it looked

hard to pull the class together, but with the

class of '94' s hard work and determination, we

came through."

The council members and the class

advisors spend their time planning upcoming

events as far as half a year in advance. Then

they concentrate on the details for the events

coming up. Freshman class officers Thu

Nguyen and Karen Rencus feel that, "It's a lot

of hard work, but it's worthwhile and pays

off." Sophomore vice-president Andrea Bul-

lock agrees and adds, "We get a lot of support

and have a great time."

Making decisions directly affecting

the school was a relatively new experience for

the freshman class council. So far, decisions

the officers have had to make have been con-

cerning the dance they sponsored, theirplanned

trip to Boston, a car wash, and a gourmet

cookie sale. These are all outstanding accom-

plishments for a class council and have raised

the expectations of the class of '97. Freshman

Albert Lee says, "The freshman class council

has accomplished very much to integrate the

former student bodies of Glenbrook and Wil-

hams."

In their second year at LHS, the

sophomores filled the year with a lock-in, a ski

trip, a Sophomore Dinner Dance, a candy sale,

and several casual dances. The officers are

preparing fornext year' s semi-formal and other

junior events.

Struggling through a year of

"Junioritis", this year's officers planned spe-

cial events for the "sleepless juniors" who
were in dire need of some fun programs. They

had a Halloween Dance, a lock-in, a ski trip,

and a semi-formal. President Paul Fix says that

he is "glad to be in class council and happy to

be serving the class."

The senior enjoyed a year full of

activities, including the Hootenanny, the Jun-

ior/Senior Semi-Formal, the Senior Class Play,

and the Prom. The Senior Class council had

their hands full organizing these events. They

feel that their plans got more ambitious as they

entered higher grades.

All four classes are fortunate in hav-

ing class councils that work hard to pull the

school together and make our four years here

an enjoyable experience.

Jeremy Cheng

I THINK, THEREFORE I AM.
Senior Michaela Curran contemplates

the mysteries of life including, "Will

the Holiday Hootenanny ever hap-

pen?"

11^ Class Council

JUNIOR CLASS ADVISORS: P. Lemoine, J. Suj

CLASS OFFICERS: Megan Stillerman, Paul

Chris Diamond, and Jon Christie.



,
CLASS OFFICERS: Mike Atheneos, SOPHOMORE CLASS ADVISORS: D. Slate, J. Boyer. CLASS OFFICERS:

Bullock, Kim Weeks, Ellie Kline, and Nick Martinelli.

Andrea

JUST CHECKING. Junior Megan

Stillerman checks her list to make

sure all class activities are in order.

Class Council<llJ



Fads and Fashion
Beauty is in the eyes of the beholder

and it appears a similar rule holds true for

fashion at Longmeadow High School.

Longmeadow students are rumored to dress

alike with matching L.L. Bean backpacks,

Gap jeans and sweaters, and penny loafers or

bucks. While these clothes are popular, stu-

dents do have their own ideas about what's in

style.

First, let' s hear from the guys. Fresh-

man Adam Chasen says, "I don't like preppy

stuff." However, his tastes do run towards

J.Crew, abrandmany others call "very preppy".

One whose clothes might be classified as

"preppy with a twist" is Junior Chris Dia-

mond. Chris believes the ideal outfil is a pari of

khaki chinos or pants ("definitely not jeans,

I'm not big on jeans"), a button down shirt,

prefferably Abecrombie and Fitch or Brooks

Brothers, and Sperry Topsiders or Rockport

shoes ("they're old man shoes, but they're

great, very comfortable!") . Chris enjoys pick-

ing out these clothes and says, "I make a

pilgrimage to Boston a few times a year to

Brooks Brothers and Abercrombie and Fitch.

It' s a good thing those store aren' t closer, orr

d

spend way too much money on clothes." Jun-

ior Jay Heaps is another man who takes plea-

sure in a good outfit, though his tastes run a

little simpler than Chris's. A baseball hat, a

button down shirt with the sleeves rolled up,

jeans, and saddle shoes are all essentials in

Jay's wardrobe.

Style among girls at LHS vary a litde

more than for the boys. This may be due to the

more daring nature of women. For Junior

Becca Freedberg, Salvation Army jeans and

big, black shoes are part of her ideal outfit.

Tight jeans are what she can't stand. Fresh-

man Hannah Sassaman says, "I like clothes

that are always in style, with a little trendiness,

like clogs or a funky hat. I also like plaids." For

Monti Llorens, comfort is key, and she likes

feeling relaxed injeans and a sweater. Much of

her shopping takes place at the Express. As far

as shoes go, she says, "I live in my little black

boots." Although there are some common
trends everyone has their own unique style.

Rachel Gordan

FLASHBACK. Dressed in bell bot-

toms and puffy sleeves, freshman

Caitlyn Webster poses the latest blast

from the past styles.

lla>Fads and Fashion
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SHOE BUSINESS. LHS students

model "bucks are back" (if they ever

left).

HAT CATS. Seniors Amie Veratti

and Lindsay Price, thankful for free-

dom of expression, make a statement

with baseball caps.

PLAID FAD. From the farm to LHS

,

juniors Jim Tremble and Kateri Egan

show us the new plaid wear. Fads and Fashion/n



Variety Sho^v
As cold winds and harsh weather tore

across the New England countryside, talented

LHS students were heating up the night with

Variety Show '94. From the instant the house

lights were dimmed to the moment the final

curtain fell, the auditorium was ahve with

laughter, music, and dancing.

Scheduled to open on Friday, Janu-

ary 28th, the show was canceled due to snow.

Despite this slight setback, students were ready

and raring to go the following Monday night.

"Although we didn't have a lot of time to

prepare," commented MC Sarah Maggi, "I

think the show went really well." Sarah opened

the night lip syncing to "Fly me to the moon"

while special guest Joel Illouz twirled MC
Jennifer Beck in a magical ballroom dance.

The following acts included two bands, two

dance routines, and several musical perfor-

mances. Senior Jim Bell and his band, the

Limeheads, shook the stage with popular songs,

"Plush" and "Rockin' In the Free World". In

the all-juniors band. Narcolepsy, John Reagan

rocked the room with his powerful drum solo.

Next, senior Alissa Tela pumped up the vol-

ume with a hot dance routine and the multi-

talented Simona Lo warmed the hearts of the

audience with her piano playing and singing of

THE BOBBITTIZER. Senior Sa

rah Maggi shows the audience how to

work the Bobbittizer.

DRUMMER BOY. Junior John

Reagan skillfully drums and wows
the audience with his talents.

her original song, "Alone". Among the several

duets performed, appeared freshman Abe Libos

and senior Jon Wilson. Tom Brunette ap-

peared in the two duets along with his fellow

juniors, Tony McGuiness and Paul Fix. The

night came to a close as senior Sarah Maggi

moved the audience with her solo, "Forever

Young".

In between each act, the MCs and

several special guests kept the audience on

their toes. Their humorous skits ranged from

the popular "Your Momma..." jokes to the

unique presentation of the much loved "Gong

Show".

Although the Variety Show was only

performed once this year, it was a sensational

hit. "Many kids got a chance to participate in

the production and to display their various

talents," commented Key Club advisor Ms.

Browne. "There were several obstacles to over-

come and the kids did a great job putting the

show together." All of the proceeds from the

show were donated to the Neal C. Fagin

Longmeadow Ambulance Fund. This great

cause meant a lot to the dedicated LHS stu-

dents who worked hard to make the night an

unforgettable success.

Robin Brown

ll g>Variety Show
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THE GONG SHOW. Seniors

Meghan Stone, Joel Illouz, and Adam
Baldwin are contestants in the Gong

show.

ACOUSTICAL WONDERS. Jun

ior Steve Dress and sophomore Clark

Sutton demonstrate their musical tal-

ents in a chorus of acoustic guitar.

AKES TWO TO TANGO.
t:ij'rs Joel Illouz and Jen Beck dance

feseir audience.

STOP THE INSANITY. Senior Jen

Beck demonstrates Susan Powter as

she give workout lessons. Variety Show<l 19;



Junior/Senior Semi-Forma!
The setting: January 16, 1994 in a

Springfield Marriott ballroom, the charac-

ters: 400 juniors, seniors and their dates in

gorgeous dresses and dapper suits, the extras:

an excellent deejay and an all-you-can-drink

soda bar.

The details: At eight o'clock on this

Sunday evening, the semi-formal-goers began

arriving in the ballroom amidst a storm of

exchanged compliments . Almost all had come

straight from dinner. Some were fresh from

the Gathering, others from the Marriott Grill.

"I think that dinner is one of the best parts of

the night," saidjunior Marie Sedran. "It' s a lot

of fun when you're dressed up." There were

alternatives to restaurants as well: for instance,

senior Christina Shoemaker had hosted anum-

ber of her friends at her house for a home-

cooked gourmet fest.

The music played in the darkened

ballroom was loud and varied. Dancers sang

along with classics like "Brown-Eyed Girl"

and "(The Pina Colada Song)," "jumped

around" to more "nineties" selections, and

threw up their arms in golden arches during

"YMCA".
Even those not dancing, however,

were enjoying themselves in the reception

area just outside the ballroom. Sipping or

guzzling sodas, students snapped photos and

talked. Some sprawled in chairs, worn out.

Others were making emergency adjustments

to their dresses or corsages, repairing the dam-

age done by enthusiastuc dancing.

Junior Sheri Cheng, who spent the

night in a leg cast (having been injured in an

unrelated accident), says that one didn't have

to dance the whole night to have a good time.

"I did my best to dance. ..It was pretty hard, but

I think the cast added to the fun!"

At eleven, a trickle of departing stu-

dents began, but it was at eleven-thirty that a

surge of teenagers hit the coat-check counter,

waving their checks. Most left for post-"semi"

parties; others had to go home immediately. A
discussion of curfews took place, and the stu-

dents left the Marriott—some tired, some en-

ergized.

The result: A most memorable jun-

ior/senior semi-formal.

Grace Lee

THREE MUSKUTEERS. Junior

Mike Germino and senior Mike

Ravosa take a break from dancing to

chat with Mr. Berte.

12U> Junior/Senior Semi-Formal



DANCIN' THE NIGHT AWAY.
LHS grooves to the music and shakes

the house down.

GET A LITTLE CLOSER. Junior

Scott Brown and sophomore Laura

Magnani swing to the music.

SJELANDEBERT. Seniors Jen

-c;and Megan Zwirlco give the

s<s'Formal two thumbs up.

TAKIN' A BREAK. Juniors Paul

Fix and Beclcy Balakier rest in the

lounge after dancing.

Junior/Senior Semi-Formal <fi2
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ON THEi^TO i

"Longmeadow sporting

events are always filled

with spirit due to the

support of teanmiates,

students, and fans."

^^^ ^^f ^^^"~'*^-,

ON THE REBOUND. Sophomore

JV players Darcy Weiner, Jen Kiley,

Marissa Ciccia, and SaraMushok pre-

pare to gain control of the ball

.

HIGH JUMP. Junior Kate Girotti

fights for a jump ball at the start of a

varsity game at Longmeadow.

FIRST AND TEN. The Lancer

offensive line lines up against the

East Longmeadow Spartans

awaiting the hike of the ball.

Sports
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CTORY
FIGHT FOR GLORY. Fresh

man Abe Libbos aggrresively tries

to steal the ball from his Westfield

opponent.

Sports <123;



Even without going to the superbowl the Lancers had a season to be proud I

Block And Tackle

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

Minnechaug 25 10

Holyoke 13

Central 7 14

S. Hadley 10

Greenfield 34 19

Northampton 6 14

Chicopee 12 26

Amherst 34 19

W. Springfield 23 6

E. Longmeadow 26 21

Varsity Record: 6-4

Hhhi^^^i ^H

GIVEMETHE BALL. JuniorMike

Geimino waits anxiously for the ball.

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL FIRST ROW: P. Phillips, A. NowJ

M. Marshall, B. Goldberg, R. Blanchard. SECOND ROW:i
Henshaw, E. Kimball, L. Mercuric, E. Merrill, J. McCarthy, D. M :

J. Schultz, T. Hargreaves. THIRD ROW: Coach Persico, C;!

Mattola , M. Chalero, D. Manna, D. Romanko, S. Kennedy, M. Lej)

D. Romanko, M. Schill, Coach Epstein, Coach St. George.

12^^ Football
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OUT OF MY WAY. Senior Gary

Provencher makes his way down the

field with a determined look on his

face.

THE WHEELS ARE TURNING.
Senior quarterback Eddie Schultz has

to think fast as to where to pass the

ball.

ffl © »
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\ AND V. FIRST ROW: J. Ferrentino, P. Lawson, E. Jarvis, D.

V
, R. Hollister, A. Stone, J. Sweet, M. Ravosa, G. Provencher, E.

:lltz, C. Giguere, M. Friedman, B. Jalonen, J. Canup. SECOND
C V: B. Rogers, S. Kimball, W. Cullinan, R. Sandler, S. Murphy, B.

i ungton, J. Falcone, J. Tremble, T. Brunette, E. Jalonen, J. Karpman,

.inTassel,M. Manna. TfflRDROW: A. Sarage, C. Belmont, M.
c arry, C. Toye, J. Smith, B. Backster, M. Derosier, M. Accosta, P.

I )n, J. Betzold, M. Dunn, S. Thomas, J. Judd. FOURTH ROW:
erte, C. Cathreu, P. Calandra, P. Reynolds, T. McGuiness, M.

eaino, C. Diamond, N. Fomier, M. Troiano, M. Markowitz, D.

sblyotchik. FIFTH ROW: Coach Patterson, Coach Donovan,

h Manchester, Coach Rotsko.

MAKING HIS WAY THROUGH.
Sophomore Eric Van Tassel carries

the ball down the field.

Football <12



GO! FIGHT! WIN! The
Longmeadow Cheerleaders encour-

age the crowd during half-time at a

Lancer basketball game.

J.V. - FIRST ROW: K. Zettl, A. Martin, K. Koemer, E. Hansen,

K. Duke, J. Wolmer. SECOND ROW: K. Brewer, M. Farrand, E.

Fitzpatrick, K. Anderson, J. Gagne, Coach Diaz.

VARSITY- FIRST ROW: B. Sprenkle, J. Katz, L. Teres, L.

Grodsky, K. Dorm, D. Diaz, J. Miller, H. King. SECOND ROW:
K. Lyons, L. Rubin, E. Matroni, D. Buscemi, J. Rappaport, J.

Larose, W. Winn, Coach Diaz

UP IN ARMS. The Longmeadow

cheerleaders balance a fellow

cheerleader on their hands during

the halftime show of a football

game.

1

2

6/Cheerleading
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The cheerleaders cheer the Lancers on to victory

Raising Sciiooi Spirit i
"If cheerleading were

any easier, it would be called

football." TheLongmeadow High

School cheerleading squad gives

three cheers for that quote, which

is commonly used to describe the

intensity of cheerleading. The

team, consisting of talented and

committed students, practices

every day after school. While

practicing, they exercise much
more than their vocal chords.

From strenuous gymnastics rou-

tines to dance steps to crowd par-

ticipation cheers, they have been

mastering their performance

throughout the football and bas-

ketball seasons. Practice often

lasted hours, leaving the team

exhausted yet "pumped" for the

upcoming games. "The team is

comprised of excellent athletes,

who don ' t get the recognition they

deserve," says the highly ac-

claimed Coach Diaz. Beth, the

other well reputedcoach also adds

that the squad was a pleasure to

work with. The smiling teamdem-

onstrates more than athletic abil-

ity, they provide spirit and en-

couragement of which

Longmeadow High School is ex-

tremely proud.

Perhaps the greatest re-

ward of an activity such as

cheerleading is the close bonds

that the students form. Junior Jes-

sica Katz says trust is the key

word in cheerleading relation-

ships. "Working together and

having complete trust in your

spotters and bases are very im-

portant in cheerleading," says

Jessica. Amie Veratti, a senior,

agrees and adds that enthusiasm

is the most necessary quality in a

cheerleading. As the season ad-

vanced, it was evident that team

enthusiasm was increasing and

that the team was growing closer.

The team unity was apparent as

the team sat together for their last

time at the basketball final ban-

quet. "I'm sad to be leaving the

team," says senior Dave Buscemi.

Captains Kristin Dorm
and Lisa Grodsky have noticed

the improvement and increased

dedication of the squad. Much of

the team's success is due to the

excellent leadership and inspira-

tion from Lisa and Kristin. Junior

Katy Lyons says she'll miss the

captains, and that they were su-

perb role models for the team.

The cheerleaders were

definitely a bright and shining

bonus at this year's games. They

rhythm and poise was a key attrac-

tion at many games. In addition to

raising the crowd's spirit, the

cheerleaders were a great encour-

agement to the team players. They

rocked the crowds with their up-

beat music and creative choreog-

raphy. The cheerleaders are the

soul and spirit of athletics at

Longmeadow High School and

the Lancers say, "Cheers to them!"

Alyssa Shelasky

INFORMATION. Lancer Cheer-

leaders warm the hearts of football

fans everywhere at the Thanksgiving

Day game.

Cheerleading <(i2Z:



Girl's soccer ends with a winning season

Kicking Their Way to Victor
The girls' soccer teams

this year worked hard and

deserve a lot of credit. Starting

with the Freshman team, the

coach was Ms. Lagunowich.The

three captains were Erica Hess,

Tricia CuUinan, and Morine

McDonough. At the end of the

season, their record was 7 wins,

7 losses, and 2 ties. Their

biggest rival was Cathedral.

Their leading scorer was Patti

Hampf, and Abbie Lusardi and

Kim Threlfall were leading in

both offense and defense.

According to captain Erica Hess,

"We had a slow start, but we
definitely improved and played

well at the end of the season."

Coaching the Junior

Varsity team was Mr. LeBlanc.

Guiding the team were captains

Kate Girotti, Jen Herlihy,

Megan O'Brien, and Lacey

Russell. Their season ended

with a record of 9 wins, 3 losses,

and 5 ties. They scored 27 goals

on various teams, and only

allowed 10 to get into their own
net. The team appointed

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

Chic. Comp. 12

Central 1

Holyoke 5 1

Chicopee 2

W. Spfld. 3 2

Northampton 6

Cathedral 2 5

E. Long. 2

Ludlow 2 1

W. Spfld. 2

Agawam 5

Amherst 5

Minnechaug 2 2

Westfield 2 2

Varsity Record 10-2-5^
M.V.P.'s this year, and they

were, on offense, Megan
O'Brien, on defense, Megan

Stillerman, and over-all,

Karalyn Parzych and Lacey

FIRST ROW: H. Bradley, L. Price, S. Maggi, J. Martinelli, M. Long,

M. Stone, K. Weeks, K. Paone, L. Yahres. SECOND ROW: Coach

Delano, K. Arnold, R. Allen, J. Lambert, S. Mushok, T. Samol, C.

Glenn, J. Szyluk, K. Weeks, S. Ryall, A. Napoli.

COMING TO THE AID.

Freshman Lindsay Adams tries to

steal the ball from her opponent

while freshman Tricia Cullinan

comes to help her.
128> Girls Soccer

Russell. One of the team

members, when asked about her

feeling about the season, said,

"We did well in the beginning of

the season. Then we had a few

losses, but over all we did well.

Mr. Delano coached the

Varsity Soccer Team and the

assistant coach was Mr. Long.

Their four captains were, Missy

Long, Jen Martinelli, Meghan

Stone, and Kerry Weeks They

were the only team in Western

Mass. to beat Cathedral. At the

end of the season their record

was 1 1 wins, 5 losses, and 2 ties.

According to Missy Long and

Jenna Szyluk, "Our team got

along very well this year and that

is probably why we did so well

this season."

The girls' soccer season

for the Freshman, Junior Varsity,

and Varsity teams was filled with

successes and gave the commu-
nity much reason to be proud.

Rachel Steiner



BATTLING IT OUT. Senior Jen

Martinelli focuses on getting the

ball away from her opponent, a hard

task.

FIRST ROW: M. O'Brien, L. Russell, K. Girotti, J. Herlihy. SEC-
OND ROW: D. Saint Louis, K. Derosier, K. Parzych, M. Ciccia, H.

Letteney, D. Nison. THIRD ROW: Coach LeBlanc, M. Kuhr, R.

Brown, M. Kennedy, M. Stillerman, J. Sorrell, A. Goodman.

FIRST ROW: S. Garb, L. Jackson, S. Lavin, K. Threlfall, J. Feldman,

J. White. SECOND ROW: R. Stahl, A. Lusardi, L. White. L. Adams,

M.Kenney, M. Crandall, T. Cullinan. THIRD ROW: Coach

Lagunowich, R. Steiner, M. McDonough, A. Baldwin, S. Dambrov, L.

Gailun, J. White, E. Hess.

FANCY FOOTWORK. Junior

Meg O'Brien tries to steal the ball

away from the Ludlow opposition.

I

Girls Soccer < 129.



GO LANCERS! Sophomore John

Harrelson skillfully dribbles the ball

down the playing field.

WATCH OUT! Freshman Jason

Grodsky fights for the ball..
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HERE I COME! Junior Jay Heaps

dribbles the ball down the field.

VARSITY FIRSTROW: J. Chircop, Z. Samol, J. Heaps, R. Patt

J. Nietupski, M. White. SECOND ROW: J. Shea, M. Couchc

Wilson, J. Wilson, J. Warwick, F.Hampf. THIRD ROW: R.Li

M. Osofsky, C. Loonie, B. Delano, P. Stierer, B. Mirkin, D. Cohi

Ryall, D. Khtikian, S. Brown, Coach Pantuosco.

M
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Boys soccer ends the season with its traditional winning record

Reaching Their Goal
The Boys' Varsity

Soccer Team enjoyed a strong

season in 1993, making it to the

Western Mass. semi-finals

before losing to state champion

Cathedral. Captained by seniors

Mat Ryall, Zach Samol, Mike

Couchon, and Brent Delano, the

team's skill is evident in their

14-6 record. Many players made

especially notable

contributions.Among them were

junior Jay Heaps, who led the

league in scoring with twenty-

seven goals an six assists, was

named All-New England; senior

Zach Samol was also voted All-

State; and seven other players

made All-League as well:

seniors Mike Couchon and Mat

Ryall, juniors Ben Mirkin, Rob

Patterson, Mario Price, and

Scott Brown, and sophomore

Jay Warwick. Coach John

Pantuosco said, "The players

worked extremely hard, and they

never stopped believing in

themselves." Members had

praise for both the Coach and

seniors; Rob Patterson com-

mented on "the good senior

leadership, which helped us in

the play-offs," and Heaps added,

"Coach P. was great motivator."

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

Chicopee

Chicopee

Amherst

3

3

1

Cathedral 2

Chic. Comp.

Ludlow

3

1 2

Northampton

Minnechaug

6

2

I

Holyoke

Central

7

3 2

W. Spfld.

Westfield

2

1 2

Agawam 5

E. Longmeadow 6 1

Season Record: 10-4

^^M ^^^^^^H

With a solid 9-5-2 record,

the junior varsity team also did

well this year.The players

benefited from the leadership of

Coach Michael McCarthy and

captains Ryan Luciano, Jason

Kellman, and Brian Hayes, all

juniors. According to Coach

McCarthy, strong players

included Hayes, "an excellent

goalie"; junior Naveen Murthy,

"the best in the field"; Ryan

Luciano; and sophomore John

Harrelson, the leading scorer. As

sophomore player Nick

Martinelli said, "We started off

slow, but we came out strong in

the end. Our coach was a key to

our success." McCarthy added,

"We played well together,

unselfishly, as a team."

The freshman team

finished at 5-73 under the

leadership of Coach Hume.

Captains Chris Couchon and

Jeff Anzalotti were among the

strongest players; others were

Ben Harwood, Kyle Brown, and

Nathan Portier.

Grace Lee

FIRSTROW: M. LaBroad, D. Fentin, W. Dwinanto, M. Pacella,

)ldman, A. Mish. SECOND ROW: C. Kirkwood, B. Olney, N.

1 inelli, S. Kellman, J. Harrelson, A. Fingeroth, R. Blakeslee.

IiRD ROW: R. Chrzan, K. Hennessy, C. Blair, R. Luciano, B.

ki$, J. Kellman, O. Halsey, G. Peter, N. Murthy, Coach McCarthy.

FRESHMAN FIRST ROW: M. Zick, M. Grant, J. O'Brien. J.

Anzalotti, C. Couchon, A. Luftman, T. LeDuc, J. Weiner. SECOND
ROW: S. O'Connell, J. Grodsky, M. McCarthy, M. Teta, S. Aigen, K.

Brown, A. Libbos, B. Harwood, M. Mayock, E. Gold, N. Portier, Coach

Humes.

Boys Soccer<(23
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The Cross Country team's enthusiasm ends in a great season

Pushing Their Endurance]
When walking down the

school hallways you may notice a

student with exceptionally large

leg muscles. This is a good sign

that the student is probably one of

the thirty members of the

Longmeadow High School Cross

Country team. After a season of

two hour practices, five days a

week, no cross country teammem-
ber could help but look muscular

considering these practices were

spent running hill, speed, and dis-

tance workouts. The "really em-

barrassing" hill workout, accord-

ing to members, begins by run-

ning to Forest Park and then sprint-

ing up hills as fast as possible.

Then members walked down to

the bottom so they can do it again.

Once a week Coach

Kathy Holt and assistant Coach

Marquis has the team run short

distances for their speed workout.

They run around the track once or

sometimes only a half way around.

"Even through all the gruehng

speed and uphill workouts we still

have a fun time, "said sophomore

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

Northampton 26 31

Amherst 37 24

East Longmeadow 17 44

Chic. Comp. 29 26

Chicopee 21 34

W. Springfield 22 33

Central 17

Westfield 32 23

Minnechaug 15 46

Cathedral 45 18

Southwick 41 19

Girl's Record: 6-5

Boy's Record: 4-7

^^^^1
Ellie Kline.

At least once a week

members ran a distance workout

which is seven to eight miles.

During these team members like

FIRST ROW: D. Mish, D. Gershen, B. Browne, J. Gershen, D.

Srebnick, S. Chandler, J. Cheng. SECOND ROW: Coach Holt, A.

Gorfin, A. Ferris, P. McPartland, J. Roberts, B. Boucher, B. Hayes, R.

Morgan, E. Libfield, M. Berger.

Laurie Kelleher often wonder to

themselves, "Remind me again

why I'm doing this." But every-

one admits that running a lot one

day makes the three miles or five

miles they may run the next day at

a meet seem a lot easier and shorter.

At meets the freshmen

through senior team members run

3 miles through Turner Park with

one or two other teams. All the

boys compete against each other

lead by captain Darren Srebnick.

Then the girls ran with their cap-

tain, San San Wu. Tessa Hayes

said of these runs through Turner

Park, "It was a lot of hard work,

but always having Coach Holt

there suffering along with us made

it all worthwhile."

Tara Polansky

ALL THE WAY TO THE END.
Sophomore David Gershen runs side

by side with his Westfield opponent.

132> Cross Country



AND THEY'RE OFF. The

Longmeadow, Minnechaug, and

Westfield runners start the beginning

of a race.

FIRST ROW: A. Bullock, E. Swiatocha, S. Wu, A. Walsh, A. Greiner,

J. Guistina. SECOND ROW: Coach Holt, L. Kelleher, T. Hayes, C.

Burke, S. Wu, K. Kelleher, E. Kline, H. Yearwood, C. Snelham.

OUTRUNNING THE COMPETI-
TION. Senior San San Wu finishes

far in front of her competitors.

1

I

PULLING THROUGH FOR THE
^ TEAM. Sophomore Helen Yearwood

edges in front of her Westfield oppo-

nents.
Cross Country

-(^3
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MAD IN PLAID. Sophomore Sherry

Spitz runs down the field trying to

escape her opponent.

GIRLS FIELD HOCKEY VARSITY FIRST ROW: K.Salwen,S.

Young, E. Fentin, M. Zwirko, M. Curran, R. Rothschild. SECOND
ROW: N. Lentino, A. Riccio, K. Fletcher, K. Leonard, K. Egan, C.

Hargreaves, C. Degon, M. Williams, A. Stechenberg, Coach A. Simons.

J.V. FIRST ROW: H. Rickless, S. Spitz, L. Tourtelotte, A. Morse, A.

Lounsbury, L. Grypp, S. Shine. SECOND ROW: A. Polverini, M.

Baxter, A. Hayes, M. Polverini, G. Booth, S. Provencher, J. Ackley, L.

Booth, T. Brinkman, L. Steingart, Coach R. Hawker.

134> Field Hockey

BEATING HERTO IT! Junior Kate

Leonard races for the ball before her

opponent gets to it.

NO, ITS MINE! Senior Mj

Zwirko aggressively fights ft]

ball.
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I The Field Hockey Team ends a superb season with a winning record

Sticking It To Them
Continuing last year's success,

this year's field hockey team fin-

ished the season with a record of

1 1-2-4. Captains MichaelaCurran,

Kristina Salwen, Sue Young , and

Megan Zwirko led this team with

their four years ofexperience play-

ing field hockey.

All team members really ap-

preciated the support they hadfrom

their captains. Junior Kateri Egan

said, "Being lead by six strong

captains really helped bring the

team together which let us realize

our high potentials." During the

regular season action, the Lancer

girls drew crowds to most of their

home games. The season's high-

hght was when the Lancers won

over Southwick by (1-0), a team

they hadn't defeated in years. The

field hockey team also won in a

game against Amherst (1-0). How-

ever, in the Western Mass. tourna-

ment, Longmeadow lost to the

Amherst Hurricanes. "Even

though we had six starting se-

niors, everyone contributed just

the same," added senior Megan

Zwirko, who was surprised at her

team's loss.

The Lancer's field hockey

team proved to be well balanced

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

Southwick

Agawam 2

Minnechaug 3

W. Springfield 1

Westfield 3

E. Longmeadow 6

Amlierst 1

Southwick 1

Agawam
Smith Academy 1 2

Minnechaug" 2

W. Springfield 1 I

Northhampton 1

Varsity Record: 10-2-4

J.V. Record: 9-0-7

^^^H^^^^^^1

with the naming of Kate Leonard,

Rachel Rothschild, and Megan

Zwirko to the All-League Status.

Rachel Rothschild was also added

to the second Western Mass team

and Kristen Salwen and Sue

Young were named to the West-

ern Mass Team as well. Although

they are loosing strong senior play-

ers, the team is looking forward to

next season. Senior Michaela

Curran sums up the season by

saying, "this is the best season

we've ever had, not only was our

record terrific, but the closeness

ofthe teammembers and our coach

helped us work better as a team."

Incredible wins by the

Longmeadow Girls' Field Hockey

Team has made them a source of

pride for the school but even con-

sidering their losses, they are an

outstanding team.

Jessica Miller

GO TEAM! The girls JV Field

Hockey team lift their sticks with en-

thusiasm after a big win.

I
I
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A True Balancing Act
This was a great year

for the dedicated members of the

LHS gymnastics team. Winning

four out of their eight division

competitions put them in a

strong third place. There is also

a lot of optimism for next year's

team.

This year's captains

were Robin Levenson, Melissa

Podgurski along with junior

Katie Derose. According to

Robin, "The team had a success-

ful season because we all

worked hard together to win.

We improved a lot from last

year and the team has a lot of

potential for the future."

Everyone improved. The rest of

the team consisted of juniors

Heather Barr, Kristen Bradley,

Jessica Papaluca, and Tara

Smolowitz. Sophomores

Jennifer Carroll, Kristen

Bradley, Debby Levenson, and

Heather Orenstein were also part

of the team, as well as freshmen,

Audrey Bell, Amy Peters, and

Andrea Slachta. Their coach was

Harvey Stockhammer. All agree

SCOREBOARD
Us rhem

Central 94.6 91.6

Chic. Comp. 103.3 99.2

Cathedral 102.2 114

W. Spfld. 97.4 99.8

Minnechaug 98.3 13

S. Hadley 97.1 107

Amherst 101.4 114

Chic. Comp. 107.3 107

Monument 109.9 84.5

Hampshire 104.1 102

Season Record: 7-13

^^^1
that it was a great team with

athletic ability and spirit.

Individual perfor-

mances were very strong as

well. Katie Derose and Jennifer

Carroll made it on to the All

League Gymnastics team. The

team is especially proud of one

team member. Amy Peters, who
made it to Western Mass and

placed fifth. Some events were

better for the team than others.

Unfortunately, the uneven bars

was a weak apparatus and not

one of their best events. They

had a relatively strong showing

on the beam, though. The floor,

however, was their most

successful event and helped

them reach the high level they

achieved.

According to sopho-

more Debby Levenson, "It was a

great season, but next year we
are going to go back and win it

all!"

Gail Steiner

Robin Levenson

1367 Gymnastics

REACHINGFORTHESTARS.
Demonstrating a graceful pose,

senior Melissa Podgurski presents

her floor routine.

FIRST ROW: A. Peters, K. Derose, R. Levenson, M. Podgursk

A. Slachta. SECOND ROW: M.Corbet, C. Julian, J. Carroll,

Levenson, J. Papaluca, K. Bradley, A. Bell, H. Barr, T. Smolowi



STRETCHED TO THE LIMIT.

Junior Tara Smolowitz shows off her

flexibility as she does the splits.

UPSIDE DOWN. During an after

school practice, junior Kristen Brad-

ley spots a teammate on the uneven

bars.

IjTORTIONIST. Junior Kristen

i| ey demonstrates a complicated

I'lasdtics position during a floor

;ie.

BALANCING IT OUT. Sopho

more Heather Orenstein works on

on the beam during a practice.

Gymnastics <fi3^



MOVING TOWARDS THE FIN-

ISH. Junior Jessica Miller concen-

trates fully on her swimming

PUSHING IT TO THE END.
Senior Susan Young finishes her lap

of the butterfly.
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UP UP AND AWAY. Members of f
the Girls Swim Team take off at the

begirming of a backstroke race.
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Creating A Splash
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The season of 1994 was

an incredible one for the

Longmeadow High School girls'

swim team. Captain Kerry Weeks

said, "We had a lot more depth

than in the past and that gave us an

advantage over other teams." As

junior Areej Hasssan put it, "We
worked hard and had a great year."

The team's excellence

was due to their combination of

outstanding spirit and athletic abil-

ity. Guiding the team to victory

were Coach Hawker and Coach

Frasier, as well as team captains

Rachel Rothschild, Kerry Weeks,

and Susan Young, all seniors. Only

two other seniors, Sarah Lusardi

and Annmarie Lehman, were part

of the team. Juniors included Kim
Grieves, Areej Hassan, Caryn

Malinowski, Jessica Miller, Jean

Roger, and Gail Steiner. The

sophomores were Katie Kelleher,

EUie Kline, Jennifer Lambert,

Candace Levy, Danielle St Louis,

Kim Weeks, and Karen Varley.

TAKING FLIGHT The girls swim

team dives into the inviting waters of

the LHS pool.

Several talented freshmen girls

also made the team. They were:

Tessa Hayes, Erica Hess, Laurie

Kelleher, Jennet White, and Jes-

SCOREBOARD
Us Them |

Amherst 106 74

Cathedral 112 63

South Hadley 119 59

E. Longmeadow 121 58

Minnechaug 92 91

Cathedral 116 59

South Hadley 60 32

Amherst 92 88

E. Longmeadow 57 35

Minnechaug 45 47

Girl's Swimming Record

10-0

^^^H
sica White. Whether seniors or

freshmen, all members were great

assets to the girls' swim team.

However the real stars of

^^^

the team were Kerry Weeks, Jean

Roger, and Karen Varley. All three

swam incredibly throughout the

year. Along with those three girls,

four other terrific swimmers made

it to the Massachusetts state com-

petition; Susan Young, Kim
Weeks, Danielle St Louis, and

Jennet White.

As captain Sue Young

commented, "It was a great year,

between beating Minnechaug in a

meet, and coming in third and

beating them in States." Besides

beating Minnechaugin the States',

the teams' other achievements

were coming in second at the

Western Mass. competition and

winning third place at States.

To get themselves this

far the team possessed the two

most important qualities in a sports

team: team spirit and athletic abil-

ity. Now the team can relax and

look forward to next year's victo-

ries.

Gail Steiner

„ As 4
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FIRST ROW: E. Hess, J. White, L. Kelleher, J. White, T Hayes.

SECOND ROW: K. Varley, E. Kline, K. Weeks, K. Malinowski, A
Hassan, G. Steiner, J. Roger, J. Miller . THIRD ROW: K. Kelleher, D.

St.Louis, J. Lambert, C. Levy, S. Young, R. Rothschild, K. Weeks, S.

Lusardi, A. Lehman.

Girls Swimming<j^3^



The talented male swimmers of LHS stroke their way to success

The Tide is Higli
The Longmeadow Boys Swim
Team this year has been unstop-

pable this season. They have man-

aged to overcome all of their op-

ponents by a wide margin thus far

into the season.Their performance

in meets was outstanding this year

and they owe this theirmany strong

swimmers. The fastest ofthe Lanc-

ers swimmers would include Will

Lutat, Erik Szyluk, and Jim Roger.

According to the coach,

Mrs. Frasier, "We have had a very

strong year, and unfortunately we
will be losing eight great swim-

mers, but if we swim up to our

potential, we should win Western

Mass." The team has qualified

various swimmers in all of the

events. As of February 1, 1994,

the many swimmers qualified in

several events. Among these are

the 200 yard Free-stylein which

Jim Roger, Erik Szyluk, Zack

Shukan, and Greg Angelides have

qualified. Also in the 50 Free-

style, Ethan Kushner, Larry Nuger,

and Will Lutat qualified. In the

100 yards Butterfly, Jim Roger,

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

Amherst 130 40

Cathedral 116 64

South Hadley 132 35

E. Longmeadow 109 74

Minnechaug 111 74

Cathedral 115 67

South Hadley 66 19

Amherst 132 45

E. Longmeadow 55 37

Minnechaug 45 47

Season Record: 9-1

^^^H
Jon Campbell, Tony McGuiness,

Larry Nuger, and Erik Szylukhave

qualified. In the 100 Free-style,

Larry Nuger, Erik Szyluk, and

Ethan Kushner qualified. In the

500 yard Free-style, Zach Shukan,

Sean Egan, Jim Roger, Greg

Angelides, and Matt Schill have

qualified. In the 100 yard Breast-

stroke, Will Lutat, Zach Shukan,

Adeel Hassan, and Ethan Kushner

have qualified thus far into the

season.

The boys have had a tre-

mendous year and have worked

very hard for it. They have prac-

tice everyday after school and

during vacation for at least 1 1/2

hours. They had few doubts about

how the season would go and with

the kind of confidence and team

spirit that they had it was almost

impossible to lose a meet.

All members of the team

will agree that the Boys Swim
Team had a great year. They have

triumphed in all of their meets and

we wish them luck at Western

Mass. and States.

Rachel Steiner

"^*^
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FIRST ROW: D. Manna, M. Schill, A. Rodriguez, L. Nuger, A.

Luftman. SECOND ROW: G. Angelides, F. Hampf, B. Donoghue,

A. Hassan, T. McGuiness, W. Lutat, S. Egan. THIRD ROW: P.

Stierer, E. Kushner, Z. Shukan, D. Hildreth, R. Lusardi, E. Szyluk, J.

Roger, J. Campbell.

SPREADING HIS WINGS. An
LHS swimmer makes good time with

his butterfly stroke.

140) Boys Swimming
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ON YOUR MARKS, GET SET,

GO! LHS swimmers dive in

anticipating some tough competition

from the opposing team.

LEARNING TO FLY. Senior Jim

Roger concentrates on his butterfly

stroke in a meet at LHS.
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THE AIR UP THERE. Junior

Will Lutat amazes the crowd and

the competition with his high dive.

HI MOM! Senior Erik Szyluk does

not even think about his competition

as he concentrates on his backstroke.
Boys Swimming <j[4;|



VARSITY- FIRST ROW: M. Shay, J. Martinelli, S. Maggi. SEC-
OND ROW: D. Kiesche, J. Kiley, A. Napoli, M. Long, S. Ryall, K.

Leonard, H. Letteney, K. Girotti, K. Paone, H. Bradley, M. Murray.

JV- FIRST ROW: M. Ciccia, D. Winer, T. Crenshaw, S. Mushok.

SECOND ROW: K. Parzych, N. Moseley, L. Cassista, K. Kuhn, A.

Morse, J. Kiley, J. Ackley, M. McDonough, E. Wolf, O. Jenne, D.

Kiesche.

FRESHMEN- FIRST ROW: M. O'Brien, L. Steingart, K. Threlfall,

J. Bean. SECOND ROW: J. Panaia, A. Swiatocha, L. Adams, L.

Booth, J. Territo. THIRD ROW: Coach Stauwicki, K. Haberlin, N.

Duquette, J. Malinowski, S. Michalik, Coach Ruck.

142> Girls Basketball

GIMME THAT! Junior Heather

Letteney struggles for the ball with

three Westside opponents.

ANXIOUSLY OBSERVING.
Sophomore Samantha Ryall watches

her teammates strive for victory.



The Girls Basketball team ends the season with a winning record

Drive and Shoot
The Girls' Varsity Bas-

ketball team played hard and en-

joyed their competition this year.

All ofthat work payed off, leaving

the Lady Lancers with an amazing

15:6 record. The team was guided

by Coach Mary Murray and two

talented co-captains, Martha Shay

and Sarah Maggi, who not only

displayed outstandind athletic abil-

ity, but terrific team spirit. The

team worked well together and

learned from their mistakes. Se-

nior Sarah Maggi said, "We played

together really well as a team.

There was a lot of unity near the

end of the season."

Our Junior Varsity team

also enjoyed a successful season.

Coach Daryl Kieshe and co-cap-

tains Darcy Winer and Tamar

Crenshaw, helped boost Lancer

spirit. There were many talented

players on the team this year,

which made it possible for the

team to do so well. Staying to-

gether through the tough games

created abond that lasted through-

out the season. "Although we
were inconsisten at times, we had

a lot of potential... We stuck

SCOREBOARD

Us Them
Chicopee 51 37

Holyoke 56 20

Westfield 73 21

W. Springfield 64 21

Cathedral 47 46

Chicopee Comp. 58 38

Amherst 41 40

Central 66 32

Agawam 46 50

Chicopee 52 47

Northampton 50 56

Varsity Record: 15-5

JV Record: 5-10

^^^^^^H

together," said Darcy Winer.

The Freshman team was

led by coaches Ruck and

Zwicki.The tough competition this

year taxed the players'

abihties.Although they didn't win

any games, they played hard and

kept the other teams on their toes.

Cathedral found our team to be

especially challenging. Still, the

season provided a good founda-

tion for learning more about bas-

ketball. It also helped the begin-

ners become more familiar with

the game.

For a team to be good, it

can't just play well. True, the

teams did have their star players,

such as Seniors Sarah Maggi and

Junior Kate Girotti, but there must

also be a lot of team unity for the

team to play it s best.

All of LHS's girls bas-

ketball teams worked hard and

had a lot of practice so they can

keep improving and shaping up

for next season.

Allison Wainick

li ^ SPIRIT. The Longmeadow
' IS show their school spirit by

CONCENTRATION. Senior

Martha Shay concentrates on herform

prior to shooting the ball.

I g a banner up in the gym.

Girls Basketball <J43>



The Boys Basketball Team dribbles their way through a great seasoni|

Shooting for the Stars
The Boys Varsity Bas-

ketball Team is off to an excellent

start this year with a record so far

of 5-6. This high score has a lot to

do with the team's captains. This

year's captains, Ed Schultz and

Jay Heaps, are great motivators

for their team. Coach Brian

Cogswell is again coaching the

team. Commenting on this excel-

lent group of players, Cogswell

said, "The team has a great atti-

tude and a lot of energy."

This year's team is lead

by All-Around Player, junior Jay

Heaps and leading scorer, sopho-

more Kevin Freeman. Kevin Free-

man has been averaging 1 7 points

and 1 1 rebounds per game. He is

one of the top ten scorers in West-

em Mass. Other superb players

include seniors Ed Schultz and

Chris Loonie and juniors Bill

Cullinan, Evan Levine and Brian

Washington. Coach Cogswell

emphasizes that the "team play

has been their forte." The defense

has proven to be the strongest as-

set to the team. They were able to

keep high scoring Westfielddown

to only 39 points.

Again Westfield and

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

E. Longmeadow 54 22

Greenfield 56 75

Ludlow 60 65

Chicopee 56 58

South Hadley 52 49

Putnam 54 53

Cathedral 37 56

Commerce 52 53

Central 74 78

Holyoke 53 70

Westfield 44 39

Agawam 65 61

Varsity Record: 11-9

JV Record: 10-10

Freshman Record 14-3^
Chicopee Comp. have been the

Longmeadow' s biggest rivals. In

their first game against Westfield,

the Lancers beat Westfield by a

slim margin of three points. "We

started the season off slow but we
came together and started win-

ning," said junior Evan Levine.

Over all the Boys Varsity Team
has had a successful year.

The Boys Junior Varsity

Team shared similar success this

year. As of February, their record

was 7-5. The team is lead by

captians and Outstanding Players

juniors Rick Sandler, Jason

Kellman, and Brian Hayes. "We
worked real hard and played well,"

said Rick Sandler.

This year's Freshman

Basketball team was coached by

Mr. Mannheim. As of February

the team's record was 11-2. This

record along with their leading

scorers, Chris George, Jim Schultz,

and Dave Fentin, lead the team to

victory.

\--

VARSITY- FIRST ROW: E. Schultz, J. Heaps. SECOND ROW:
Coach Reed, Coach Cogswell, D. Cohen, J. Tremble, K. Freeman, B.

Washington, G. Berte, T. Brunette, B. Cullinan, C. Loonie, J. David, E.

Levine, J. Loonie, T. Allen, S. Smith.

144> Boys Basketball

HEADING DOWN THE COURT.
Junior Biian Hayes dribbles down the

court with a competitor close behind.



KEEPING THEM ON THE RUN.
Senior Eddie Schultz keeps the ball

from his opponent.

fi

f-m J.V. - FIRSTROW: R. Sandler, B. Friedenson, J. Kellman, J. Warren,

K. Hennessy, P. Rice. SECOND ROW: Coach Reed, C. Kirkwood,

J. Kirstein, B. Hayes, P. Murphy, M. Goldberg, N. Martinelli.

FRESHMEN- FIRST ROW: M. Zick, K. Kirstein, A. Mercuric, D.

Fentin, D. Loonie, J. Wolmer. SECOND ROW: Coach Mannheim,

C. George, T. Blinn, J. Allen, J. Schultz, M. Marshall, M. Brodeur, C.

Burke, N. Portier.

FLYING HIGH. Junior Jason

Kellman takes flight as he attempts a

layup.
Boys Basketball <j4



YOU'RE GOING DOWN. Sopho

more Mike Derosier struggles to take

down his opponent.

VICTORY. The referee holdsjunior

Eric Jalonen's arm in the air symbol-

izing his win.

146> Wrestling

DON'TEVENTHINKABOU 1

Junior David Dambrov overpc i

his opponent.
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The Wrestling Team pins it's way to a victorious season ^IBB

Down For The Count
There's a sport in which

opponents are often found kissing

the solid ground. No, it's not from

being saved from shipwrecks, it's

the Longmeadow High School

Wrestling Team! These athletes

practice in the gym throughout the

winter months preparing for sev-

eral competitions. In the competi-

tion they are fierce and always

quickly pin their competitor. Un-

der the instruction of Coach Glen

Lowery, the team has been suc-

cessful for many years, with their

new Coach Daley and Assistant

Coach Mike Calvanese, a former

Longmeadow wrestling student,

they anticipate great years to come.

Practice means meeting

in the gym after school for work-

outs that include jumping rope

and circuit training. However, their

intention is not to hurt each other,

but actually to strengthen each

other in their wrestling skills.

T ROW: A. Lowery, S. Dubay, B. Shapiro, R. Ronen, M.
)leton, M. Germino, J. Falcone, E. Jalonen, D. Pereplyotchik, M.
arry. SECOND ROW: Coach Daley, Coach M. Calvanese, L.

efusco, E. Frank, J. Kowarsky, A. Stratton, B. Olney, J. Leavitt,

iBroad, M. Derosier, N. Shih, J. Meyers, A. Meyers, R. Dambrov,
cCarthy, B. Shapiro, Coach Lowery.

Wrestlers like Mike Germino en-

joy the chance to practice wres-

tling after school because they

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

Agawam 48 18

Ludlow 50 14

Central 32 27

Westfield 42 10

Cathedral 35 34

Commerce 54 21

Belchertown/Am. 38 19

W. Springfield 40 38

Putnam 58 6

Pioneer/Frontier 48 30

Season Record: 5-7

^^H lllil^^^^^l

often find that come 2:15 pm,

after school has dragged on for

six hours, they have plenty of

energy to fight their hardest.

Since the team receives

many new freshmen and loses only

a few seniors, many of these new
freshmen wrestlers wait to break

records in the high school and win

many awards. The coming classes

may dominate the state in wres-

tling. Senior Mike Templeton

feels that, "it is a young team that

has a lot of potential and a lot to

look forward to in the future."

The team feels lucky to have such

young talent because it guarentees

future success for Longmeadow
High School.

With that, the wrestling

team was able to compete in a

state competition in Lowell and

will continue to make and break

records, and will graduate as much
stronger people (people that you

don't want angry at you!)

Jeremy Cheng
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STRUGGLING FOR A PIN. Se

nior Mike Templeton tries to flip his

opponent over for the pin.

Wrestling <j[47
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The Skiing Team ends the season by going to Western Mass

Down The Slopes
Under the coaching ex-

pertise of Kate Lagunowich and

John Crush, the Longmeadow

boys and girls' ski team had an-

other successful season this year.

As the temperature dropped and

the snow fell to the ground, the

team began practice as they started

off with dry land exercises and

waxing the skies, patiently wait-

ing to hit the slopes. Though ski-

ing seem like a leisure activity to

many, the team members view it

as a serious sport and work hard at

practicee. Kate Lagunowich com-

ments, "The team was great this

year. There were many consistent

individual improvements, and

returning skiers did really well."

Hercomment reflects the

work of the girls team, who had

won first place in every race, and

captured a trophy at the Western

Mass. Championships. Outstand-

ing skiers who contributed to this

success included, freshman Elana

Selby, freshman Tiffany

Brinkman, sophomore Katie

Derosier, andjunior Laurel Davis,

all ofwhom finished in the top ten

.

Kate Lagunowich also adds, "Re-

turning skiers such as this year's

captain Amelia Greiner contrib-

uted a lot to the team." With many

new and returning team members

combined, the girls team led "An

awesome season," senior ex-

change student Tania Rudermann

said.

The boys team proved to

be successful as well this year.

Returning skiers such as junior

Pete Reynolds, co-captains jun-

ior Pat Derosier and senior Scott

Crosnick, as well as freshman Rich

Blanchard were among the many

who were outstanding.

The teams' successful

seasons were a result of their hard

work at practice, which was held

at Mt. Tom several nights a week.

Longmeadow was in the A

GOING DOWN. Senior Amelia

Greiner makes a practice run down

the course before a race.

division, with the most skilled

and the toughest competition. The

team's score only counted against

those schools in the same divi-

sion, where team members were

ranked individually. The top ten

individuals from each evennt were

given points, ten points for num-

ber one and one point for number

ten. Then the top ten girls and

boys from each division were sent

to Individual States.

As the season came to an

end, the Longmeadow boys and

girls team finished with great en-

thusiasm, already looking for-

ward to the next season. They

possess the spirit and energy to

keep improving. This characteris-

tic of a team is extremely impor-

tant for a successful team. The

whole school is rooting for this

enthusiastic team. We can't wait

for their next victorious season.

Maki Mayazaki

FIRST ROW: T. Rudderman, D. Fisher, J. Crosnick, K. Deros

L. Davis, R. Cermino, A. Walsh, T. Brinkman. SECOND RO^

Youmell, M. Crusinski, P. Reynolds, C. Diamond, C. Prestia, F

Derosier, J. Buchanan, M. Curran, A. Creiner, M. Ryall, E. Sel

Coach Crush.

148>Skiing
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TAKING A TURN. Senior

Michaela Curran passes through two

gates during a practice at Berkshire

East.

MAKING TRACKS. Heading

down a difficult course, junior Pat

Derosier digs in his edge to make a

sharp turn.

B DING DOWNHILL. Junior

t|a Germino makes good time

u ig a giant slalom race.

MOVE OVER MOE. Junior Pete

Reynolds makes a spray of snow as

he turns during a fast run.

Skiingg<149.



I GOT IT! Senior ZachSamol skates

around an opponent.

FACE OFF. Senior Ryan Hutchins

waits with anticipation as tiie referee

gets ready to drop the puck.

15Q> Hockey

MOVE IT BUDDY! Sophomore

Eric Van Tassel skates past an oppo-

nent.

SKATING AWAY. Junior Dan
Fitzpatrick skates for the puck.



The Hockey team's strong record reflects their hard work and determination

The Cutting Edge

y

This year' s hockey team

has had quite a successful year,

being the first seat in the Western

Massachusetts Wright Division

with a record of 16-6-1. Their

success has left them undefeated

in their division. In the play-offs

so far, they are the first seat in

Western Massachusetts after the

first round.

The LHS team' s fine sea-

son has boosted Longmeadow
from the third division which is

Wright, to the Fay Division, the

second division for next year. This

presents greater challenge and

greater opponents in the year to

come. "The season was generally

good, moving from Wright to

Fay," said Robert Hollister.

The team practiced ap-

proximately three days a week

after school atCyr Arena in nearby

Forest Park. The official home of

the Longmeadow Lancers Hockey

Team, however, is at Olympia

Arena in West Springfield.

The coaches for the team

were Gregg Reilly, Anthony Rota,

and Barr Quinn. Their manager is

Kurt Hooper.

SCOREBOARD
Us Them

Palmer 7

Chicopee 9 1

Chicopee Comp. 2

Putnam 10 1

Holyoke 7

Ludlow 4 3

Central 10 2

W. Springfield 4 2

E. Longmeadow 4 4

Amherst 5 3

Season Record: 17-1-0

^^^1 ^^^^^^1

"Throughout the year,

different players picked up the

slack which propelled us to a suc-

cessful season," saidCoach Reilly

.

Junior JeffNietupski has

been the leading scorer on the

team with 44 points total playing

forward. He was followed by

sophomore Jay Warwick, a center

that was second in points and was

first in assists. Coach Reilly de-

scribed him as an offensive punch

Brent Thomas, Ryan
Hutchins, Jon Bennett, and Zach

Samol all demonstrated excellent

leadership in fulfilling their roles

as captains of the team.

In addition to these fine

players, Dave Long, Brennan

White, and Paul Santoro solidi-

fied the blue line also making a

vital contribution to the team.

An amazing thirteen of

the twenty-one players were play-

ing their first year bearing the

Lancers uniform, ten of them be-

ing freshmen. "The strong group

of freshmen and sophomores rep-

resent a strong nucleus for the

future, " said Coach Reilly.

?IRST ROW: J. Nietupski, J. Warwick, Z. Samol, P. Santoro,A.

Mciliano, B. Thomas, K. McMahon, J. Roberts, B. White, E. Van
Tassel, M. Crandall. SECOND ROW: Coach Reilly, B. Corcoran, M.
.eone, D. Resnick, J. Bennett, R. Hutchins, D. Fitzpatrick, D. Long,

1 Keane.

ONTHIN ICE. Hockey players skate

down to the other side of the rink.

Hockey ^^5
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"Being involved in

school clubs allows you

to meet lots of people

and participate in

many different types of

activities."

OPENING REMARKS. At theNHS
induction, Dr. Murpiiy welcomes ev-

eryone and expresses his pride to the

inductees.

MUSIC MAN. Senior Zach

Shukan plays the trumpet during a

practice of the Wind Ensemble.

ALL IN FAVOR. At an Environ-

mental Club meeting, members vote

on a proposal for a new project.

Organizations



A T I O N S

INVOLVED
GETTING INSTRUCTIONS.
Senior Julie Hodges, sophomore

David Gersiien, and senior Pat

Lawson listen as Mrs. Morse tells

them what to do for the next Jet

Jotter distribution.

A STEADY HAND. In preparation

for a Science League meet,

freshman Jeremy Cheng works on a

motorized project.

Organizations<i53>



ALL EARS. Senior DaliMukherjee

and juniors Adeel Hassan, Sheri

Cheng, and Bryan Skowera, all edi-

tors of the Jet Jotter, listen intently to

newspaper editor-in-chief, Emily

Weiss, as she conducts a meeting con-

cerning an important deadline.

KEYING IN. Juniors Grace Lee and

Rachel Gordan and senior Dali

Mukherjee type their articles for the

newspaper into the computers in the

writing center.

FIRST ROW: D. Chang, G. Lee, M. Sedran, S. Cheng, A. Le

Gordan, J. Polansky, K. Weiss, G. Steiner, E. Walat. SECOND Ri

S. Warren, E. Weiss, D. Mukherjee, B. Skowera, C. EmersOj

Campion, D. Ginsburg, K. Schneider. THIRD ROW: A.Brahml

A. Maxmen, A. Hassan, H. Sassaman, G. Sakellis, L. Kilaru, C. B

R. Dress. FOURTHROW: L.Leavitt,M.Atheneos,N.Camerle|

S. Bailey, M. Osofsky.

JET JOTTER
"The school paper serves

a special purpose in the L.H.S.

community," says senior Emily

Weiss, editor-in-chief of The Jet

Jotter. "This year has been espe-

cially memorable."

Indeed, this award-win-

ning paper has soared to new

heights in the 1 993-94 school year,

combining tradition and innova-

tion. The new editors, with advi-

sor Mrs. Shelly Warren, modified

the format of the paper to add their

own distinctive stamp. "One of

our chief goals this year was to

make the paper more crisp and

less grey," adds managing editor

Ameet Brahmavar, a senior.

In addition to Weiss and

Brahamvar, the editorial staffcon-

sisted of campus news editor se-

nior Laini Wolman, features edi-

tor junior Grace Lee, arts and en-

tertainment editor senior Dali

Mukherjee, and editorials editor

Bryan Skowera and sports editor

Adeel Hassan, both juniors.

Each monthly issue be-

gins taking shape at the editors'

meeting to discuss ideas for sto-

ries. Then writers choose their

articles or have them assigned at

anothermeeting for the entire staff.

Editors spend considerable time

in the Writing Center, editing

articles for length, grammar, and

wording.

The next step is layout,

which takes place either at school

or at an editor's house. Using the

Pagemaker and the help of pro-

duction managers Sheri Cheng and

154>Jet Jotter

Sean Bailey, both juniors, V

and Brahmavar line up the

,

toms of articles and guess

percentage width is best for

ous headlines.

The headlines are

ated by the editors at this s

This was one of a few articles

,

inflammatory headlines w'

generated controversy this y

In conclusion, 7/n

Jotter is an essential part o

school community. All staff n

bers play an essential i

summed up by one editor ii

following, rather cryptic mai

"The writers provide the matt

the editors polish it, Weiss d

the paper insane, and Brahn

drives them home."

Graci

HELPING OUT. Senior

Wolman, an editor of the Jet

helps sophomores Adam Wil

Amy Maxmen, and Rachel Dre

their articles so they can be type

the computer and ready for theii

line.



rouc;h draft
T LOOKS GOOD. Alyssa

isky, C.J. Diamond, and Anne

ran work on a story for the up-

ng Rough Draft .

The Rough Draft is a

Longmeadow High School news-

paper which allows students to

express their opinions in writing.

Known for its satirical articles on

all sorts of events, it has steadily

gained popularity and support

among LHS students as a humor-

ous publication. The consists of

only students and even the advisor

involved in The Rough Drafts Mr.

Kirkpatrick admits, ''The Rough

Draft is truly a student newspaper

because the students supply all the

initiative and work."

The Rough Draft is also

different from The Jet Jotter in

what they focus on. According to

the staff. The Rough Draft puts

more emphasis on Longmeadow

High issues, such as sexual

harrassment and the hat banning

rules than world issues. The Jet

Jotter is the more serious newspa-

per, whereas they are known as

the more humorous newspaper.

The Rough Draft's sec-

tions are unique and well-liked by

its readers. To begin with, there is

the "Top Ten" page, containing

lists such as "Top Ten Worst

Country Music Lines". Then there

are the sports pages, the History

Page, the Important Pages, the Last

Chance Page, and not to forget,

the Space Fillers. Readers are of-

ten puzzled by these jokes that

seem to make no sense whatso-

ever, but they also add an aura of

mystique to the newspaper. As

junior Becky Balakier com-

mented, "There are a select few

that share the sense of humor of

The Rough Draft staff."

Perhaps the best article

this year was one that Editor-in-

Chief junior Chris Hall wrote. It

was a condensed version of "All

QuietOn the Western Front." This

was published in their second is-

sue on the History Page. It was

written in the style of Cliffnotes.

Containing the usual setting, char-

acter analysis, plot summaries, and

commentaries. It was sprinkled

with enough humor to make it

very distinguishable from

Cliffnotes.

This year. The Rough

Draft is determined to publish four

issues, it usual goal. Due to their

staff, they admit that The Rough

Drafthas seen better years in terms

of its literary quality as well as the

general format. However many
Longmeadow students like the

home-made look of The Rough

Draft. "It looks like a group of

kids actually got together at

someone's house and had a lot of

fun writing up a bunch of funny

stories, and then printed out on

their computer," one studentcom-

mented.

Overall, TheRoughDraft

is widely enjoyed by LHS stu-

dents. It offers a refreshing break

to the more traditional Jet Jotter

and as Junior Allison Wainick said,

"It has a creative humor." This

kind ofhumor is definely appreci-

ated by LHS students who are fans

ofthe LHS puhlication,TheRough

Draft.

'•^^

^#^ 0%

IFISIONS, DECISIONS. Jun-

>r 3en Rothschild, Kevin Bridges,

I rhris Hall discuss the content of

i us articles to be used in the next

s of the Rough Draft .

FIRST ROW: W. Kirkpatrick, B.Rothschild, K. Bridges. SECOND
ROW: A.Cothran,J.Wolmer. THIRD ROW: C. Hall, A. Williams,

J. Buchanan.

Rough Draft<155



IMPRESSIONS
Every yearLongmeadow

High School's Uterary magazine.

Impressions, produces an issue of

student Uterary and artistic works.

The pubUcation gives students a

chance to experience the pride of

both seeing their work in print and

knowing that their classmates liked

their work enough to pick it for the

magazine. This selection process,

whereby students'works are

anonymously selected by readers

from the editorial staff is a special

feature of the magazine, not only

because it is a very democratic

method of selection, but it gives

students the rare chance to read

their classmates poems and sto-

ries. At the end of the year, the

finished Impressions, full of the

creativity of Longmeadow High

School's students is given out.

The staff of Impressions

is led by General Editors juniors

Grace Lee and Reena Raman, Lit-

erary Editors Juniors Rachel

Gordan and Gail Steiner Publicity

Editors juniors Areej Hassan and

Amy Kim, Layout Editors seniors

Amy Lemer and Robin Levenson,

and Art Editor Sara Johnson. Ms.

McShane advises the group. One
of the toughestjobs for the editors

is figuring out how to make the

magazine more attractive to stu-

dents as a publication worth sub-

mitting to. Junior Amy Kim, a

Publicity Editor, remarked that her

job is harder than she originally

thought because "I though Public-

ity Editor was just making post-

ers, posters, and more posters, but

you have to be really creative an

think of eye-catching things."

Editors of Impressions, have to

imaginative in making the maga-

zine appealing. For instance. Gen-

eral Editor Grace Lee came up

with a very creative way to adver-

tise Impressions to English stu-

dents. She asked her English

teacher, Mr. Kirkpatrick to include

Impressions in his "Knowledge of

the Day", a list of events, books,

FIRST ROW: A. Lemer, G. Lee, R. Raman, A. Kim, R. Nuger, R.

Dress, L. Walat, R. Katsh, A. Lee. SECOND ROW: R. Gordan, G.

Steiner, A. Hassan, C. Malinowski, J. Malinowski, L. McShane.

THIRD ROW: S. Johnson, R. Levenson, A. Williams, S. Campion,

R. Abramson, L. Robinson.

and people his students have to be

knowledgeable about. Impres-

sions staff members are also re-

quired to make announcements in

English classes, informing stu-

dents about the magazine and

deadlines.

Once all stories and po-

ems are in, the entire staff reads

and grades each piece. Junior

Allison Wainick likes this part of

being on the Impressions staff the

best. "I like seeing the different

types of writing that comes in. If

you're not in a Creative Writing

class, you'd never be exposed to

all these different styles."

There is no doubt that

Longmeadow High School's Im-

pressions allows all students and

teachers a chance to read and ap-

preciate the writing and artistic

talents of LHS students.

IN DISCUSSION. General Edi

junior Grace Lee confers with ac

sor Ms. McShane about a submiss

for Impressions.

LITERARY CRITICS. Senior edi-

tors Robin Levenson, Sara Johnson,

and Yusuke Koide look over artwork

and poems deciding what should be

put in Impressions.

156^ Impressions
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MASACKSIC
Many people

V uld agree the Masacksic Year-

b)k holds the reader's attention

f better than any textbook. Un-

le some yearbooks,

1 igmeadow High School' s gives

cerage to seniors and under-

CiSmen equally, making it en-

ji able to read for students from

n classes.

Besides the equal cover-

to all grades, Longmeadow

f( h School' s yearbook is special

iilits attention to detail. It has

~ ies on little things like lockers

: how people decorate them,

idnight Madness"- how upper-

cjssmen deal with the stress of

|nework late at night, and

I ;niorits". These may not be the

f t things that come to mind when

ti iking of high school, but they

a, nonetheless, important parts

c being a high school student.

Siries like these will provide

pnty of memories for seniors

ce they have graduated from

h h school and have almost for-

gotten what's it's like to stuff

one's entire life plus a few old

lunches, and photographs, into

the tiny space of a locker.

This year's yearbook

staff is under the guidance of Ms.

Osowski and Editors-in-Chief

seniors Shannon Campion and

Amy Lemer. Under the Editors-

in-Chiefanumber ofeditors work

to make the yearbook the remark-

able collection of stories and pic-

tures it is. Amy Lemercommends
the staff by commenting, "This

year's staff has a lot of strong

editors." The strength of the edi-

tors is important because this

year's staff is smaller, making

each editor work a little harder.

Shannon Campion one of the

Editors in Chief said at the end of

the year, looking back on what

she thought of her job, "I liked

working with people and I liked

the day we finished everything!"

All editors shared this enjoyment

in having produced something

tangible after all their work on

RST ROW: A. Bullock, R. Raman, S. Campion, A. Lemer, A.
J ce, K. Moriarty, S. Cheng, C. Adelson. SECOND ROW: D.
I 'enson, G. Lee, M. Shah, M. Sedran, H. Orenstein, G. Montuoro, L.

lTier,E.Baj.THIRD ROW: A. Gmman,R. Rothschild, S. Godding,

/[Kim, A. Hassan, K. Kielbania, S. Williams, M. Vogel, A. Juozokas,
I Leavitt, A. Themistos, E. Cohen, M. Osowski. FOURTH ROW:
r Werman, A. Carlson, M. Grieves, N. Camerlenghi, R. Levenson, K.

lati.

the Masacksic staff. For instance.

Junior Alison Juozokas, who is a

yearbook editor finds herjob most

satisfying "when the proofs come
back and I can see the pictures and

quotes I gathered made a whole

page."

Naturally, editors are not

the only ones who are satisfied

with the yearbook, students who
buy it are always pleased with the

yearbook as well. Junior Rachel

Nuger appreciates the complete-

ness of the yearbook. "The year-

book never leaves out any clubs

or class and I like that they devote

almost the same space to under-

classmen as to seniors. It also gives

you something to look back on.

By the end of the year I've forgot-

ten everything that happened in

the fall. All the same it reminds

students of the good friends and

times they had while at

Longmeadow High.

Rachel Gordan

WHAT'S THE SCORE? Sopho

more Courtney Snelham and senior

Kelly Moriarty work on sports pages

for a deadline.

AFTER HOURS. Co- Editors in

ChiefAmy Lamer and Shannon Cam-
pion editpages for the upcoming dead-

line.

Masacksic <J57



MOCK TRIAL

DELEGATING RESPONSIBIL-
ITY. Mock Trial members seniors

Laini Wolman, Mike Werman, and

juniors Abby Lamb and Lori Leavitt

listen to Brian Skowera as he explains

the roles available for the trial.

A courtroom is an excit-

ing place, for as lawyers and wit-

ness know, it is the stage for a

performance. Yet unlike many

performances, the ones that take

place in courtrooms rarely follow

a script and are usually full of

surprises. The members oftheLHS
Mock Trial Team enjoy this op-

portunity to be part of the drama

of the courtroom as they play their

roles of attorneys and witnesses.

For several members, this experi-

ence is actually practice for their

future professions, but for others

it offers a glimpse into the excit-

ing world of the courtoom.

Every year, the Massa-

chusetts Bar Association makes

puts out a case for schools in the

state who wish to participate in

Mock Trial competitions, around

December. Students who wish to

audition for parts as lawyers and

witnesses then have the winter

vacation to look over the case and

affadavits. Auditions take place

FIRST ROW: R. Bausch, L. Kilaru, M. Stillerman, Ms. Stedman, R.

Brown, L. Glazer, L, Wolman. SECOND ROW: B. Skowera, L.

Leavitt, A. Lamb, R. Gordan. THIRD ROW: S. Greeley, J. Illouz,

L. Robinson, M. Werman.

after the vacation. At that time, the

team's advisor, Ms. Stedman,

judged lawyers on their ability to

come up with a well-thought out

line of questions which includes

which points they choose to em-

phasize and which to cover up.

Witnesses were judged on acting

ability. Once she had chosen the

team, and seen them work, Ms.

Stedman was able to say of her

witnesses, "Without exception,

they were really fine," and of her

lawyers, "They have a combina-

tion of intellectual ability- to take

the case apart, and acting ability-

to perform their roles as lawyers."

This year's case was

about a girl who was shot in her

school. The girl, Stacey Madison,

played by Robin Brown, believed

the school had not done enough to

prevent such an incident. Law-

yers were Megan Stillerman,

Laura Glazer, Ryan Bausch, Ja-

son Rome, Abby Lamb, Lori

Leavitt, Mike Werman, and Bryan

k

!/'

Skowera. ^

So far, the team has (

competed against Easthamp;ii;i

and won, 96-90. However a [-J

sor Ms. Stedman believes ^s

knows what strengths let the t iaj

to victory. Ms. Stedman belli jsj

that with the lawyers their wl 'ej

performance is a matter of "s ;.-l

ing the moment" because i

have to be alert as to when i

can make an impressive objei

and how to take advantage oj

opponents blunders.

Though the students

advisor suggest different rea;

as to why the team does so vi

their success is probably at 11

partly due to the fact that moi

the team take their roles very s

ously because they consid

practice for their future jobs

Whatever the rea:

there is no question that the

Mock Trial team is one th; is

headed for success.

Rachel Goi n

T

I.

CAN YOU HANDLE '

TRUTH? Students in Mock

discuss their debate tactics forp'*

case.

Mock Trial
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FIRST ROW: Coach Gerstein, D. Cohen, M. Gerstein, R. Nuger.

SECOND ROW: T. Steger, J. Adya, C. Diamond.

C DLY AFFAIRS. Seniors

Gerstein and Dan Cohen study

,1 . of Europe as it was during

War II in order to prepare for

djpcoming match against another

hi

X$ SCHOOLS MATCH WITS
Since this year's

meadow's As Schools Match

it earn was comprised ofmany
"ling members with experi-

I om the previous year, "They

1 chance to do really well,"

: ling to Dr. Gerstein, the ad-

sc The team was made up of

:nrs Moshe Gerstein, Ted
:ejr, Jay Adya, and junior C.J.

and with alternates Rachel

and senior Dan Cohen,

members had to take an

that tested their general

ledge. The students who
i best on the exam were cho-

ir the team.

The actual members cho-

) appear on the show "As

)ls Match Wits" were the top

/ho scored highest on a gen-

nowledge test given at the

ning of the year. As soon as

ti^;am had formed, they prac-

ceionce every two weeks. The
to! was taped in October and

irellater in the year.

"As School Match Wits"

is locally aired Saturday night at

7:30 on Channel 22. The host,

John Baran, leads the show by

having the teams from each high

school compete against each other

for the first place position. The

show tests the knowledge of cho-

sen students throughout Western

Massachusetts by asking questions

on a variety of topics.

Since most of the mem-
bers were returnees. Dr. Gerstein

had the team focus more on their

strategies, rather than going

through typical practices of quiz-

zing each other from trivia books,

and viewing old shows . "The team

had to make sure they knew their

strengths in certain subjects, and

to confer with each other before

an answer was given," was what

Dr. Gerstein wanted to accom-

plish.

With his guidance, the

team did exceptionally well in their

matches. They won their first and

second match with success, hav-

ing the first match won with the

highest score ever in Western

Mass. However, they lost their

third match by one question, after

being really close to entering the

championships. Because of this

match, the team had ended their

year, but as senior Jay Adya com-

ments, "We had a good team, par-

ticipated in the tournament, and

had a lot of fun!"

Looking back. Dr.

Gerstein says, "The team was fan-

tastic this year," and he can't wait

for next year. Most of the mem-
bers are graduating, but there are

a few members graduating from

the team. If y6u like to compete,

would like to be on a TV show,

and are good at answering trivia

questions, consider joining As

Schools Match Wits next year.

Maki Miyazaki

I

QUESTION AND ANSWER. Se-

nior Jay Adya quizzes senior Ted

Steger on trivial American History

questions which might be asked dur-

ing the As Schools Match Wits com-

petition.

As Schools Match Wits<(i59^
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FIRST ROW: L. Grodsky, J. Gagne, K. Paone, A. Lehman, J.

Tremble, J. Kennedy. SECOND ROW: C. Wiseman, A. Lamb, B.

Zettl, M. Erickson, D. Fisher, J. Lambert, J. Herlihy, K. Fletcher, R.

Lusardi. THIRD ROW: K. Hennesey, R. Levenson, S. Johnson.

FOURTH ROW: J. Falcone, B. Rogers, L. Price, S. Morey, H. Barr,

K. DeRose, K. Bradley, C. Hargreaves.

CONCERN FOR OTHERS.
S.A.D.D. president, Lisa Grodsky,

takes charge and explains the de-

tails of a project the club will

participate in with the goal ofhelp-

ing to decrease the number of

drunk drivers.

<160>S- A. P. P.

$. A. D. P
The organization Stu-

dents Against Prunk Priving,

better known to LHS students

under the abbreviation SAPP
has worked hard to promote

awareness and educate students

about both the events leading to

and effects of drunk driving.

Advised by Mrs. Wiseman, the

group consisting of approxi-

mately thirty members meets

every other week in room 2 1 5 to

plan programs.

This year, SAPP has

done many projects like selling

ribbons supplied by the Ameri-

can Red Cross at Longmeadow

Lancers football games as a

fundraiser for Students Against

Prunk Priving for twenty-five

cents. The money gained from

this sale will be used throughout

the year to fund events in the

school. One of the most promi-

nent donations goes to Tent City,

a place where seniors can go after

the seniorprom which reduces the

chances of after prom parties.

SAPP's primary reason for do-

nating to this causeis because it

also reduces the need to drive by

many studentswho may have been

drinking.

They have also done

extensive planning for a dramatic

mock accident to be presented to

students prior to prom night with

the assistence of the American

Red Cross. The club hopes to

make this large project an annual

event. SAPP has worked to sell

T-shirts which convey the theme

of this energetic group at lunches

all for the same purpose.

"The main objective of

SAPP is to make students aware

of the dangers of using sub-

CHECKING THINGS
Treasurer Jen Kennedy revie

lists to make sure that sopt

Jenna Szyluk has paid her clu

1,1

stances," said Advisor

Wiseman.

The officers for i

ganization are LisaGrodsky

dent; Shannon Campion,

president; Jennifer Kenned

retary; Anmarie Lehman,

surer; all seniors.

"SAPP is and ill

part of the school commil

said Vice-President of SAll

nior Shannon Campion, "'.

cates people about drinkii

driving. Because of our e

the students are more respc

and now possess the ability

control and act maturely sini|

know the risk they are taki

III

URGENT BUSINESS. Si

Jen Kennedy, Anmarie Le|

and Lisa Grodsky, all offi(|

S. A. P. P., conduct an imi|

meeting in order to orga|j

fundraiser concerning the m/
red ribbons, a symbol of i

ness of drunk driving.



NEW DIRECTIONS

m

The issue of substance

has been a problem at

[meadow High School for

and is now being addressed

[the hope that it can be pre-

\d. A peer support network

/as formed has now evolved

thirty five student club called

Directions. The participants

ained to listen in an effective

ler to students willing to con-

in them about their drug re-

problems. They also learn

to take part in interventions,

h help troubled students to

le that they're making a mis-

Their advisor,

'rumb, is content letting the

;nts come up with their own
and putting them to work,

of those ideas was having

school students pair up with

;h graders, like big brothers

big sisters. They would par-

ate in drug free activities to-

r, therefore proving to the

upcoming freshman class that not

all high school students do drugs

and that fun can be had while in a

drug free atmosphere. This plan

was implemented because many

students felt that older siblings'

examples often steer younger kids

in the right or wrong direction

when they come to the high school.

With the same intention

of preventing younger kids from

picking up a very bad habit- drugs.

New Directions many begin send-

ing peer educators to the middle

school with the "don't use" mes-

sage. Hopefully they will take it

more seriously from people who
they can more easily relate to.

Another suggestion

made by many New Directions

members was to plan high school

activities with no alcohol or drugs

involved. Dances and trips are en-

joyable events without being cen-

tered around the use of drugs and

alcohol consumption. These

would create a distraction for us-

ers and encourage others to con-

tinue to refrain from drugs.

New Directions has also

been considering a hot line for

kids to call because many users

wish to remain anonymous or are

uncomfortable talking with some-

one face-to-face. A hot line would

eliminate both obstacles in get-

ting teenagers to talk with some-

one about their drug problems.

New Directions is a

group of high school students

who care a lot about the well-

being of their fellow classmates.

With much energy, the club con-

cerns itself with every aspect of

the drug problem from prevention

to rehabilitation in a positive and

successful manner.

Tara Polansky

WHAT WAS THAT? New Direc-

tions members, senior Kelly Moriarty

and sophomore Katie Weiss take notes

during a meeting.

STEP AHEAD. New Direc-

5 members Amy Kim, Becca

dberg, Grace Lee, and Sarah Wil-

,s plan for the next meeting.

FIRST ROW: K. Weiss, A. Kim. SECOND ROW: R. Freedberg,

G. Lee, S. Williams. THIRD ROW: N. Camerlenghi, T. Steger, K.

Moriarty, K. Kielbania.

New Directions^5p



A.F.S.
The A.F.S., or American

Field Service, had another suc-

cessful year here at Longmeadow

High School.The club's member-

ship increased, and many projects

were planned. During the year,

members exposed themselves to

different cultures, and helped sup-

port the worldwide A.F.S. organi-

zation, which sponsors foreign

exchanges, by hosting two for-

eign exchange students at

Longmeadow High School.

This year, the A.F.S.,

advised by Mr. McCarthy, con-

sisted of about fifty members,

many of them belonging to the

A.F.S. homeroom, Rm. 211.

Among them were the six offic-

ers. President senior Meghan
Stone, Vice President senior

Rachel Rothschild, Secretary se-

nior Liz Gaffney, Treasurer se-

nior Lisa de Lima, Committee

Chair sophomore Jen Suher, and

Publicity Chair sophomore Chanel

Dubofsky.

Together, they helped to

plan many projects for the A.F.S.

Their goal was, "To allow an un-

derstanding ofdifferent cultures,"

in the words of president Meghan

Stone. Beginning with the candy

cane call to raise money for the

club, they then planned to have a

short term exchange with a school

in Pennsylvania, which would al-

low each school to host students

from the other school for a short

visit. During the forcing language

week, "We are hosting foreign

students around the area and hav-

ing them visit L.H.S.," Meghan

said. For Long Meddowe Days,

the A.F.S. is planning to set up

children's booths as a fundraiser.

This has become a tradition over

the past few years.

Along with these

projects, two A.F.S. exchange stu-

dents came to LHS this year.

They were Jan Bouwman from

Belgium, and Wisnu Dwiananto

from Indonesia. When asked how
they enjoyed their new families

and new school, Jan replied, "In

the beginning it was very excit-

ing, being the new guy in school,

but after a while it wasn't, espe-

cially around Christmas. Still, on

the whole, I like it." Likewise,

Wisnu answered, "There were

good times and bad times, but as

the year went by it got better, and

I got along well." LHS enjoyed

having them as they enjoyed their

stay here. As vice president Rachel

Rothschild says, "I think they have

enjoyed studying here, and had

good experiences with the help of

our club."

Through A.F.S., students

at Longmeadow High School are

given an opportunity to explore

new cultures, meet interesting

people, and even host orbecome a

foreign exchange student. Mr.

Michael McCarthy, the advisor,

adds, "A.F.S. promotes interna-

tional understanding among many

young people, and I'm proud to

work for that cause."

Maki Miyazaki

SUCCESSFUL GATHERING
a recent meeting, Jan Bouwmai

tens with interest as the officers

F. S. describe an upcoming eveil

FIRST ROW: C. Dubofsky, J. Suher, R. Rothschild, M. Stone, D
Fisher, M. Miyazaki. SECOND ROW: W. Dwinanto, C. Snelham, H
Yearwood, C. Zollman, T. Ruderman, T. Moran, J. Gershen, M
Sedran, L. Glazer, S. Allan, M. Kuhr. THIRD ROW: M. McCarthy

J. Falcone, J. Bouwman, G. Lee, M. Shah, E. Jalonen, L. Ramaswamy
J. Rushbrook, M. McGarry, H. Ronen, D. Mish. FOURTH ROW: A
Kim, L. Grodsky, K. Calcasola, C. Hargreaves, J. Gagne, M. Williams

J. Herlihy.
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ALL SMILES. Shana Roberts, Anne

Cothran, Lindsay Price, and Kateri

Egan, members of A.F.S., pose with

their advisor, Mr. McCarthy. They

are excited after hearing how much

money the club earned at a recent

fundraiser.



INTERNATIONAL CLUB
The International Club

ongmeadow High School

pVides students with a chance

tceam more about the world in

B ch we live. The club was

h ded this year by Presidents

S lantha Smith and Allison

, ce. Vice Presidents Amy
ner and Shannon Campion,

retaries Madhavi Shah and

1 Godding, and treasurer

ie Sedran. The dedication of

;e officers and advisor Mr.

tos, has greatly aided the

inization its many accom-

hments this year.

Meetings take place

ry Tuesday afternoon in the

n space. A creative agenda,

jokes and quotes for the

k, is prepared by the officers,

i\ the entire club discusses its

IS, usually while snacking on

icorn and junk food, gener-

ly provided by club mem-
5.

This year the club

sponsored an AIDS awareness

day. They invited two guests.

Dr. Stechenberg and Dr.

Brown, both experts in the

field, to speak on the issue and

answer questions. The assem-

bly was informative and as club

member Amy Kim said, "it got

a lot of kids to ask questions."

The Club also

participated in the Harvard

Model U.N. and the model

U.N. at WNEC. President

Allison Grace said of her

Model U.N. experiences, "I'm

very proud of my accomplish-

ments at the model U.N."

A special Values

Assembly was also one of the

club's activities. This was an

effort from both the club and

Dr. Murphy to unite the school

through its common values.

Teachers, students, and clergy

were able to participate in

revitalizing values in our

school.

Selling Humani-Tees,

tee-shirts with nature slogans,

was one of the club's

fundraisers. The club sold these

attractive tee-shirts around

Christmas so they could be used

as gifts and many students

bought them for themselves.

The International Club also

made money for itself at

Longmeadow Days, where it set

up booths.

Helping out at Loaves

and Fishes, a food pantry in

Springfield, once a month is

another worthwhile project the

club has undertaken and one

that all club members partici-

pate in at least once.

Exploring different

world cultures, becoming better

informed about world affairs,

and improving our society are

the goals of this club. They are

difficult goals to meet, but the

International Club has done a

good job.

Rachel Gordan

THAT'S INTERESTING. Interna-

tional Club members listen carefully

to plans about an upcoming event.

ROW: A. Lee, R. Gordan, M. Shah, S. Godding, A. Hassan,

ilhams, M. Sedran, A. Kim. SECOND ROW: I. Johnson, G.

ellis, J. Malinowski, R. Shore-Suslowitz, J. Polansky, A. Grace, S.

5:ith, J. Smith, L. Walat, D. Chang. THIRD ROW: J. Brown, R.

ner, J. Randall, D. Ray, T. McKeon, G.Steiner, S. Schubert, N.

^ sley, E. Campion.

ISN'T THAT GREAT? Co- presi-

dents Samantha Smith and Allison

Grace enthusiastically explain a new

fundraiser to the group.
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L.E.A.F.
PLANNING THE AGENDA. Of-

ficers Megan Zwirko and Kate Weeks

discuss their plans for an upcoming

meeting of the Environmental Club.

A new environmental

club was started this year at LHS
to raise environmental awareness

at the school. Called LEAF, an

acronym for Longmeadow Envi-

ronmentally Aware Friends, the

group is under the guidance ofMr.

Fitzgerald and Mr. Suzor as well

as a few seniors; Kate Weeks,

Megan Zwirko, Lauren Yahres,

and Jen Beck.

Every Wednesday
L.E.A.F. meets in the open space

after school. Meetings begin with

a report from the committee chair-

persons. L.E.A.F. has divided its

members into committees that

work on recycling, education and

publicity, and writing a school en-

vironmental constitution. After the

leaders of these groups inform the

rest of the club on their progress,

all members ofL.E.A.F. share new

ideas and then the club divides

into its committees. Supplying the

school with more easily notice-

FIRST ROW: C. Webster, L. Price, L. Yahres, K. Paone, M. Illouz,

S.Spitz, K. Dreher, L. Shoemaker. SECOND ROW: L. Lerner, K.

Tang, C. Dubofsky S. Lo, J. Beck, M. Zwirko, K. Weeks, S. Maggi, K.

Weeks, M. Sedran, L. Glazer, G. Polga, K. Gladwin. THIRD ROW:
A. Carlson, O. Jenne, M. Podgurski, J. Wilson, A. Garvey, C. Egan, K.

Calcasola, R. Boutin, S. Godding, S. Blandset, C. Herbert, D. Chang,

L. DeSantis, J. Suher, A. Maxmen, E. McDonnell. FOURTH ROW:
Mr. Fitzgerald, J. Pula, P. Fix, N. Holt, S. Scully, A. Williams.

able recycling bins was one of the

first projects the club embarked

on. Now, all classrooms contain a

reused, green cardboard box for

recycling paper. The education and

publicity committee set up a col-

orful bulletin board in the hallway

that displays information and pho-

tographs about the environment.

A Meadows clean-up day was also

planned by the club and an envi-

ronmental newspaper is another

project the group hopes to take on.

Mr. Fitzgerald, one ofthe

club's advisors, cites the impor-

tance of L.E.A.F. "it gets people

involved in specific hands-on ac-

tivities. Instead ofjust saying they

want to help the environment, stu-

dents can become practically in-

volved." A member of the club,

Jessica Polansky, agrees that the

club lets students actually do some-

thing about an issue that is most

oftenjust talked about. "I'm in the

club,"Jessica says, "because I

wanted to help out more wi

environment and get more f

active in it." So far, it loci

like L.E.A.F. is doing a gocj

at putting students to work tij

our environment.

Rachel G

WORKING HARD. President*

Weeks watches senior treasure!

'

Maggi collects dues from sopho: ;

Amy Maxmen and Gillian Polg
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BUSINESS CLUB

( BLECHECKING. Senior Julie

aes gives her paper one last check

!^e handing it in.

--^^;44|

i

Uj

High School students

dream ofmaking millions in busi-

ness when they grow up, but where

can they learn the skills to make

these kinds of dreams come true.

The Science Team or the Art Club

may not be great places to learn

about the business world, but the

Longmeadow High School Busi-

ness Club is the perfect place to

learn about the various aspects of

business. It is also a club that al-

lows its members to decide on

goals from year to year.

The club of fifteen is led

by advisor Mrs. Morse. There are

a few officers including treasurer

Bill Donahue, attendance chair-

person Julie Hodges, and secre-

tary Laurie Leavitt, but the club

prides itself on letting all mem-
bers experience some degree of

responsibility and leadership. Mrs

Morse explains that this method is

"more like the real business world

where the team approach is often

used and leadership positions

change depending on who initiates

an idea."

The club organized a sale

Spirits Links and agreed to share

the profits with the class who
bought the most links. The seniors

won and so received fifty percent

of the money. When they get

money from projects such as this

one, the club uses it to cover Jet

Jotter expenses for fils, software,

and Journalism conferences be-

cause it runs the business aspect of

the Jet Jotter. Club members take

care of soliciting adds, billing, and

circulation for the newspaper.

Having the newspaper

and the business club work to-

gether is also a good learning ex-

perience because students learn

that in business one has to be will-

ing to work with others and be

communicative. Ben Rothschild,

a member of the business club

who is the advertising manager

for the newspaper, has to deal with

the frustrations ofrunning the busi-

ness aspect of the paper, but he

and the rest of the group how big

a role business does play in a news-

paper. Ads are, after all, whatkeeps

the Jet Jotter going and they are

the business club's responsibility.

One change and im-

provement the club has made is its

increased usage ofcomputers. All

of the billing is done on the com-

puter and the members use Word
Perfect for typing club minutes

and agendas. "Becoming more

computer oriented is especially

important for students who want

to make a career in business," says

the club's advisor, Mrs. Morse.

The business club hopes

to spark an interest in the world of

business in the minds of students

and according to Lori Leavitt who
says, "the club has definitely got-

ten me more into business be-

cause I didn'tknow anything about

business until I joined," it is suc-

ceeding.

PING OUT. Senior Anmarie

lan explains a computerprogram

lior Stephanie Morey.

FIRST ROW: D. Gershen, B. Rothschild. SECOND ROW: L.

Leavitt, S. Morey, J. Hodges, J. Bassett. THIRD ROW: S. Danahey,

A. Cardaropoli, J. Rushbrook, A. Lehman, T. Rosenberg. FOURTH
ROW: D. Bare, B. Hayes, M. Smith, A. Littorin, B. Donahue, J.

Micucci, K. Zive, V. Morse. FIFTH ROW: M. Osofsky, P. Lawson.

I

Business Club



TAKING CHARGE. Junior Jessica

Miller, an officer of the Key Club,

explains at a meeting the specifics of

a project the club plans to be involved

in with the hopes of earning money

for various charities.

KEY CLUB

4m

GOOD TIMES. Sophomores Laura

Glazer and Susan Scully enjoy them-

selves at the Key Club Installment

Banquet held in the school's cafeteria

earlier this year.

The Key Club is

Longmeadow High School's fore-

most community service

organization.This year began with

a variety ofchanges, ranging from

anew outlook to anew advisor.The

Key Club was lead this year by

Vesta Browne. The group's new
leader commented on the organi-

zation, "I have been impressed

with the giving nature of the stu-

dents and they have done every-

thing that I've asked."

However most of the

work is done by the student mem-
bers themselves. Student leaders

are Jen Robert, who holds the po-

sition of Coordinator of Leader-

ship, Becky Ingis, Coordinator of

Programs and Special Projects,

Anthony Sarage, Coordinator of

Community Service, Jessica

Miller, Coordinator ofCorrespon-

dence, Mike Pacella, Coordinator

ofData/Records, and Katie Derose,

Coordinator of Finances. Serving

4
\

on the District Board is Kate

Fletcher as Lieutenant Governor

of District 1 1/27 and Zach Ryan

as District Convention Chairman.

This year the Key Club took

on many new projects, along with

continuing old ones.

Longmeadow certainly has the

Key Club to thank for its clean

parks and high school yard. In the

fall the Key Club devoted their

Saturdays to cleaning Turner

Park. New projects also include

cleaning around the school and

raking leaves. The many activi-

ties the Key Club continued to do

this year included its visits to

Shriner's Hospital every Satur-

day, playing Bingo at the Genesis

House, manning concession

stands at the football and basket-

ball games, and of course, run-

ning the Variety Show. This year

the profits from the Variety Show
will be donated to the Neil C.

Fagin Ambulance Fund. As a re-

ward for the Key Club's ]

work, eligible members ma
tend the District Conventic

Springfield and the Intemati

Convention this summer.

Because the Key (

sponsors so many commii

service programs where stud

work together, it not only

vides the chance to perform ^

deeds, it also allows studen

socialize and meet other

from Key Clubs in var

schools.

As always,

Longmeadow High School

Club has proven to be wortt

the community's support. C
dinator of Data/Records ^

Pacella sums up Key Clul

saying "Key Club is a great

to serve ourcommunity andtl

less fortunate."

Jessica M

FIRST ROW: J. Robert, R. Ingis, J. Miller, M. Pacella, K. Flet

S. Rafferty, K. Arnold, P. Wissig, E. Derby. SECOND ROW
Frank, L. Montefusco, M. O'Brien, M. Stillerman, A. Saragi

Matroni,S. Shine, L. Glazer. THIRD ROW: W. Winn, R. Abran

J. Kloster, B. Keane, J. Guistina, J. Kubala, Z. Ryan, C. Prestij

LaBroad, S.Scully, D.Nison. FOURTH ROW: S. Bailey, N.Mu
R. Browne, C. Blair, P. Rice, D. Dobosh, M. McGarry, J. Cherto

Micucci.
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riENCE LEAGUE-FIRST ROW: R. Hirsch, B. Rothschild, D.

L-ang, E. Walat, A. Lee, S. Cheng, T. Nguyen, J. Polansky, L. Kilaru,

JMujali. SECOND ROW: C. Hall, K. Phelps, D. Levenson, A.

ssan, R. Levenson, I. Gordan, M. Berger, T. McKeon. THIRD
)W: J. Cheng, R. Fijol, A. Spivak, D. Ray, G. Sakellis, M. Osofsky.

lURTH ROW: A. Fingeroth, D. Lao, N. Camerlenghi, G. Lee, T.

ger, K. Weiss, A. Kim, J. Wilson, G. Gelling, J. Adya, E. Weiss, T.

MATH TEAM-FIRST ROW: S. Cheng, E. Walat, M. Gerstein.

SECONDROW: D. Daniels, A. Brahmavar, D. Lao, R. Talati, G. Lee.

in.

MATH AND SCIENCE
Two of the more intellec-

1 clubs at Longmeadow High

aool are the Math team and the

ence League. Both groups

npete at meets against teams of

er Western Massachusetts high

ools. The clubs allow students

t enjoy math or science to take

se subjects beyond the class-

m and have fun applying them

eal-life situations with the help

eamwork. Team members also

'e the opportunity to meet

dents of area schools who have

lilar math and science interests.

The math team is lead by

Math department head, Mr.

niels. It has meets every five

3ks on Tuesdays, which equals

)ut 5 or 6 meets a year. Six

dents per team compete at each

et. In past years the team only

1 6 member, but this year there

are 12.

Sheri Cheng, a

junior, has an interesting

comment about the stereo-

type of men in mathematics:

"The girls on the math team

did better than the guys on

the team, which goes to show

that we can also do math!"

All members enjoy partici-

pating and think that our

school's team performs well

at competitions. They also

have fun in the process.

Science League is

similar in some ways to the

Math Team, but it also has its

own distinctions. The team

has about 50 members and is

led by Mr. Hirsch. Compet-

ing and doing well is one

thing, but teamwork is one of

our main goals. Applying your

knowledge of science in

everyday problems is better

than learning out of a book in a

classroom. I like it because I

get to work with kids who
enjoy science.

The team has meets

the first Thursday of every

month and has a couple of

meetings prior to each meet to

sign up teams of up to 4

students for each event. The

meets have three different

events, one of them being

something that you have to

build ahead of time. The team

competes against three other

schools, from Western Massa-

chusetts.

Izzy Gordan

'jMASTERMINDS. Seniors Jay Adya
and Robin Levenson andjuniors Sheri

,,Cheng and Grace Lee work diligently

-Non various chemistry problems at a

jrecent Science League meet held here

iin Longmeadow.

PROBLEM SOLVING. Seniors

Moshe Gerstein and Kishi Talati solve

difficult math problems in order to

prepare for their math competitions.

Math and Science<16Z>



DRAMA ENSEMBLE
"Drama Ensemble is a

fun way of interacting with other

students and getting to know act-

ing and each other better," says

freshman Beth Young when de-

scribing the Drama Ensemble.

This is probably just what the

group's director, Vickie Phillips

would want to hear. Ms. Phillips is

an actress herselfwho performs in

New York and also around the

greater Hartford area.

The Drama Ensemble

has about 15 active participants,

freshmen through seniors, who
attend weekly meetings, which are

more like classes, for about three

and a half hours. They begin with

"circle" which is about forty min-

utes. They try to "leave the world

behind" in the word of their

teacher, and concentrate by clos-

ing their eyes, humming, and re-

laxing their muscles. Then they

all sit down and Vickie throws out

a phrase or topic which is passed

around the circle for everyone to

comment on, saying the first thing

that comes to their minds. As one

student said, it is, "a chance tojoin

together."

The next twenty to thirty

minutes is spent on board work.

Vickie gives the members notes to

write down and there is a discus-

sion about acting in general in

which all members voice their

opinions and concerns. Popular

topics include audition anxieties,

calming oneself, and how to get

the part they want.

The remainder of the

meeting is when the students per-

form assignments they were given

the week before. One such assign-

ment was to find a monologue and

present it. After students perform,

Vickie gives her own constructive

criticism and the assignment is

performed a second time, this time

with a lot of improvements made,

repeatedly throughout the act with-

out saying anything else. Then

they went through the process of

These activities are a favorite of

many members, including Sarah

Garb who says, "the worst part is

when we have to sit through the

thirty minutes of board work, but

the best part is when we get to see

other people perform and throw

food at each other!"

Although the group only

does one performance in front of

the school, after the holidays they

will be entering a competition

where they will put on the play,

"Echoes." It is a play about teen

suicide and consists mainly of

monologs.

Drama Ensemble is a

club that is well like by the partici-

pants who find it very helpful in

improving their acting skills. Some
are in local plays where their per-

formances are enhanced by their

experience provided from the club.

It appears that this is a club where

much learning and a lot of fun

takes place.

Tara Polansky

TAKING A BREAK. Du
rehersal members take time oi

memorize their lines.

FIRST ROW: V. Phillips. SECOND ROW: W. Millson, S. Hutt, A
Carlson, S. Coady, B. Young. THIRD ROW: D. Buscemi, N
Camerlenghi, C. Burke. FOURTH ROW: T. McKeon, R. Balakier

R. Aminia, S. Garb, M. Newman, H. Chaudhuri, N. Mujalli , J. Brown COMPARING IDEAS. Fresh n

Sara Coady and Amy Carlsons-

change ideas for an upcoming pi •
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ART CLUB
Energy, inspiration, and

eivity are the only prerequi-

If for membership in the Art

!i , according to president Jen-

tSuher, a sophomore. Now in

. cond year (having made a

back last year), the club is

)ishing. Led by Suher and

!,.irer freshman Aura Spivak,

[ties such as bead making

sparked new enthusiasm for

ub, which has grown to about

ty members. "People seem

enjoying it more this year,"

Suher.

The renewed vitality of

ub is evident in their regular

ings. Members assemble

ly after school in the high-

iged art room to create inven-

and original pieces of jew-

all the while discussing fu-

)lans. One ofthe club's main

cts for the year is the sale of

eads they make.

Other plans for this year

ded the second annual poster

sale, a handmade necklace sale,

and a field trip to a Boston art

museum. Another project being

considered in the winter was paint-

ing the bulletin board in the art

hallway.

Suher stressed that the

goals of the club was simply "to

have fun with art." At the bi-

weekly meetings, members dis-

cuss fundraisers and often create

beads from modelling clay. Advi-

sorMs. KateLagunowich devotes

much time to the club despite the

fact that she is an athletics coach

as well as an art teacher.

"The best thing about the

club is that it allows you to relax,

even in school. You can com-

pletely focus on what you're cre-

ating, that helps relieve stress,"

said junior Maki Miyazaki.

Junior Nahae Kim said,

"I also like the fact that there's a

lot ofpersonal freedom. You don't

have to follow a lot of rules and

regulations, like using parliamen-

IST ROW: H. Gilad, H. Sassaman, A, Stewart, M. Shaffer, C.

)ster, K. Lagunowich. SECOND ROW: K. Meganck, M.

azaki, Y. Sung, H. Orenstein, J. Suher, J. Gershen, W.
nanto, J. Weiner, N. Kim, M. Sidney.

tary procedure." Apparently, in-

dividual contributions to the club

arejust as, and perhaps even more,

important than collective strength.

Heather Orenstein, a

sophomore, expressed this

sentment: "Sharing something that

really interests and involves you

with the rest of the group helps

bring out your own artistic side."

"The Art Club is a great

place for [students] to build on

their art interests and get to know

other students who enjoy the same

things," saidMrs. Debbie

Callahan, another art teacher who
helps out with the club. Added

member Molly Shaffer, a sopho-

more: "It's a great experience. I

think the best aspect is bring able

to express your creativity."

Grace Lee

ARTS & CRAFTS. Freshman

Caitlyn Webster and senior Wisnu

Dwinanto discuss their ideas

concerning an upcoming art project

with their advisor. Miss

Lagunowich.

i

IN PREPARATION. Members of

the art club discuss the agenda of an

upcoming meeting.

Art Club <1 69-



POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE.
NHS senior Jim Roger gives new in-

ductee Aaron Bode his pin and mem-
bership card at the induction.

N.H.S.
The Longmeadow chap-

ter of the National Honor Society is

a group that recognizes exemplary

students. To become a member of

the Society, students must be in

their junior or senior year and fill

out an application that is read by a

council of staffmembers. Selected

students are then inducted at the

NHS induction ceremony after

which they are expected to fulfill

their responsibilities of being an

NHS member; tutoring LHS stu-

dents. Being a member of NHS is

an honor that over 120

Longmeadow High School students

enjoy this year.

Every year, juniors and

seniors are invited to apply for

membership. Students are invited

based on their grades and very rarely

are these invited students not ac-

cepted. The application form asks

students to "not be modest" as they

list their cocurricular activities, lead-

ership positions, community, activi-

ties, work experience, and awards. A
faculty council then picks the stu-

dents that have demonstrated supe-

rior leadership skills, academic

achievements, and community ser-

vice. Academicallly, seniors and

junios must have 18 pts by they time

they apply. In one's final grades for

the year, an "A" is worth two points,

"B" is worth 1, "C" is worth 0, "D"

is worth minus one, and an "F" makes

one ineligible. The Society is look-

ing for well balanced students, who
not only give their energies to school

work but to other worthwhile activi-

ties.

The group is lead by NHS

advisor Mr. Conway who

scribes his job as one whei

mostly "gathers data". Hoi

NHS offices are: Presi

Jonathan Wilson, Vice F

dent Anne Walsh, Seem

Ameet Brahmavar, Social

retary Lisa Grodsky, Trea

David Lao, and Tutor Chai|

sons James Roger and Alll

Joyce. New officers are \\

on in the spring.

National Honor !|

ety members not only prcj

private tutoring, but also h|

tutoring room, in room

where students can come <

any time during the day fo|

tra help.

Rachel Gori

FIRST ROW: M. Conway, C. Foster, R. Brown, M. Stillerman, K.

Fletcher, R. Zettl, J. MacDonald, G. Lee, A. Meyers. SECONDROW:
A. Juozokas, L. Leavitt, K. Girotti, G. Steiner, A. Hassan, S. Williams,

M. Sedran, S. Godding, R. Gordan, S. Cheng, M. Miyazaki. THIRD
ROW: S. Samant, K. Kroopnick, R. Sher, H. Suher, A. Joyce, A.

Lehman, S. Lusardi, S. Wu, J. Wilson, M. Stone, L. de Lima, E.

Gaffney, A. Kim, M. Shah, J. Polansky, M. Farkas, L. Yahres, L.

Grodsky, M. Shay. FOURTH ROW: R. Aminia, S. Smith, E. Weiss,

A. Grace, K. Laffey, K. McDermott, S. Young, D. Mukherjee, L.

Ramaswamy, M. Couchon, R. Rothschild, B. Skowera, J. Micucci, E.

Chang, S. Dress, Y. Koide, B. Mikesh, A. Lemer, R. Luciano, G.

Gianetti, E. Frank. FIFTH ROW: W. Lutat, B. Rogers, C. Hall, R.

Levenson, D. Hildreth, C. Rinaldi, M. Golkar, S. Bailey, S. Brown, R.

Lusardi, M. Cowles, J. Tremble, E. Schultz, D. Lao, N. Holt, J. Roger,

Z. Samol, N. Camerlenghi.

170> N.H.S.

HARDATWORK. MelanieR as

a National Honor Society tutor, P'

Jeremy Gershen understand his

cult science assignment.
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MOJA-FIRST ROW: E. Leverett, T. Eastling, T. Kynard, A. Teta,

Dorm. SECOND ROW: N. Moseley, K. Blackwell, J. Vasquez,

Eastling, R. Wright, E. White. THIRD ROW: R. Howard, A.

irrera, B. Debysingh, K. Freeman, D. Lee, M. Marshall, T. Ezell, D.

Dwe, S. Thomas, A. Hill.

ABC-FIRST ROW: A. Herrera, D. Gowe, R. Wright, J. Vasquez, B.

Debysingh, R. Howard.

y
y m^.^

i
iONCENTRATION. Brentan

-'bysingh, a member of ABC, stud-

- hard for a history test one evening

the ABC house.

ABC / UMOJA
What is Umoja? Well,

it's a strange sounding, Swahili

word and it's also the name of a

club at LHS. The word means

unity, which is also the key goal

in this newborn club. The mem-
bership is open to all

Longmeadow High students, not

only Metco and ABC, although

they represent a majority of the

club.

"The goal is to help in-

ner city communities in any way,"

said advisor Sandi MacDonald.

Mrs. MacDonald advises the

group along with Helen

Moorhead and Brian Wise, all

are Metco workers.

Umoja' s long term

projects consists of trips to the

Open Pantry and Loaves and

Fishes as well as Big Brother/Big

Sister and Adopt-a-Grandparent

programs. The group has also put

up a display case in the school for

Umoja and Metco.

Umoja uses fundraisers

like their 3 on 3 basketball tourna-

ment in March to sponsor the 8th

Kwanza celebration at LHS.

President Raymond
Wright, a junior from the ABC
program said, "I like the club. It's

a good way to bring more people

together while in the school and

the chance to recognize the differ-

ence cultures we have."

Mr. Wright's thought of

the idea of forming a Umoja club

and brought the idea to Raymond
Wright and co-vice presidentsTime

Ezell and Darel Eastling.

There are 20 active mem-
bers and 10 inactive members that

attend semi-monthly meetings, all

of them having the common goal

of making things better for inner

city students.

ABC (A Better Chance)

is a national program that accepts

bright under priviledged students

from all over the country to at-

tend schools such as LHS for

their high school career. There

are 5 students currently in the

program who are from urbanized

areas such as Boston and New
York City. These students live in

a local house with resident direc-

tors.

ABC is a non-profit or-

ganization that receives funds

through private donations directly

from this community.

Jim Stewart is the presi-

dent ofABC in Longmeadow. "It

gives great opportunity to stu-

dents of color to better their edu-

cation."

Albert Lee

WORKING TOGETHER. Mem
bers of Umoja, Tamica Eastling and

Lekisha Blackwell, discuss plans for

their upcoming meeting.

ABC/Umoja <17



INSTRUMENTALS
"If Bach were alive to-

day, he would love to see you guys

playing this!" proclaims Maestro

Michael Mucci, conductor of all

four instrumental groups at

Longmeadow High School.

Scenes like this one were familiar

to the orchestra members, whose

talent coupled with the contribu-

tions of various composers made

for a musically exciting year. Daily

use of a scale workbook in orches-

tra (as well as concert band and

wind ensemble) sharpened tech-

nical skills while listening to re-

cordings of performance pieces

aided in musical interpretation.

"I think that the music

program is improving every year,

regardless of the players in it,"

said junior Alison Juozokas, who
plays the French horn in Wind
Ensemble. "By focusing on the

music, every individual is learn-

ing something important." Main-

taining musical intensity, accord-

ing to tradition, was a priority this

year, along with intonation and

other technical aspects of playing.

Highlights for the year

included the jazz ensemble's

planned performance at the Inter-

national Association of Jazz Edu-

cators Convention in Boston in

January and a possible trip to

Broadway at the end of the year.

Various concerts promised excite-

ment, including the second annual

Amherst-Longmeadow orchestra

exchange, to be held in Amherst.

Daily rehearsals are also

a highlight, pointed out Mucci.

"While concerts are obviously

very significant, the rehearsal pro-

cess is where the players develop

musically." Rehearsals are also

an advantage in terms of relax-

ation, said junior Marie Sedran.

"When I go to wind ensemble, it

easesmy academic stress and helps

me purge it through total concen-

tration on music."

The Amherst-

Longmeadow Orchestra Ex-

change was another feature of the

high school's year in music. Now
in its second year, the program

allows students who might usu-

ally only be able to play with

schoolmates to share musical ex-

periences with another orchestra.

As in previous years, the

L.H.S. instrumental program sent

the greatest number of students to

the Western District Festival, held

annually at UMass. Senior Hanna

Kolodziejski, who was concert-

mistress of both the school and

District orchestras, said of the

District concert: "It was an unfor-

gettable experience. I know that I

will remember my last District

concert as long as I live."

After District, impend-

ing All-State auditions sent those

with recommendations scrambling

to practice their prescribed pieces

.

Senior Ameet Brahmavar, who
was diligently working on a

Mozart violin concerto, said, "If I

can get that sixteenth-note run on

the third page and the seventh-

position stuff, I'll be all set for

All-State."

Grace Lee

MUSIC MAKER. Junior i

Steiner, a member of the Wind

semble, concentrates on the mus

she plays the bassoon.

JAZZ BAND
Khtikian, M.

Dress, D. Lao

M. McCarthy.

Landis.

- FIRST ROW: J. Sweet, M. Stillerman, J. Hoffman, D.

McGarry. SECOND ROW: B. Mikesh, A. Mish, S.

, A. Geha, B. Hayes, B. Steger, A. Luftman, B. Rogers,

THIRD ROW: S. Williams, B. Harwood, M. Berger, D.

WINDENSEMBLE-FIRSTROW: M. Councell, R. Sher, S. Paysr

D. Chang, L. Shoemaker. SECOND ROW: R. Allen, C. Degor

Williams, A. Meyers, D. Mukherjee, K. Laffey, B. Skowera, G. Stei

THIRD ROW: J. Sweet, M. McGarry, D. Khtikian, H. Suhe

Hoffman, T. McGuiness, M. Stillerman, B. Olney, A. Bullock

Juozokas, T. Steger. FOURTH ROW: M. McCarthy, B. Harwooc

Rogers, M. Berger, K. Schneider, A. Luftman, B. Hayes, A. Geha ^

Crandall, B. Steger, Z. Shukan. FIFTH ROW: R. Hutchins, A. V n

E. McMahon.



I
EET SOUNDS. Senior Martha

: ncell practices her flute with se-

Rachel Sher during Wind En-

ble.

MUSICALTALENT. Juniors Grace

Lee, Amy Kim, Reena Raman, and

Nahae Kim perform in a quartet at the

Chamber Music Concert.

CHESTRA- FIRST ROW: A. Zides, G. Sakellis, C. Foster, S.

ss, A. Ferris. SECOND ROW: C. Snelham, S. Wu, A. Greiner, N.

1, D. Srebnick, E. Weiss, J. Cheng, M. Shah, S. Wu, C. Mahnowski,

Calandra. THIRD ROW: S. Greeley, A. Kim, R. Raman, C.

lemaker, A. Brahmavar, D. Ray. FOURTH ROW: J. Sorrell, G.

netti, C. Leichthammer, J. Roger, J. Kolodziejski, D. Mish, G. Lee,

Lao, S. Cheng, A. Lee, S. Godding, R. Lusardi, A. Hassan, A.

seroth, J. Randall.

GETTING READY. Seniors Dave

Khtikian, Heather Suher, and Jon

Hoffman listen intently as Mr. Mucci

gives instructions.

KEEPING THE SCORE. Senior

Jesse Sweet looks over the musical

piece before playing.

Instrumentals<! 73,



CHORAL GROUPS
Longmeadow High

School is fortunate to have a very

good music program. It has both

instrumental and vocal programs.

The vocal program consists of

Chorus, Concert Chorus, Lyrics,

and Tenors and Basses. All of

these are conducted by Mr.

Thomsen. There are six sched-

uled events during the school year

in which the choruses perform:

Chamber Music Concert, Fall

Concert, Winter Concert, Pops

Concert, Major Works Concert,

and Spring Concert.

Chorus is the non selec-

tive all freshman girls group. This

is the only all freshman chorus

because the amount of girls from

middle school who wish to be a

part of the vocal program is the

largest group. For some students

from middle school, it is their first

time in a choral group. From here

students can try out for Lyrics or

go on to Concert Chorus.

Concert Chorus is the

all women, non-tryout group for

women in the upper grades.

Alison Stechenerg a sophomore

said, "We are all one big happy

family. We have a lot of fun

while learning music." The

music they learn is easier than

Lyrics, but harder than Chorus.

From here you can either try out

for Lyrics or continue with Con-

cert Chorus

Tenors and Basses, or

Men's Chorus is the non tryout

chorus for men in any grade.

Freshman Tim McKeon com-

mented "It's a lot of fun and you

learn a lot about how to improve

your voice." Like Chorus and

Concert Chorus, most students

are in it for the less serious side

of making music, while still

making good music. You can

either stay in Men's Chorus, or

because of the smaller amount

of boys interested in Lyrics,

many students of Men's Chorus

try out for Lyrics.

The only selective cho-

ral group with both men's and

women's voices is Lyrics.

People in any grade can try out

for Lyrics, but it mostly contains

upper-classmen. In Lyrics, stu-

LYRICS-FIRSTROW: S. Rafferty, M. Cole, K. Thomas, M. Pacella,

M. Stillerman, K. Talati, S. Lusardi, R. Nuger. SECOND ROW: J.

Katz, E. Chang, D. Winer, K. Gladwin, B. Mikesh, E. Weiss, L. de

Lima, R. Hutchins, I. Gordan, T. Samol, R. Patterson, S. Lo. THIRD
ROW: T. Brunette, T. Wenz, M. Farkas, J. Christie, W. Millson, R.

Ingis, S. Dress, M. Atheneos, M. Germino, E. Fentin, C. Sutton.

dents learn harder pieces that are

always written for four or more

parts. They also learn more ad-

vanced techniques of breathing,

dynamics, sight reading and other

topics. From Lyrics, you can try

out for I. Cantori, Senior district,

and other selective singing oppor-

tunities for which you wouldn't

otherwise be able to try out. Jun-

ior Megan Stillerman said "I en-

joy being in it because the amount

of musicians in it, but mostly be-

cause of the people. We get along

really well, always having a great

time while making great music. I

also enjoy learning from Mr.

Thomsen." Most students in Lyr-

ics agree with Megan that it is

great making great music but it's

also fun that everyone gets along,

students and teacher. Most Se-

niors in Lyrics are thankful for the

wonderful experience in music

before leaving the High School.

I74> Choral Groups

CONCERT CHORUS -FIRST ROW: A. Lowery, M. Williams i

Freedberg, L. Teres, J. Whalen, J. Miller, S. Allan, R. Abramson

Herbert, J. Kiely. SECOND ROW: A. Lounsbury, E. Cohen .

Russell, E. Matroni, E. Stechenberg, K. Dreher. THIRD ROW: 1

Creeger, J. Sorrell, J. Herlihy, J. Lambert, A. Stechenberg, M. de Li i

C. Paone, A. Riccio, P. Thomsen. FOURTH ROW: S. Giguen J

Carroll, G. Montuoro, K. Moriarty, K. Weiss, R. Dress, L. KuhtJ

Griggs, L. Magnani, K. Arnold, L. Tourtelotte, M. Ciccia, M. Ba >

Blansett.



ANTORI-FROM LEFT: M. Pacella, R. Nuger, E. Chang, W.

son, M. Cole, K. Thomas, T. Brunette, M. Stillerman, R. Patterson,

entin, S. Dress, S. Lusardi.

FRESHMAN GIRLS CHORUS- FIRST ROW: E Papazoglou, L.

Booth, K. Anderson, S. Hutt, S. Lavin, J. Rushbrook, A. Hayes, M.

Baxter, L. Adams, M. O'Brien, K. Threlfall. SECOND ROW: M.
McDonough, J. Bean, A. Carlson, B. Sprenkle, M. Kennedy, M.

Kenney, E. Gailun, A. Bennett, N. Duquette, J. Malinowski, T.

Brinkman. THIRD ROW: J. Jewett, N. Wilson, J. Sanderson, C.

Sullivan, K. Haberlin, H. Sassaman, S. Gordon, S. Coady.

TUNING UP. Mr. Thompson leads

members of the girls chorus in prac-

ticing a song for an upcoming con-

cert.

' ;N'S CHORUS-FIRST ROW: W. Dwinanto, E. Buscemi, T.

' Keen, P. Hatch, J. O'Brien, D. Buscemi, J. Haskell. SECOND
' W: D. Fentin, S, Egan, L. Youmell, T. Egan. THIRD ROW: M.
' irko, M. Leichthammer,B. Keane, B. Long, J. Buchanan, C. Blair,

VicMahon. FOURTH ROW: S. Kellman, E. Jalonen, D. Day, T.

ylor, D. Kennedy, P. Fix, C. Diamond, D. Dobosh.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT.
Members of Concert Chorus practice

the songs which they plan to perform

at the Winter Concert.

Choral Groups <j 75
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FRIENDLY FACES. Before class.

Miss Rooney stops to pose with her

students, freshmen Karen Rencus and

Caitlyn Webster.

"Any member of the

cooperative and atten-

tive LHS faculty is

always willing to take

time to help a student

one on one .

'

INTERESTING PERSPECTIVE.
Miss Barrera moves to the other

side of the room to get a diffemt

view of a student's art project.

COMO SE DICE.... During study

hall, Mr. McCarthy helps sopho-

mores Liz Rybeck and Rebecca

Abramson with a Spanish assign-

ment.
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WHAT DID I GET? Mr.

Goodwin shows sophomore Debby

Levenson her resuhs on a recent

chemistry test.

H^ TOUGH PROBLEM. During an

#K algebra class. Miss Lemoine helps

her student Mike Dunn solve a

complicated equation.

I
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Administration & Guidance

Thomas McGarry
Superintendent

->iWiw^,.o.-J(A_

NEVER A MOMENT'S REST.
Mr. Bene takes a second to smile for

the camera during his busy work day.

Mary Cox
Guidance

Daniel Kane
Guidance

t-^

Jacqueline Sutter

Dean of Students

Lawrence Berte

Assistant Prinipal

FIRST ROW: J. Quatrocci, C. Nowicki, B. Lendry, P. Pra:

SECOND ROW: J. Morey, P. Rovere, J. Paul, J. Lehman, E

Calcasola, I. Koundourakis, C. Couchon, P. Houle, C. Cash

Patricia Hogan-

Welch
Guidance

178/ Administration & Guidance



English

Russell Cobbs
Department Chair; English

IV

Paillette Freed

Enghsh I, III, III H

NOT A MOMENT TO WASTE.
Ms. Cushman is busy grading papers

during boring hall duty.

./"

Connie Gallagher

English I, II; Study Skills/

Reading

William Kirkpatrick

English I, III, III H; Tennis

Coach; Rough Draft

Elizabeth Cushman
English I, II, IV

Roger LeBlanc

English I, II; JV Girls'

Soccer Coach; Indepen-

dent Study Advisor

Ann-Marie Lynch
English II

Jane Murphy
English I H, III; Freshman

Class Advisor

Janice Pontacoloni

English II, IV

English <1 79.
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MAKING THE GRADE. After

school, junior Sara Godding stops by

to ask Mr. McCarthy for her test re-

sults.

Lorena Foster

Latin I, II, III/IV A.P.

Vergil; French I

Foreign Languagel

Mary Beth Maloney
Spanish I, II H, V A.P.

Michael McCarthy
Spanish III, IV; JV Boys'

Soccer Coach; AFS Club

Advisor

I
Lisa Rooney

French II H, II, III;

Spanish II

George Carellas

Department Chair;

Spanish II H, IV

Robert Potvin

French III H, IV H, V
A.P.

CatherineWiseman

Spanish I, II, II H;

S.A.D.D. Advisor

J. 80/ Foreign Language



Social Studies

Peter Santos
Department Chair;

Asian History;

Economics; Sociol-

ogy; International Club
Advisor

TAKINGA BREAK. Ms. Stedman

takes a moment to rest during herbusy

school day.

Robert Delano
Global Studies;

Modem European; US
history I, II; Varsity

Girls' Soccer Coach

Michael Gelinas

U.S. History I; Mass

Media; Sociology;

Senior Class Advisor;

Book Store Manager

John Fitzgerald

U. S. History II AP, II;

Ancient Civ., Cont.

Issues; Environmental

Club; Young Demo-
crats Club

Linda Stedman
U.S. History II, II

A.P.; Cont. Issues;

SAT/PSAT Prep;

Mock Trial

Shelly Warren
U.S. History 512, 513;

Psychology; Jet Jotter

Literary Advisor AMOMENT OF THOUGHT. Mr.

Gelinas ponders the answer to one of

his student's questions.

I

i
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Mathematics

DEEP IN THOUGHT. A glimpse

through the window of room 220

reveals Mr. Daniels, pondering over a

math problem at his desk.

HALL DUTIES. It seems that Ms.

Holt has a lot of tests to correct while

she is on hall duty.

Pauline Lemoine
Algebra; Alg.

Foundations w/

Technology; Junior

Class Advisor

1
David Daniels

Department Chair;

Algebra II;

PreCalculus; Calculus

BC; Math Team

Janice Boyer
Algebra II; Geometry;

Physical Science;

Sophomore Class

Advisor

P. Martin Conway
Calculus AB; Geometry;

Math SAT; Trigonom-

etry; Finite Math;

National Honor Society

Virginia Guistina

Algebra I; Geometry;

Math Technology

Mary Osowski
Geometry H; Algebra

I; Functions & Trig;

Yearbook Advisor

Susan Peters

PreCalculus; Algebra;

Geometry

Kathleen Holt
Geometry; Functions

& Trig; Alg. Founda-

tions; Cross Country

Coach; Girls' Track

Coach

Gregg Reilly

Algebra II, II H;
Probability &
Statistics; Ice Hockey
Coach; Role Playing

Games Club

\l 82>Mathematics



Science

JA*
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Ronald Merritt

Department Chair;

Biology II

Jeffrey Goodwin
Biology; Chemistry H

Ronald Morissette

Physical Science;

Biology H

Ronald Hirsch

Physics H, AP; Science

League; Ski Club

Paul Newlin
Physical Science;

Conceptual Physics

Morrison Ferrier

Chemistry H, AP;

Chemistry Olympiad

Charles Mannheim
Biology; Physical

Science; Varsity Golf

Coach; Freshmen

Basketball

David Slate

Biology H, AP;

Sophomore Class

Advisor

SNACK BREAK? Mr. Suzor grabs

a quick bite to eat while sitting in the

science department office.

I< -
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Creative and Performing Arts

Hilary Barrera

Drawing & Painting;

Sculpture & Ceramics;

AP Portfolio; Comic
Book Artists

Michael Mucci
Concert Band; Wind En-

semble; Orchestra; Music

Theory; Jazz Ensemble

PICTURE PERFECT. Seniors

Paige Thompson, Robin Levenson,

andjunior Abby Lamb Hsten to Ms.

Callahan's advice on their photos.

Kate Lagunowich
2D, 3D Design; Intro, to

Drawing; PE Gr.l2;

Freshman Girls Soccer;

Ski Team; Art Club

Peter Thomsen
Music Tech.; Girls'

Chorus; Men's Chorus;

Concert Chorus; 1 Cantori;

Lyrics

BEfflNDTHESCENES. Mr. Mucci

directs junior Steve Dress in setting

up the stage for the Fall Concert.

184/ Creative and Performing Arts



Business

^ MIDDAY REVERIE. Mrs. Morse

looks up from her computer for a

moment to think about what she is

doing.

Vesta Browne
Department Chair;

Intro to Business,

Accounting I, II; Key

Club

O

Raymond Fil

Keyboarding; Word
Processing

Vivian Morse
Computer Info. Mgmt.;

Desktop Publishing; Bus.

Math; Keyboarding;

Word Processing

CLASSROOMCUES. Mrs. Browne

stands and gives directions to her class,

while in the back, junior Bill

Donoghue waits for her undivided

attention.

f
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Pupil Services

Ann Meeropol
Special Education

Department Chair

^^gllgk
t
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Cheryl Casanova
Resource Room (Gr.

11 & 12)

Susan Bayley

Resource Room;

Senior Class Advisor;

Carnival Committee

P

Carolyn Dillon

Aide for the Hearing

Impaired

,..

/
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Barbara Burke
Educational Therapist

Mary Ellen Dillon

Pupil Adjustment Class

Faith Hyland
Resource Room Aide

186/ Pupil Services

Ann Moore
Resource Room (Gr. 9 &
10)

Cynthia Pliska

Resource Room Aide

Judith Scott

Aide for the Hearing

Impaired



Special People

#

Peter Bergeron

Head Librarian

Michael Carle

Head Custodian

Sandra MacDonaJd
Metco Assistant to

Coordinator; Instructional

Assistant; Umoja Advisor

W-'

Claire Carle

Physical Education

Aide

s

Charlotte Steele

chool Nurse

FIRST ROW: T. Schmidt, B. Bandoski, C. Settembre, B. Baldwin, M.

Trovato SECOND ROW: E. Collaro, K. Garstka, E. Bocchino, J.

McGrath, D. Hopkins, R. Craven., M. Romeo, A. Calabrese, C. Mezzetti

^3
A I ik

FIRST ROW: R. Gauthier, M. Parham, J. LaRose, P. LaRose, M. Bowler

SECOND ROW: M. Carle, J. Francisco, D. Beaulier, D. LaMountain

Pictures Not Available:

Linda Ackley, Chris Booth,

Patricia Bussolari, Robert

Charron, Marie Matthews,

Adrian Phaneuf, Nancy
Strycharz

Special People <jg
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Physical Education

Michael Deary
Athletic Director; Physi-

cal Education Gr. 12

J

Brian Cogswell

P.E. Gr. 11, 10, 9; Varsity

Basketball Coach; Intra-

mural Coordinator; Carni-

val Coordinator

JUSTWONDERING. Junior Rachel

Gordan asks Coach Cogs if she needs

to change into gym clothes on this

rainy day.

GYNASTICS COACHING. Ms.

Hawkergives sophomore Clark Sutton

some of her expert advice on his gym-

nastics routine.

SENIOR GYM CLASS. Coach

Deary looks like a wimp compared to

studly senior Jim Bell.

Rita Hawker
Physical Education Gr.

10; Ski Club

Alex Rotsko

Physical Education Gr.

9; Health; Varsity Foot-

ball Coach

1

8

8/ Physical Education
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"Longmeadow High

School is a small but

important part of our

community of which

everyone is a part ."

PEACHY KEEN. Li'l Peach is a

great place to get a quick refreshment

and to hang out with friends at night.

PUTTING IT ON. Senior

Michaela Curran shows Liz Gaffney

the fine art of applying lipstick at

Creative Focus in Longmeadow.

DOUBLE DATE. Seniors Greg

Barbeau, Liz Gaffney, and Mike

Couchon model the latest in evening

attire at College Formals.

'^m 09Q::'. Community
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SL PRR PATRO S S
Art, Janeitte, Sara & Adam Godding Ed & Fran Schultz

Clarence & Leslie Bennett Mr. & Mrs. Richard Bell

The Hoffman Family Bruce & Judy Underwood
Annette & Barry Goldberg Giovanni & Helena Camerlenghi

Dr. & Mrs. Frederick Hampf Jack, Kathy, Ryan, & Jack Jr. McCarthy

Karen & Stuart Meyers Peter & Melanie Levine & Family

Richard, Rita, Missy & Mandy Corbert Richard & Jane Moriarty

Gregory & Patricia Szyluk Minora Koide

Drs. Richard & Vicki Luftman Bob & Carol Beck

Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Baker Sarah & Erinn Williams' Greatest Fans

Jean & Yeshvant Talati Larry & Linda Grypp

Top O' The Town Hair Shop Dr. & Mrs. Jacob Roseman
Dick & Carol Garvey Dr. & Mrs. Jose E. Llorens

Mr. & Mrs. Donald Gaffney Shane & Brandy Arrowsmith

PAIRONS 1

Dr. & Mrs. RJ. Ramaswamy Liz Chertoff

Doug & Mary Allan Dr. & Mrs. Robert Letteney

Fran, Allen, Wendi, Scott & Jodi Debbie & Rich George

Grosnick Gerry & Ed Ryan

Chet & Carolyn Malinowski Susan & Gary Fentin

Marsha & Paul Rothschild Jack & Barbara Corcoran

Passo Insurance Mr. & Mrs. Peter C. Judd

Dominick & Barbara Leone Estelle & Larry Leavitt

Samol Construction, Co. Inc. Cathy & Ed Juozokas

Judy & Mike Cohen Marie & Dan Marti

The LaBroad Family Larry & Deb Larivee

Arthur & Amy Sher Ron & Mary Johnston

Watkin & Candace White The Shah Family

Bonnie & Don Campbell Frank & Susan Carrazza

192> Patrons



Party Planning, Delivery Available, Large selection of Kegs. Full Service

THE BOTTLE SHOP
Discount Liquors

Liquor Catering

(413)567-6141
909 Shaker Road

Longmeadow, MA 01 106

Good Luck

Seniors

GOOD LUCK
CLASS OF 1994

674 BLISS ROAD 567-2080

Best Wishes

Class of '94

From

the

Ryans

"Best of Luck"

S^tWE fOCVJS

DAYnADERCisE-SMIlh

7 EJ,,ew««J Avt., L<,nt,mwdow, MA OllOf.
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Congratulations

Class of94!

Longmeadow Flowers

815 Williams Street

Longmeadow
567-1760

Our Specialty

is

Prom Corsages

(SoKvgra+ulafioKvs

3eKviors

807 Williams S^-^*ee+

L-ongyne-cxdowf
|

^m
GOOD
LUCK

SENIORS

Liiiii

Li'l Peach

795 Williams Street

Longmeadow

GOOD LUCKSENIORS !

Longmeadow Community
\

Market
•

138 Longmeadow Street

Longmeadow, MA 01106

94/ Community



,®The busineBB printers

305 Bridge Street • Springfield, MA 01 103

Printing • Copying • Desktop Publishing

Typesetting • Layout & Design
Photostats • Complete Bindery
Fax Service • Blue Print Copies

Canon Color Laser Copies

FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

Telephone 733-6691 • Fax 788-0616

Congratulations, Becky

Love,
Mom, Dad
& LIZ

We're so proud of you!

College Formals

Tuxedo and Gown Rental

57 Enfield Street

Enfiteld, CT
(203) 741-0015

242 MemorialAvenue

West Springfield, MA
737-7751

208 Walnut Street

Springfield, AdA

734-8777

Community \ \9



GOOD LUCK SENIORS !

STEARNS &YERRALL REALTORS

Congratulations

Class of 1994

SMITH&TONER
INSURANCE

813 Williams Street, Longmeadow, MA 01116-1257

Williams Place

813 Williams St.

Longmeadow, MA
567-1051

BRIdHTWOOP HARDWARE
794 WILLIAMS STREET
LONCMEADOW MA

567-0611

96/ Community
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'THEGOOD FOOD PEOPLE'

Good
Luck

Seniors

Wm. Burrows Florist, Inc.

708 liLISS KOAD • LONCMEADOW, MA 01 106

(4l.i)5(i7-(i1«l

VISIONS OF LONGMEADOW

Eye Exams

Fashion Lenses

Contact Lenses

Saturday & Evening Hours

Senior Citizen Discounts

567-6242

Toros Omartian & Sons

286 Bridge Street

Springfield, MA
736-1531

Community 9



AMERICAN SAW & MFG. COMPANY
i Band Saw Blades • Hacksaw Blades

Reciprocating Blades & Jig Saw Blades

Hole Saws • Vari-Bits®

301 Chestnut street, East Longmeadow, MA 01028 413-525-3961

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF '94. THE BEST IS

YET TO COME.

GRADUATING IS JUST THE FIRST

OF MANY GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
YOU HAVE AHEAD OF YOU. AS PART OF
THE COMMUNITY, COLDWELL BANKER
SALUTES YOUR ACHIEVEMENT AND
WISHES YOU THE BEST IN ALL THOSE TO
COME.

\ MKMI'.KH OK THK m
SKAKS FIXANCIA I. NETWORK HJ

BANKER

Courtney Marie

We're Proud

of you!

Much Love,

Dad, Mom, Brian

Bucko and Mayday

498/ Community



Congratulations

Chris and Class of '94

We're proud of you!

Love- Mom, Dad, Justin &
David

GOOD
LUCK

SENIORS

COMPLIMENTS
OF

WEAR IT WELL

CHILD & ADULT ORTHODONTICS
DENTO'FACIAL ORTHOPEDICS

TMJ

125 DwiqhTRoAci

LoiNqMEAcJow, MA 01106

(415) 567-1500

Martin L.. Rosol, Jr., D.D.S., M.Sc.D.

Congratulations Melissa

and the Class of 1 994 !!

We're so proud of you!

Love, the Podgurskis

Mom, Dad, Jeff, Sue,

Matthew, & Michael

Community \ 19'
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GOOD
LUCK

SENIORS I

astro
CHEMICALS. INC.
BOX 2248 • SPRINGFIELD, MA 011 02-2248

FROM,

YOUR FRIENDS

AT
ASTRO CHEMICALS

0> Community



Congratulations

to the Class

of 1994

From the

Martinellis

Compliments of

A.O. White

1 50 iViain Street

.jj\M^

Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30, Thurs. 'tU 9. Tel. 567-1706

Longmeadow Shops • Longtneadow

JOSTENS
Printing & Publishing

Don Lendry

Preserving your memories in the Masacksic

Community \20X



CONGRATULATIONS
AND

GOOD LUCK TO
MOSHE AND THE
ENTIRE CLASS

OF 1994!

THE
GERSTEINS

Congratulations Seniors

Forastiere Family Funeral Homes
45 Locust Street

Springfield

232 North Main Street

East Longmeadow

KIMMELL'S BAGEL
SHOP

Amy...

We are proud of the great

job you did on the

yearbook

786 WILLIAMS STREET
LOI\GMEADOW, MA 01106

567-3304 Love and best wishes for a

terrific future -

Mom, Dad, Laurie and
Grandma

2/ Community



CONGRATULATIONS
ADAM!

LOVE
MOM, DON,
MICHELLE

KERI, DONALD, &
DEANNA

To the Class

of 1994...

May thefuture be

proCific

and

productive.

Business Club
and

Jet Jotter

^<»>\xwy
81 1 Williams Street

P.O. Box 61 150

Longmeodow. MA 01106

(413)567-0688

Where toys are more than just playthings.

CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS

CONGRATS
TO THE
CLASS OF

1994

>i^

^,

T
o

Community ^20
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Congratulations
Class of '94

From
The Grodsky

Family

4/ Community
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Congratulations

and Best Wishes

Perl ON

Remarkable Clothing

for Women

Congratulations
Michaela, Cathy, Casey, and Lisa!

From, your families

Congratulations Class of 1994

Compliments of the

Key Club

1^

Community <(20



TV^ Berkshire Qualified Plans, Inc.

\\\ I 101 Hawthorne Ave Piitsfieid. MA. 01201

ALK-^^ (413) 443-3786

A Division of fl^Polei C Sfflilh

1200 CONVERSE STREET • LONGMEADOW MA 01 106

413-567-7179 • FAX 413-567-6401

WILD APPLES
CAFE

60 Shaker Road

East Longmeadow

LUNCH MONDAY- SATURDAY
11:30-2:00

DINNER MONDAY-THURSDAY
5:00-8:30

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5:00-9:00

GOOD
LUCK

SENIORS!

V^c^m/pti/ntctvlA ol

LANDRY LYONS
&WHYTE COMPANY

•J.BetterTTomes,
-*- -*-and Gardens

776 Longmeadow Street 567-6151

and Gardens^r
6/ Community



Best Wishes Class of

94! CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF

^(mtmummeuisg
1994

Lido Restaurant
FROM THE CLASS OF

555 Worthington Street

Springfield, MA
736-0887

1995

Congratulations
CONGRATULATIONS

TO THE CLASS OF

to Aaron Bode 1994

and the entire

Class of 1994!
FROM THE TALATI

FAMH-Y

Community \ 20



Good Luck to the Class of1994

From the Class of1996

Congratulations
to Adam Bald^vin
and the Class of

1994

From Betsy
Baldivin- the
Cookie Lady

CUSTOM
COMMERC lA L

DOM E S T I
I

WINDOWS-WALLS

CARPETS-FLOORS

LAUNDRY
ERRANDS

MOVING PREP

CHILD CARE...CPR/CNA CERTIFIED

HOME CONSTRUCTION CLEAN-UP...FINISHING

PARTY HELP...AND MORE

Nita Demos
413-534-1200

-i

8/ Community



CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS

!

FROM THE CLASS OF
•97

The

LONGMEADOW
EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION

proudly recognizes your

accomplishments

Congratulations to

the Class of 1994

Andrea Campbell, President

Peter L. Bergeron, Treasurer

RPI9 WeUesley^ Smith, Ofass, Mi. Holyoke, Amherst—

What do these colleges have In common?
Tliey're all attended by STCC graduates. You can join the

thousands of people in the Greater Springfield area who've

gotten the right start, at Springfield Technical Community
College. They've used their two years with us as the spring-

board for an exciting career or a great education.

For instance, there's the Engineering and Science Transfer

graduate who won the RPI medallion, awarded every year to

an STCC student along with a substantial scholarship, from

Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute.

There's the Liberal Arts Transfer graduate who is graduating

from Wellesley College and is one of 40 people in the countty

accepted for a White House internship this spring.

There's the General Studies Transfer student who completed

his degree at Amherst College and has gone on to law school

Every year hundreds of STCC students play it smart. They
enjoy two years of small classes, individual attention, and a

tuition rale that doesn't break the bank. Then they transfer to

institutions such as Smith College, Mount Holyoke College,

UMass, and fine local four-year colleges to complete their

bachek)r's degree. Or higher.

You, too can get the right start, at Springfield Technical

Community College. Don't limit your options; expand them.

For more iiiformation, call the STCC Admissions Office at

781-7822, extension 3855.

Cfoa\

\ice>

Springfield Technical
Community College

Community <209



Congratulations to our Varsity

Boys Soccer Team!

Thanks for a Great Year in bringing us

to the Semi-Finals. . .14 Wins, 6 Losses

Senior Co-Captains:

Mike Couchon
Brent Delano

Mat Ryall

Zach Samol

Best Wishes for Your Future

Love, Your Proud Parents

107 Community



CONGRATULATIONS To Shannon & Amy
SENIORS and all Masacksic Editors

Congratulations

on your

^^ Fine Piece of Scholarship

•• The Way We Were ••

co^l^''' James P. Brown DDS Masacksic 1994
fof'^^ 26 Emereon Road
^ Longmeadow. MA 01106

I'm so proud of you...

Ofiice Hours

By AppoinlmenI

(413)567-7737

Best Wishes,

Miss Osowski

BAY PATH COLLEGE
A PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN

' Accounting

' Arts and Sciences (Liberal Arts)

' Business Administration

' Criminal Justice

> Early Childhood Education

ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMS
Fashion Merchandising & Retail Management • Occupational Therapy Assistant

Health Administration • Paralegal (Legal Assistant)

' Human Services -
• Psychology (Liberal Arts)

' Interior Design • Small Business Management (Entrepreneurship)

' Marketing • Travel and Tourism

BACHELOR'S DEGREE PROGRAMS
Business • Business/Accounting • Legal Studies • Psychology • Psychology/Criminal Justice • Psychology/Early Childhood Education

AW programs NEASC accredited Legal programs also ABA approved

For information call or write: 588 Longmeadow Street • Longmeadow, MA 01106* 567-0621 • FAX: 567-9324

Community <211
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Congratulations
to the Class oS

1994

Be Young, Have Fun,
Drink Pepsi.

21 27 Community

ri.*-' t,i,



TELEPHONE (203) 741-2277

EDWARD JUOZOKAS, D.D.S., P.C.

PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY

Office Hours 1 1 5 ELM STREET SUITE 209
BY APPOINTMENT ENFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06082

Congratulatiobns

to the Class of

1994

Best Wishes,

The Fentins

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF
1994 FOR A FABULOUS
SENIOR CLASS PLAY

MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS

Community <(213
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ALL SHOOK UP. At 4:31 AM on

Monday, January 17, 1994, an earth-

quake of 6.6 magnitude struck South-

em California, claiming 61 lives and

leaving damage that may total $30

billion. Broken aqueducts cut off

much of the water supply to the San

Fernando Valley.

TAKING THE CAKE. The popular

NBC sitcom Seinfeld took home three

trophies at the Emmy Awards, making

it one of the nights biggest winners.

Seinfeld, which features the comic

misadventures of the New York come-

dian and his friends, was named best

comedy series.

^ m

1
||At

PK ^.,# ,

"-^^^^*M
1a

^^^^^^^^Het^ mm ^

e'

1
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PEACE AT LAST. On, September

13, 1993, all eyes were on two old

enemies in their new roles as peace-

makers. The handshake between Arab

Yasser Arafat and Jew Yitzhak Rabin

followed the signing of a peace treaty.

A TORN COUNTRY. The world

was drawn to Somalia in 1992 by

photographs of starving children. It

was almost driven away the following

year by photographs of fighting adults

.

Mogadishu was a city divided, with a

northern sector held by warlord Ali

Mahdi Mohamed and the south by

rival, Mohamed Farah Aidid. Their

ensuing contest for power led to a full

-scale war over Mogadishu that killed

350,000 people in fighting and exac-

erbated a famine.

COLD WAVE. Across the North-

east, the Midwest, and large parts of

the South, the extreme cold ofJanuary

1994 brought an end to the daily rou-

tine. Arctic air with wind chills up to

74 below zero swept across the east-

ern United States in the wake of a

blizzard that dumped enough snow to

paralyze several states. At least 92

deaths have been blamed on the bar-

rage of cold and snow.

Year in Review <21



RAGING INFERNO. Twenty-six

fires that swept Southern California

in the Fall of 1993 left four people

dead and caused at least one billion

dollars in damage. Wildfires

destroyed 1,150 homes, burned

across 200,000 acres and injured

nearly 200 people in Southern

California in a matter of weeks.

SWEET VICTORY! It was one of

the most dramatic home runs in the

long history of the World Series. The

Blue Jays lead the series, three games

to two. And after one swing of Joe

Carter's bat, the game was over and

the Jays had won their second straight

series. The right fielder circled the

bases, arms outstretched over his head,

and slapped palms with third base

coach Nick Leyva as the crowd in the

Sky Dome roared with glee.

RAYMOND BURR ARTHUR ASHE

21 6>Year in Review



HIGH WATERS. The floods that

washed across the Midwest may have

been the worst in American history,

and captured the concern of people

across the nation. The casualties ranged

from the thousands left homeless to

suffering investors and consumers in

every corner of the United States.

SWEARING IN. Declaring that

"the times are changing," Ruth Bader

Ginsburg in 1993 became the second

woman to sit on the United States

Supreme Court. Ginsburg won
several landmark Supreme Court

cases as a lawyer for the American

Civil Liberties Union Women's

Rights Project in the 1970's. She

was President Clinton's first nominee

to the high court, and was over-

whelmingly confirmed by the

Senate.

OING FOR THE GOLD. Nancy

OTigan, the 22-year-old U.S. figure

ater who was among the gold medal

•'orites at the 1994 Winter Olym-

:s, was attacked after practice on

luary 6, 1994, by a man who hit her

/ the right leg with a metal bar.

Year in Review < 21
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FIRST ROW: Andrew Yaros, Charlee Blank, Lisa Grodsky, Allison Kirkwood, Tamika Mat Ryall thought he was going to be a se

Kynard, Meredith Zeller. SECOND ROW: Jon Wilson, Scott Keiter, Jon Hoffman, Todd captain when he grew up.

Fleisher, Leela Ramaswamy, Rachel Rothschild, Dave Khtikian, Jon Bennett. THIRD ROW:
Mrs. Santos, Sophie Pesch, Robin Levenson, Mike Werman, Jesse Sweet, Emily Fentin, Sylvia

Fennell, Joel Illouz.

Jen Beck, Heather Suher, Melissa Newman, Jennifer

Patullo, and Robin Levenson play togetherin the sand

at nursery school.

Erika Frank, Heather Bradley, Allison Garvey, Anne Walsh, Aimee Westergom, Kristij

Dorm, Kim Calcasola, Amie Veratti, Megan Geiger.

21 S> The Way We Used To Be
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^^irst graders, Karen Paone, Michaela Curran,

Tasey Egan, and Kelly Moriarty pose for a

,)icture before first communion.

FIRST ROW: Becky Ingis, Sarah Lusardi, JillRicci, Kim Thomas. SECOND ROW: Johanna

Kolodziejski, Deb Ricci, Sarah Maggi, Amelia Greiner.

^IRST ROW: Lena Alexopoulous, Lisa Rickter, Beth Tela, Samantha Smith, Rebecca

jorfin, Allison Grace. SECOND ROW: Christine Foerster, Chris Dyson, Darrell Lee, Scott

jeorge, Gary Provencher, Dali Mukherjee. THIRD ROW: Greg Parzych, David Lao,

effrey Tilley, Drew Thomas, Earl Baker, Marc Schwartz, Mrs. Magovern.

Anmarie Lehman and Alissa Teta snack on

Hi-C and Cracker Jack.

The Way We Used To Be<2 1



FIRST ROW: Melanie Vogel, Courtney Burke, Jen Beck, Mike Couchon, Kelli Perriman, Meira Joel Illouz and Charlee Blank enjoy the play

Selby. SECOND ROW: KimKroopnick,ZamontRansom, Scott Grosnick, Kerry Weeks, Krissi ground at JCC Nursery School.

Zwick, Laini Wolman, Ted Steger. THIRD ROW: Mrs. Webber, Todd Bourcier, Jen Martinelli,

Lisa Leigh, Chuck Lepow, Martha Shay, Karen Laffey, Tim Ezell, Mrs. Alarie

Fifth graders at Blueberry Hill enjoy the last

day of school.

FIRST ROW: Susan Goodman, San San Wu, Dana Day, Renee Faubert, Mike Atheneos, Fre

Hampf, Erika Frank. SECOND ROW: Caryn Adelson, Ryan Young, Sara Johnson, Heathi

Suher, Darren Srebnick, Allison Garvey. THIRD ROW: David Stein, Alison Ostrowsky, Maj

Friedman, Karalyn LaPre, Zach Shukan, Jon Campbell. FOURTH ROW: Javier Martinez, Erj

Baer, Brooks Bartlett, Derek Hildreth, Anne Walsh, Paige Thompson, Alan Burnett.

22d> The Way We Used To Be



Masacksic 1994
Editors-in-Chief: Shannon Campion & Amy Lemer

Senior Layout Editor: Anne Walsh

Senior Index Editor: Becky Ingis

Sports Editors: Darren Srebnick & Kelly Moriarty

Sports Staff: Courtney Snelham

Student Life Editor: Marie Sedran

rganizations Editors: Robin Levenson & Kori Kielbania

nderclass Editors: Amy Kim & Sarah Williams

acuity Editors: Sheri Cheng & Alison Juozokas

|\ame Spelling Editor: Becky Zettl

JBusiness Editor: Lori Leavitt

Business Staff: Caryn Adelson, Gina Montuoro, Melanie Vogel, Adam
Chasen

Photography Editors: Nick Camerlenghi & Christina Shoemaker

*hotography Staff: Rachel Rothschild, Allyson Joyce, Madhavi Shah, Sara

Godding, Areej Hassan, Kishi Talati, Andrea Bullock,

Elana Cohen, Andrea Themistos, Bryan Skowera,

Mike Werman
!^opy Editor: Rachel Gordan

opy Staff: Grace Lee, Jessica Miller, Maki Miyazaki, Albert Lee, Tara

Polansky, Rachel Steiner, Izzy Gordan, Jared Leavitt

^ds Layout Editor: Heather Orenstein

eneral Staff: Debby Levenson, Egan Campion, Laurie Lemer, Missy

Grieves, Amy Carlson

Special thanks to Don Lendry for being insistent with Walt, our terrific edi-

tors, the custodians for being extra kind in all our times of need, Mr. Potvin

for still caring about us and the yearbook, and our advisor, Miss Osowski.

What are his dimensions?- Kelly M. . . . Dwell in Possibility. . .Donner. . . Actueuvutus. ..

Dirk...You look tired... I thought it fell out of the computer... fridge raids... Gerard

worshipping... What the hell was that?... I have my own disk...D.K. fetish.. .The

cropper is quicker than the eye- K.M.... That damn plug... Anita, we have a situaion

here... Let's move the computer closer to the window for a better reception... she's

the only person I know under the age of 40 who drinks V8...AP photos from

December... if s off of Maple... Mr. P's caramels... I like Chinese... weekends in the

room of plaid... just slam it... potato king... don't stay too late... we have to do it all

by hand... Mrs. Steinmetz doen't want a new developer... MOIAFB... conferences

with administration... Grace's secret mission... asymptotes... When is she leav-

ing?... computer pajamas...when you're stressed just get some UHU... can you get

us some sticky stuff., getting happy off Mr. Sketch markers... is Kori still on

yearbook?

Masacksic
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Memories like the corners of my mind

Misty water color memories

Of the way we were

Scattered pictures

Of the smiles we left behind

Smiles we gave to one another

For the way we were...

^22^ Closing
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